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Foreword
Much of our work in supporting young people as digital makers has focused on the
argument that understanding how digital technologies work is important in supporting
more effective participation in online and offline communities. That as digital
technologies mediate more of our activities, understanding how they support and
constrain our actions is increasingly important – and that becoming a digital maker
supports this understanding.
We’ve always recognised other motivations for supporting digital makers – the
personal creativity of learning how to use the most collaborative tools available to
us, and of course the link between digital-making and employability. It is this last
motivation that has become the dominant narrative for many who support digitalmaking: to ensure young people are equipped to participate in an increasingly digital
economy and jobs market.
This research explores that issue, in order to understand how young people learn and
develop as digital makers with a particular view on employability. Understanding this
progression is vital if we are to effectively support young people to develop as digital
makers. This research documents and questions how we can best do that, by thinking
not just about skill progression, but the broader experiences and choice-making of
young people as they develop as digital makers.
As always, we look forward to working with you to address the issues and
recommendations set out in this report.
Dan Sutch
Head of Development Research
Nominet Trust – October 2014

www.nominettrust.org.uk
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About the series
Nominet Trust State of the Art Reviews are undertaken by leading academics to collate
and analyse the latest research at the intersection of digital technology and society.
Drawing on national and international work, these reviews aim to share the latest
research to inform the work of the Trust, those applying to the Trust and our wider
partner organisations.
We value your comments and suggestions for how to act on the recommendations in
these Reviews, and how we can build the series, so that it is more useful to us all as we
explore how digital technology can be used to design radically new solutions to address
specific social problems.
We look forward to your comments and suggestions at:
developmentresearch@nominettrust.org.uk

www.nominettrust.org.uk
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In the modern economy, both creativity and digital technologies are central to growth
and prosperity. An ever-increasing number of industries, both new and traditional,
have come to depend on the digital fluency and inventiveness of those who work
within them. Recognising that an innovative workforce requires a ready supply of
young people who possess not only the ability to work with digital technology, but the
willingness to adapt, invent and generate new ideas, products and practices, policy
makers have turned their attention to nurturing these capabilities in schools.
We know that young people engage in a wide range of forms of digital creativity –
defined broadly as working creatively within a digital medium – but that such
engagement is frequently episodic and intense. Research indicates that young people
often engage in digital creativity in haphazard ways, and expertise in these fields often
bears little relationship to the academic stage the young person has reached within the
education system. Irrespective of age, the manner and extent to which young people
participate in digital activities varies greatly – from informal out-of-school play to
serious hobbies, or from GCSE and A level through to vocational, undergraduate and
postgraduate qualifications.
However, we have very little knowledge how capabilities, skills, interest and knowledge
of possible vocational goals might intersect to determine pathways for further study.
We do not know why decisions to progress in certain directions are made or rejected,
nor do we know whether external circumstances or key demographics have any
particular influence on pathway decisions in the digital creativity field.

www.nominettrust.org.uk
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−− digital and creative expertise,
−− ambition and knowledge of the job market,
−− and employability skills,
necessary for embarking on a career in the digital creative industries.
It does so by examining:

−− how interest in digital activities develops;
−− why young people make certain study choices;
−− how these ‘push’ factors interact with the ‘pull’ of market and career opportunities;
−− the complex and sometimes contradictory relationship between what is learned in
school and what is learned informally (often through activities which are usually
thought of as ‘hobbies’, such as gaming or watching films);

−− the development of individual expertise or mastery over time (in order to better

understand how capability in the digital creative field might relate to either other
forms of creative expertise, or more generic, cross-disciplinary forms of creative
ability);

−− the complex relationship between family, gender, relationships with peers and other
www.nominettrust.org.uk

circumstantial aspects (to try and unpick why certain young people are able to
develop and progress their interests in digital technology where others are not).
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Methodology
Throughout the course of our research, we interviewed young people of a variety
of ages in a wide range of settings, from school and college right through to
postgraduate study and the workplace. We asked young people to reflect on key
episodes, inspirations and experiences in order to build up a biographical narrative
which can be situated in relation to the individual’s longer-term study and career
interests. We then mapped the differences and similarities in their experiences and
career ambitions, and asked how they came to develop a sense of themselves as a
digital creative.
We approached our research as an extended pilot project. There are no large-scale
datasets examining how people imagine their futures in this way and there is certainly
very little understanding of the micro level decisions and choices that people make as
they develop themselves and their careers.

The policy context
It is not clear how policy makers imagine how young people might progress into digital
creative careers and how the education system enables or hinders such progression.
Are there implicit assumptions about what type of person might find employment in
the digital economy? Or how young people’s knowledge and capabilities should be
developed and quantified?

www.nominettrust.org.uk

In section 2 we argue that policy around digital creativity comprises of a set of
sometimes contradictory discourses. For example, the school curriculum does little
to foster cross-disciplinary working, yet policy is driven by the needs of the changing
economy and focuses largely on the need for a generic multidisciplinary creative skill
set. Students interested in digital creative work have no specific academic course
available to them at school level. Meanwhile, despite recognition that adaptive
capabilities will be useful in the future, employers also point out that new recruits lack
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specific technical skills needed in the here and now. The education system is called
upon to supply both for the current and the (largely unknowable) future economy.
We also face the additional problem of multiple and overlapping areas of responsibility:
the school system, the development of vocational qualifications, the provision of
university courses and the running of extra-curricular initiatives are all managed by
different interest groups, including the government, the skills councils, employers and
not-for-profit organisations.
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Digital creativity and creative work
As a precursor to our interviews, we sought to clarify a number of key concepts.
In section 3 we examine the nature of creative work and establish what we mean
by the term ‘digital creativity’, exploring some of the implications this has for both
the curriculum and career planning. We also unpick some of the complexities of
conceptualising working life in a period when the economy is undergoing widespread
structural change.
The literature theorising career and creative work argues that we cannot simply think
about education as the process of learning a set of skills which can then be deployed
in the workplace. Although this literature does not necessarily focus specifically
on schools or on young people in the preliminary stages of decision-making and
orientation, it does suggest that we need to pay attention to how young people
develop a complete sense of themselves and how they understand and imagine what
work means. This is not merely a matter of focusing on the acquisition of a clearly
defined skill set: rather, we need to develop a better understanding of the ways in
which young people imagine and construct their future selves if we are to make sense
of how we might support and help them to enter into creative work in the future.

www.nominettrust.org.uk
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The research
Section 4 outlines how our research resulted in 40 biographical maps (see the
Appendix) offering a representation of young people’s reflections about their
progression into the field of digital creativity. The maps drew on a series of interviews
we conducted with a range of young people at different stages in their academic
careers. Key questions we asked focused on how young people made decisions about
their careers; the sorts of support mechanisms they could access (whether family
support, teacher or mentoring advice etc); and the identity work they put into crafting
an idea of themselves as a digital creative.
What emerged clearly was a distinction between those who were pursuing a more
traditional arts-based route into established industries and those who were developing
specialisms in coding or programming, but who approached this skill set in a creative way,
often thinking entrepreneurially about the possibility of creating their own forms of
employment. One thing we were particularly interested in was charting the ways in which
young people came to imagine their future careers: often, young people in each of these
categories had overlapping skill sets, and it is not clear that the work they will eventually
undertake is dramatically different – what is clear is that they imagine their futures and
construct their identities in very different ways. Clearly, there is no normative trajectory
that all young people follow as they progress (or indeed, do not progress) from young
adults interested in the digital creative field to people working in it.

Making sense of the progression maps

www.nominettrust.org.uk

The purpose of constructing a series of biographical maps was to allow us to compare
and contrast the differing journeys taken by young people. In section 5 we determined
a number of key factors underpinning a young person’s ability to progress from
someone with a nascent interest in digital and creative pursuits to a more general
awareness of the job market and knowledge about the process of obtaining
employment as a digital creative. Many young people constructed narratives about
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their younger selves in which they were perceived as being good at art or computers,
but also felt they had been something of an outsider at school.
Despite this outsider status – something often reinforced by lack of support from
within the school system – we discovered that almost all of the more successful young
people we spoke to could access at least one support system – parents, teachers,
mentor figures or wider communities of enthusiasts (e.g. through tech and coding
clubs). Notably, young people did not always acknowledge these support systems as
being of great importance – they were more willing to see their choices in terms of
specific triggers or moments of inspiration – but it was these support systems which
allowed them to begin to think about their hobbies as something which might
eventually feed into a career. It was only once they began to think about their interests
within the wider context of work or shared interest communities that they were able to
recognise and develop the sorts of social skills that would make them employable.
Whether they hoped to work in an existing industry or sought to set up their own
business or work as a freelancer, what is clear is that progression in this domain is just
as important as progression in the attainment of a specific skill, such as mastery of a
computer program or technique.

Opportunities for intervention
Throughout our research, we were interested not only in the factors which help support
and sustain progression in digital creativity, but also those factors which might have a
negative impact. It is clear from our research that whilst teachers rarely deterred their
pupils in a direct way, they lacked knowledge about the job market and the wide range
of digital creative courses available. This ensured that although they might encourage
pupils to go down an artistic route, this was usually a generic art school route, which
favours a particular set of (rarely digital arts-informed) aesthetics.

www.nominettrust.org.uk

Women are not discouraged in any active way from starting games design or visual
effects (VFX) courses. However, the persistence of the idea that computing is a male
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domain clearly impacts on the routes young women take who do end up pursuing their
interests through to the job market, with many favouring an arts route over one which
is more specifically technical. In each of these instances, we met young people who had
overcome the challenges these problems pose for them, but this is by no means a
guarantee that there are not plenty of others who have been discouraged long before
they leave school.
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It is clear that there is significant scope for the introduction of curriculum reforms that
allow young people to engage with gaming and computers in school, and which equip
the teachers with a better understanding of the value of young people’s interests in
these domains.
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Conclusions and recommendations
After constructing our maps, we drew up a number of comparisons to determine why
some young people had been (or seemed set to be) more successful than others. It is
clear that an interest in digital/creative pursuits is very rarely enough in and of itself.
We found that:
a. Self-teaching is incredibly important, not just to get to university level but as a
discipline required to get on in a changeable job market.
b. Success stories were those who were able to relate their own learning or expertise to
the wider employment market or forge links with outside communities – such as tech
clubs – giving their interests a clear form and purpose.
c. Possessing expertise in a chosen area is not necessarily enough – progressing through
the stages of gaining expertise must be allied with other forms of progression.

www.nominettrust.org.uk

d. Access to mentors was another factor that significantly increased the likelihood that
a young person would progress in their field.
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e. Most of those who did not attend extra-curricular initiatives or who never had the
chance to learn how their interests might relate to the job market could not begin
to see their interest as part of their potential career identity.

2. Introduction

3. Digital creativity and creative work

f. The importance of these initiatives may paradoxically be due to the lack of
recognition/support in school.
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g. All children/young people needed at least one ‘support system’ – family, school,
extra-curricular – in order to progress. Those without the support of middle-class
families, for example, were highly reliant on engaged teachers, a resource that of
course is not available to everyone.
h. It is also clear that the traditional school route is not necessarily a requirement
for success. There were a few young people who had taken unconventional routes
through the school system and were able to forge careers for themselves without
going through further training.
This research suggests that:
1. School is not enough. Mechanisms to create stronger and more integrated links
between school and non-school digital-making activities need to be devised, trialled
and made available. School alone will not prepare young people to be successful
digital makers, and we need to privilege and support non-formal and informal
digital-making experiences if we are to ensure young people benefit from the social,
personal and economic values of digital-making.

www.nominettrust.org.uk

2. The link between learning to code and employability is unproven and unclear.
We need to create stronger examples (for young people and policy makers) that
demonstrate the nature of the links between digital-making and employability. These
case studies should offer clarity about the types of jobs expected to be available and
the sorts of skills required. This shifts from an unhelpful and complacent equation
between coding and jobs (which is not supported by evidence) and helps to highlight:
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a. the variety of skills (both technical and ‘soft’) that are required for future
employability;
b. the variety of jobs available, including those that are more mundane to those that
are highly autonomous and ‘creative’.
3. We need to avoid a narrow view of ‘skill progression’. We need a language of
learning that moves beyond a narrow view of skill progression and demands that we
create a diverse range of learning experiences, which encompass skill progression,
social networks, access to informed teachers and mentors, and purposeful engaged
learning activities.
4. Digital-making needs to take place across the curriculum. It should not be
confined to a single subject. This means helping specialist teachers explore the role
of digital-making within their domain; facilitating in-school collaboration between
teachers; and a shared understanding of ‘digital’ pursuits as valid creative and
economic acts which should be encouraged. A wider theorisation and understanding
of digital creativity would help enable this process.
5. Understanding learning lives. Educators, parents and young people themselves
would benefit from understanding the range of factors that can come into play in
facilitating progressions in the digital creative field. Having access to diagnostic and
comparative ways of ‘mapping’ learning progressions and experiences would be a
useful and practical way to be able to work out possible futures and contextualise
individual learning against common patterns and norms.

www.nominettrust.org.uk
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In the modern economy, both creativity and digital technologies are central to
growth and prosperity. An ever-increasing number of industries, both new and
traditional, have come to depend on the digital fluency and inventiveness of those
who work within them. Recognising that an innovative workforce requires a ready
supply of young people who possess not only the ability to work with digital
technology, but the willingness to adapt, invent and generate new ideas, products
and practices, policy makers have turned their attention to nurturing these
capabilities in schools. Yet although the importance of the creative and digital
economies has begun to receive significant recognition, we still have very little
understanding of the relationship between the ways in which young people learn
to use digital technology and the work they pursue when they eventually join
the workforce.
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An earlier review for Nominet Trust, Mapping Digital Makers1, found that young
people engage in forms of digital creativity – defined broadly as working creatively
within a digital medium – but that such engagement is frequently episodic and
intense. It showed that young people often engage in digital creativity in
haphazard ways, and expertise in these fields often bears little relationship to
the academic stage the young person has reached within the education system.
Irrespective of age, the manner and extent to which young people participate in
digital activities varies greatly – from informal out-of-school play to serious hobbies,
or from GCSE and A level through to vocational, undergraduate and postgraduate
qualifications.
However, we have very little knowledge how capabilities, skills, interest and knowledge
of possible vocational goals might intersect to determine pathways for further study.
We do not know why decisions to progress in certain directions are made or rejected,
nor do we know whether external circumstances or key demographics have any
particular influence on pathway decisions in the digital creativity field. These questions
motivated our research and this report.

www.nominettrust.org.uk

1
Sefton-Green, J. (2014). Mapping Digital Makers.
Nominet Trust. www.nominettrust.org.uk/
knowledge-centre/articles/mapping-digitalmakers
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Aims
Our research, which maps the progression routes taken by young people as they move
through the various stages of the education system, aims primarily to examine the ways
that young people develop the:

−− digital and creative expertise,
−− ambition and knowledge of the job market,

7. Conclusions and recommendations

−− and employability skills,

Appendix – The learner progression maps

necessary for embarking on a career in the digital creative industries.

About Nominet Trust

It does so by examining:

−− how interest in digital activities develops;
−− why young people make certain study choices;
−− how these ‘push’ factors interact with the ‘pull’ of market and career opportunities;
−− the complex and sometimes contradictory relationship between what is learned

in school and what is learned informally (often through activities which are usually
thought of as ‘hobbies’, such as gaming or watching films);

−− the development of individual expertise or mastery over time (in order to better
understand how capability in the digital creative field might relate to either
other forms of creative expertise, or more generic, cross-disciplinary forms of
creative ability);

www.nominettrust.org.uk
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−− the complex relationship between family, gender, relationships with peers and other
circumstantial aspects (to try and unpick why certain young people are able to
develop and progress their interests in digital technology where others are not).
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7. Conclusions and recommendations

Throughout the course of our research, we interviewed young people of a variety of
ages in a wide range of settings, from school and college right through to postgraduate
study and the workplace. We asked young people to reflect on key episodes,
inspirations and experiences in order to build up a biographical narrative which can be
situated in relationship to the individual’s longer-term study and career interests (our
methods are described in section 4). We mapped the differences and similarities in their
experiences and career ambitions, and asked how they come to develop a sense of
themselves as a digital creative (see sections 4 and 5).
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This research has implications for the recruitment and development of the creative
labour force, as well as for curriculum debate, especially during a time that a reformed
computer science syllabus is being introduced in schools. We also hope that by offering
a more nuanced understanding of progression routes, our research will help open up
opportunities to those young people who might otherwise drop out of the learning
continuum long before they reach the job market.

The policy context
Whether motivated by questions of future economic need or recognition that digital
technology has the potential to foster new forms of social participation, politicians and
policy makers alike acknowledge the importance of supporting young people to engage
with digital technologies. However, it is not clear how policy makers imagine how
young people might progress into digital creative careers and how the education
system enables or hinders such progression. Are there implicit assumptions about what
type of person might find employment in the digital economy? Or how young people’s
knowledge and capabilities should be developed and quantified?
www.nominettrust.org.uk
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The creative industries and the creative industries footprint
The term ‘creative industries’ was first coined in the 1990s2 , and it was during this
decade that the government, recognising the association between creativity, jobs and
growth, invested wholesale in the concept. Since the establishment of the Department
for Culture, Media and Sport (DCMS) in 1997, the creative sector has been recognised
as a discrete and important area of the economy. The UK was one of first countries to
recognise and champion the potential economic value of its creative industries, and
policy makers have studied the construction of the ‘Cool Britannia’ brand across the
globe. A variety of policies were instituted to support the sector – including tax breaks
for small businesses, arts-based urban regeneration programmes, creative industries
clustering, higher education knowledge transfer programmes, and entrepreneurial and
business start-up support initiatives. A series of public bodies including the National
Endowment for Science Technology and the Arts (Nesta) and the two Sector Skills
Councils, Creative Skillset and Creative & Cultural Skills, were also established to
promote creativity and innovation across the economy and support the skills and
training needs of the creative workforce.
Of course, this definition has been subject to a number of criticisms. In addition to
those who argue that almost all areas of the economy which generate new products
and services are, in a sense, working creatively, there are many who have argued that
certain sectors – particularly software, which includes many traditional business
software and consultancy firms – are not sufficiently creative to be included3.

www.nominettrust.org.uk

Over the past two decades, the sector has emerged as one of the UK’s most significant
industries, accounting for around one-tenth of the whole economy4. However, like all
areas of the economy, it has also been radically transformed by the rapid acceleration
of digital technology. In recent years, this has led the DCMS, working with
organisations such as Nesta and the various Sector Skills Councils, to conduct a

2
The sector was originally defined by the DCMS in
1998 as comprising 13 separate sub-sectors:
advertising, architecture, art and antiques,
computer games, crafts, design, designer fashion,
film, music, performing arts, publishing, software
and television and radio. Collectively, the sector
continues to be broadly understood to include
those businesses which generate commercial value
through the deployment of creative ideas,
knowledge and expertise. DCMS (1998) Creative
Industries Mapping Documents.
3
See the discussion in Bakhshi, H., Freeman, A. and
Higgs, P. (2012). A Dynamic Mapping of the UK’s
Creative Industries. Nesta. www.nesta.org.uk/
publications/dynamic-mapping-uks-creativeindustries
4
Bakhshi, H., Hargreaves, I. and Mateos-Garcia, J.
(2013). A Manifesto for the Creative Economy.
Nesta. www.nesta.org.uk/publications/manifestocreative-economy
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Introduction

mapping exercise which has redefined the boundaries of the creative sector using a
methodology that took into account the ‘creative intensity’ of roles within the sector
and included a large number of digital creative businesses that were previously
overlooked or not considered to be part of the creative sector.
In the same report, Nesta and the DCMS also highlighted another important
development that has emerged in the past few decades. They distinguished between
those working in the creative industries (i.e. those businesses and organisations which
are primarily creative endeavours) and the wider creative economy (which includes the
contribution of those who are in creative occupations outside the creative industries as
well as all those employed in the creative industries more narrowly defined). The reality
captured by these definitions, and one which has implications for the young people we
have interviewed, is that creative and digital skills are now required and embedded
throughout the economy, and that many of those aspiring to work in the creative
industries may find themselves working in creative roles in any number of otherwise
non-creative sectors.
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The curriculum
Policy makers have shown particular concern about the need to ensure that the
education system continues to furnish young people with the sorts of digital and
creative skills that the creative economy will need if it is to continue to flourish and
drive economic growth. Underpinning this interest in the skills system is the belief that
the labour market and the education system are not aligned in a way the meets the
needs of a modern economy. Put bluntly, young people are leaving education without
the skills employers are looking for, creating significant skills gaps and shortages within
the workforce and preventing young people from progressing within the labour market,
with all the social implications associated with youth unemployment that this entails.

www.nominettrust.org.uk

Debate about digital creativity and the school curriculum gained widespread attention
with the publication of the Next Gen. report (2011) 5, which also sparked a campaign to
reform information and communications technology (ICT) teaching in school and raise
awareness of the importance of digital skills. The report offered a review of the changes

5
Livingstone, I. and Hope, A. (2011). Next Gen.
Nesta. www.nesta.org.uk/publications/next-gen
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Introduction

needed at school, university and industry level to ensure that the education system
produces an appropriately skilled future workforce for those industries – particularly,
video games and VFX – which fuse artistic and technological skills. It painted a worrying
picture of outmoded digital education in schools and university courses, lacking rigour
and failing to produce work-ready graduates. The Department for Education (DfE)
conceded that ICT needed to be revamped and should focus less on office-based
information technology programs such as Word and Excel, and more on coding and
programming skills. In September 2014 ICT was replaced by computing in the National
Curriculum and is now considered a science, therefore qualifying as an English
Baccalaureate (EBacc) subject6. Changes to the curriculum have been shored up by
a range of initiatives that work in conjunction with parents, schools, educational
organisations and tech events to encourage the uptake of coding7.
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Arts subjects, on the other hand, have received far less attention. Research indicates
that participation in arts subjects has actually declined in recent years since the
introduction of the EBacc 8. However, in 2013, after sustained lobbying from campaign
groups and supported by a parliamentary committee, the DfE announced that art
subjects can now form one of a wider eight subjects which contribute towards the
award of the EBacc. Despite calls for a greater recognition of the value of creativity
and the importance of inter-disciplinary learning, there remains a significant lack of
interaction between arts subjects, and between arts subjects and the wider curriculum,
and certainly a key absence in any formulation of what constitutes digital creativity.
Higher and further education
Concerns about the ways in which arts and digital subjects are taught are not limited
to the school curriculum. Currently, many graduates leaving university with generic arts
and digital creative degrees find it difficult to obtain work. The problem of graduate
employability is not simply a function of poor courses, it is also a function of
uninformed decision-making on behalf of students. The Next Gen. report highlighted
the fact that although university and college prospectuses all seem to promise an
excellent education and exciting job prospects, many young people show a
fundamental lack of understanding about the quality and value of the courses they

6
This distinguishes between five ‘core subjects’
(English, maths, science, history and languages)
and the wider range of curriculum subjects.
7
See www.makethingsdostuff.co.uk and
www.yearofcode.org as examples.
8
Government statistics confirm that more than a
quarter (27%) of schools withdrew courses for the
2012/13 academic year due to the introduction of
the EBacc, in addition to the 45% who withdrew
classes prior to the 2011/12 academic year. DfE
(2012). Effects of the English Baccalaureate.
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choose, and the likelihood of gaining employment in their chosen field. Despite
confidence that they will quickly find a job, Next Gen. suggests that as few as 15% of
VFX graduates and 12% of graduates from specialist video games courses found a job
in the industry within a year of completing their course. Meanwhile, the video games
industry continues to recruit mathematicians, engineers and physicists, while the VFX
industry looks abroad for graduate recruits. Many employers find that graduates lack
the appropriate mix of specific technical skills and broader soft skills such as business
sense or the ability to work as part of a team. A final seeming paradox here is that
graduates from computer science courses experience high levels of unemployment9.
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It is in recognition of this fact that Skills Councils have pushed for the development
of better quality higher education, particularly through apprenticeships and the
accreditation of certain courses (for example, the Skillset ‘tick’, which indicates that
a course is industry approved). However, although they may offer a high-quality
education, the profusion of courses on offer often has little to do with economic
need. Whilst games design may form a significant and expanding part of the economy,
universities are not required to tailor the number of places they offer to students as a
result of industry demand for computer games designers.
In response to calls from industry for an education system better able to meet the skills
needs of the digital and creative sectors, the Skills Councils have also been instrumental
in driving the development of new vocational qualifications, particularly
apprenticeships. Although government has pushed for an increase in the number
of high-quality industry-approved apprenticeships across the economy, they are
relatively new within the creative industries, and have gained greater traction
in recent years.

www.nominettrust.org.uk

This push to raise the skills level of the emerging workforce is based largely on the
premise that there are certain types of sector-specific knowledge that can only be
obtained through specialist training. Increasingly, however, both university and
vocational courses include various forms of work-based learning – from work
placements and internships in the case of college or university courses, to

9
Bacon, L. and MacKinnon, L. (2013).
Computer science graduates: why do they
top unemployment tables? The Guardian.
www.theguardian.com/higher-educationnetwork/blog/2013/sep/16/computer-sciencegraduates-unemployment-bme
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Introduction

apprenticeships, where the majority of learning is conducted in the workplace.
These prepare young people for the labour market by fostering a generic set of
‘employability’ skills (such as communication or time-management). A key underlying
aspiration of these courses is to prepare students for a changing labour market, which
has reoriented itself towards a need for workers who are flexible, creative and possess
the necessary innovative capacities to adapt to new roles and develop new ideas and
business models.
Innovation
Clearly, there continues to be a disjunction between what is taught in schools and
universities, and the skills and capabilities which policy makers concerned with
economic growth consider important. Tellingly, there is very little interplay between
computing and arts subjects across the curriculum, despite growing focus on what
Creative Skillset has termed ‘fusion skills’, a term which captures both the interplay
between the digital and the creative, and the interplay between technical knowledge
and capabilities, and the sorts of business and work-ready skills young people need to
progress within the labour market10.
What notions such as ‘fusion skills’ exemplify is a desire to embed the capacity for
innovation throughout the economy – and to instil the innovative mind-set in young
people through the curriculum. Organisations such as Nesta place innovation at the
fore of their work, while the skills councils and various lobbying bodies make their
case for on-going investment in creative subjects in schools largely on the basis that
investment in the education system will reap rewards in terms of innovation in the
economy11. What is implied throughout is that creativity and a creative mind-set
establish the necessary conditions for innovation. Here, creativity is understood not as
expertise in a specific domain, but as a more generic set of competencies that might
include analytical skills, communication skills, problem-solving skills, as well as a
willingness to take calculated risks and general imaginative abilities. This discourse
may reflect the changing nature of the economy: as the rate of technological change
accelerates, it becomes more and more difficult to imagine what skills will be required
and what job roles will exist, even in the near future.
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10
http://creativeskillset.org/who_we_help/
training_educators/shaping_quality_provision/
fusion_skills
11
See, for example http://blueprintfiles.s3.
amazonaws.com/1339418526-DesignCommission-report_SP-1-.pdf; www.publications.
parliament.uk/pa/cm201314/cmselect/
cmcumeds/674/674.pdf
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Extra-curricular activities and informal learning
In many instances, coding clubs (some embedded in schools, some set up outside
of schools) have stepped in to fill in some of the gaps in the curriculum. Next Gen.
itself insisted on the importance of coding clubs and other arenas for independent
or semi-independent learning. These clubs are presented as an important source of
cross-curricular learning bringing technology and art together, a mode of learning
which is not currently encouraged by the school curriculum. This has led to the launch
of a number of initiatives, such as Apps for Good, which partners educators with
schools to help young people solve problems by building apps, and Young Rewired
State, a network and series of peer-based learning events for young programmers.
Although these initiatives may foster generic creative, innovation or employability
skills, they are often one of the few arenas in which young people might be able to
develop specific, high-level coding and programming skills. The issue, of course, is that
only a minority of students have access to these programmes.
Besides these initiatives organised for young people there are also a series of hack
events and meetings around the country where enthusiasts gather to develop
communities of interest, especially around new technologies like 3D printing or
Raspberry Pi. These kinds of events are not strictly imagined just for use in schools
but aim to bring together local enthusiasts and experts to generate interest and often
share activities around digital creativity such as BuildBrighton or MadLab. In many
cases we found young people have gravitated towards this ecosystem and/or teacher
enthusiasts were part of these wider social networks. These kinds of gatherings are
part of a larger ecology of learning, sometimes formally supported and often based in
local universities, but whose activities and participants often remain informally
structured. They seem remarkably influential: as sites of initiation for many young
people, important sources of information and resources, as well as introductions to key
influencers in people’s lives.

www.nominettrust.org.uk

Finally, it is important to note the importance of forms of self-teaching, particularly
through the use of widely accessible online materials. Many of the resources required
to develop the skills we found our young digital creatives possessed had been learned
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in the home. Young people had learned to navigate and search for free resources as
well as develop the persistence to learn how to use them. In some cases, they had also
developed the beginnings of embryonic learning relationships, such as those described
in the paragraph above, with mentors and other virtual teaching.
Digital literacy and civic values
Although motivated first and foremost by the need to encourage young people to
develop coding and programming skills, these initiatives do not necessarily see their
role as an exclusively economic one: they are also informed by a belief that digital
literacy helps create informed consumers and engaged citizens. Whilst this research
was oriented towards examining young people’s progression into creative careers, and
therefore to an extent focused on more exceptional individuals (see the discussion in
section 4), we want to note that many educators and initiatives saw the value of their
work not simply in terms of preparing for employment but in a broader more political
context. Many were concerned with the ways in which learning digital skills helped
young people to become informed consumers of technology. This is the key pedagogy
at work across all projects concerned with producing digitally literate citizens.

Summary
This chapter has set out the key aims of our research, within their broader policy
context. What emerges is the fact that policy around digital creativity comprises a set
of sometimes-contradictory discourses. For example, the school curriculum does little
to foster cross-disciplinary working, yet policy is driven by the needs of the changing
economy and focuses largely on the need for a generic multidisciplinary creative skill
set. Students interested in digital creative work have no specific academic course
available to them at school level. Meanwhile, despite recognition that adaptive
capabilities will be useful in the future, employers also point out that new recruits lack
specific technical skills needed in the here and now. The education system is called
upon to supply both for the current and the (largely unknowable) future economy.
www.nominettrust.org.uk
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We also face the additional problem of multiple and overlapping areas of responsibility:
the school system, the development of vocational qualifications, the provision of
university courses and the running of extra-curricular initiatives are all managed by
different interest groups, including the government, the Skills Councils, employers and
not-for-profit organisations. Each of these groups has its own agenda, and endorses
different conceptualisations about the process and purpose of learning. It is within this
complex and sometimes contradictory education and skills ecology that young people
make decisions about their own futures and their place within the labour market.
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Creative labour
Work in the creative industries is both enormously appealing and fraught with potential
pitfalls. Many of the reasons why creative work is enjoyable and rewarding are also the
reasons why it can be unstable and sometimes even exploitative. This tension has been
the subject of a variety of contrasting critiques of creative labour.
Without exception, each of the young people we spoke to in the course of our research
talked with enthusiasm about the prospect of developing a career in the creative sector.
Students rarely choose to pursue an arts qualification purely because they believe it will
help them secure a stable, well-paid job. This is not to say that such young people do
not hope to find these things, or that such jobs are not available; rather, these are
never the primary motivating factors.

www.nominettrust.org.uk

Often, the appeal of working in a creative role is treated as if it is self-evident.
Creative work is, in the public imagination, good work. Since the 1990s, when the
idea of a creative economy first began to gain traction, creative work, associated with
freedom, self-expression, newness and innovation, has been feted to an unparalleled
degree12. Creative work can undoubtedly be all of these things, but this does not mean
that all creative workers benefit to an equal degree. We know, for example, that there
is currently a huge oversupply of graduates seeking to enter the creative and cultural
sector; that this oversupply depresses wages and facilitates a culture of unpaid
internships; that most jobs go to graduates, whether the job requires a degree or

12
A prime example of work in this tradition is
Richard Florida’s ‘The Rise of the Creative Class’,
which presents creative work as desirable,
fulfilling, and economically beneficial. Florida, R.
(2002). The Rise of the Creative Class: And how
it’s transforming work, leisure, community and
everyday life. New York: Basic Books Inc., U.S.
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not; and that lack of diversity in the workplace is one of the key consequences of
these conditions.
Added to this, as many critics point out, much of what is deemed ‘creative’ work
is not necessarily so. Routine tasks, stable employment, and formal, hierarchical
relationships remain the norm in many organisations. The games industry is a case
in point: many workers find themselves designing one very specific facet of a game –
often something as obscure as dust, water or shading – a clear example of division
of labour. Clearly, there is a world of difference between the potential for aesthetic
autonomy offered to, say, the artistic director overseeing the design of a computer
game, and the games artists responsible for the practical realisation of someone
else’s ideas.

Appendix – The learner progression maps
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The problem with this body of critique is that it leaves little room for the possibility
that work tends to be neither wholly good nor wholly bad, and that it can, at times,
hold both good and bad aspects in tension13. In recent years, a new, more balanced
view14 has emerged exploring the notions of ‘good’ and ‘bad’ work in the sector.
Whereas good work offers interest and absorption, a positive sense of identity,
realisation of talent and potential, sociality, work–life balance, and security, bad work
involves boredom, isolation, low self-esteem, frustrated self-realisation, overwork and
exposure to risk.
This model is particularly valuable for us in that it calls attention to the fact that the
experience of work as enjoyable, fulfilling and (to an extent) financially viable is a
subjective one – in our work, we are keen to explore the subjective experiences which
shape young people’s identities as creative types. It seems unhelpful and unduly
pessimistic to dismiss young people’s enthusiasm for work in the creative sector as
misplaced, just as it is unhelpful to leave students unprepared for the difficulties and
obstacles this type of work might present.

www.nominettrust.org.uk

13
Nor does it allow for the possibility that creative
work might be driven by positive or ethical
considerations – an idea explored by Helen
Kennedy in Net Work: Ethics and Values in Web
Design (2011). She argues that many web
designers are driven by a commitment to the idea
of open access to the web – for example, through
endeavours to make websites which meet the
needs of disabled users. More generally, Kennedy
argues – following Richard Sennett – that doing a
job well for its own sake impacts positively on all
areas of life by encouraging a thoughtful attitude
and commitment to excellence.
14
Hesmondhalgh, D., and Baker, S. (2011). Creative
Labour: Media work in three cultural industries
(culture, economy and the social). London:
Routledge.
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Digital creativity and creative work

Defining ‘digital creativity’
What is meant by ‘digital creativity’? Although all of the young people we spoke to in
the course of our research thought of themselves as working in some form of creative
capacity in the digital field, none could supply a catch-all term which captured what it
means to work both digitally and creatively. Our interviewees spoke of specific job roles
they aspired to – concept artist, for example, or animator – but relied on older, more
traditional notions such as ‘artist’ or ‘craftsman’ when asked how they might identify
themselves more broadly. Young people might recognise themselves in the term ‘digital
creative’, but it is not a phrase they themselves use.
This lack of a coherent, shared terminology is telling. Firstly, it suggests that we still
have some difficulty understanding the interplay between digital and creative, and
continue to see the two as essentially separate domains. Secondly, it suggests that our
vocabulary has not yet caught up with the economic reality that creative work takes
place across the wider economy, not just within the creative sector, and that many of
the job roles in which young people equipped with the ability to work creatively within
the digital field will eventually work have not yet even been invented. If, as we discuss
below, being able to imagine your future career is a necessary precursor for preparing
for it, this confusion presents a significant challenge for aspiring creative workers.
Over the past two decades, the emergence of new digital technologies has caused us
to rethink more traditional definitions of creativity. It is clear that for young people
using digital technologies in and out of school and across a range of disciplines and
media – whether video, web, social media, music or design – expertise is no longer
limited to one discipline. If you are interested in, say, music there is a good chance that
you will be interested in visuals as well. Developing competence in the software
associated with one discipline usually ensures that young people possess a wide range
of generic skills which enable them to work fluently with software associated with other
domains. The most obvious example of this is the use of time-based non-linear
processes across moving image and audio, or principles associated with, say, ‘layering’
or visual and audio synthesising modules.
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If this is the case, it has a number of implications for the way we understand how
digital creativity is learned, and in turn, how it might be taught. Digital learning is
better imagined as a continuum of engagement that includes social and recreational
uses of digital technology. Perhaps the best known is Mimi Ito’s work ‘Hanging out,
Messing Around and Geeking Out’15, which describes a recursive process of intense
engagement developed in informal settings including the home, after-school
programmes, and online spaces.
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Using a similar continuum model, it might be interesting to re-think the idea of digital
creativity, not in order to ask what difference the digital makes to traditional creative
disciplines and domains, but to explore how digital technology and digital-making leads
to the development of new creative processes that are particular to digital creativity.
With this in mind, the below diagram sets out to model digital creativity. It shows the
key dimensions of digital creativity, and illustrates how they relate to each other:

Fig 1 - The dimensions of digital creativity.

15
Ito, M., Baumer, S., Bittanti, M., Boyd, D., Cody, R.,
Herr-Stephenson, B et al. (2010). Hanging Out,
Messing Around, and Geeking Out: Kids living
and learning with new media. Boston Mass: The
MIT Press.
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The top line illustrates the continuum of activities captured in the work of Mimi Ito and
others which analyses the extent to which engaging in digital culture might involve
different intensities of engagement over different periods of time. It also recognises
that people have come to ‘making’ as part of more introductory and seemingly passive
modes of participation.
As previously mentioned, the different roles involved in creative production can no
longer accurately be described in terms of job specialisation. Educating the next
generation of creative workers requires teaching a much wider range of capabilities
than simple craft skills: for example, supporting entrepreneurial and managerial
abilities. Much creative production involves complex team work where you have to
learn and understand aspects of skills not necessarily exclusive to your disciplinary
training. This continuum forms the bottom line in the diagram.
The third continuum relates to the idea of capabilities. As young people become
familiar with software that can be used across a wide range of creative disciplines,
learners come to possess a generic set of shared capabilities. For example, Cary
Bazalgette (of the British Film Institute) suggested that the idea of ‘editing’ could
perhaps stand as a master metaphor for creation in the digital era. Her argument was
that editing is a process as common to writing as to filmmaking and that it might be an
interesting pedagogical innovation if a concept like this could be taught across more
than one medium at the same time. Not only would this support conceptual
understanding of the process of selection, manipulation and decision-making in
meaning-making through comparison of editing across media, but it points to the way
that digital creativity – or at least meaning-making in the digital era – brings together
in new ways processes that used to be separate and bound by academic convention.
This insight has enormous potential for curriculum development as it suggests that
common principles can be developed across different media. There are indeed other
key cross-media verbs of making that we can find quite specifically in different art form
domains. We ‘compose’ music, a picture or a piece of writing. Coding is another such
master metaphor. The idea of code – which has had a particularly high-profile focus in
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educational politics in the UK recently – is not confined to computer science: it is, of
course, a term frequently used in semiotics to describe aspects of genre. Recently there
has also been much attention to the idea of ‘curation’ as a way of describing high art
practices but also the ways that young people harvest, select and develop profiles,
preferences and identities16. And of course the idea of ‘performance’ offers yet another
master-metaphor which captures the performative nature of digital creation through
manipulation of identities and the capacity to speak and interact online.
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Future creativities
Over the course of our research, however, a second understanding of digital creativity
emerged. Much activity that could be characterised as ‘digital creativity’ relates less
to arts subjects than to innovative or experimental uses for coding and programming
skills. There is growing interest in understanding the ways in which code and other
digital relationships can transform the marketplace and open up new spaces for
productivity and growth as well as keen interest in social and civic benefits of literacy
in these domains. This understanding of digital creativity aligns closely with the idea
of the entrepreneurial or innovative mind-set in which many policy-makers invest.
Young people interested in what we called ‘digital creativity’ might imagine careers
in digital businesses – especially the games industry or film and media production.
However, our research suggested that a significant number of young people whose
interest lies in coding, programming and software rather than artistic pursuits, and who
are perhaps more oriented towards the entrepreneurial side of the creative industries,
find it much more difficult to both imagine and orientate themselves towards a simple
idea of career progression.

www.nominettrust.org.uk

This relates largely to the fact that there are fewer large-scale industrial employers on
this side of the digital creative economy. The workspaces, hack-spaces, drop-in and
network events that characterise this type of work neither require long-term training
in a discipline (as in the arts-based paradigm) nor do they necessarily offer clear-cut
career progressions and career goals towards which young people might aspire and
around which they might even be able to imagine lives for themselves. In other words,

16
Potter, J. (2012). Digital Media and Learner
Identity; the new curatorship. London: Palgrave
Macmillan.
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the ‘work’ itself in these fields is more tenuous and inchoate, less tangible and more
difficult to define. Of course, this also tends to imply that employment is less
structured, less secure and more contingent than in the more conventional pathways
we have observed within established digital creative industries and within larger
companies.
It may be that this type of enterprise will always lack shape and structure – but if this
is the case it makes it very difficult to design appropriate education systems and
curriculum content. It also makes it difficult for us to describe pathways and attainment
targets to support young people to progress in this direction. It is clear from our
research that being able to imagine what working life will be like makes developing
aspirations for the future attainable and manageable. It is notable that clear
educational and career goals seem to be a key feature of the more successful young
people we have interviewed. Yet the kind of skills required by jobs in this more
entrepreneurial or enterprising form of digital creativity tend to be less clear cut than
those required in more traditionally artistic roles, adding another layer of difficulty for
a young person trying to plan for their future career. For these reasons, it remains
important that we try to give shape to the kinds of progressions and pathways that
young people across all forms of digital creativity might expect to embark upon.

How do young people imagine their work in the future?
Since it is often difficult for young people to imagine and plan for their future careers
we have endeavoured to explore some of the different ways in which working life might
be conceptualised.

www.nominettrust.org.uk

Imagining a future
In the process of conceptualising working life, our project touches upon both the
generic and particular. Our research is generic in the sense that all young people have
to, at some stage, make decisions about what kind of career they want to pursue. High
youth unemployment, fears about job security and the demise of the ‘job for life’ make
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it increasingly difficult for young people to make these decisions with any kind of
confidence. Different young people make decisions at different stages and ages in
their life – whether academic or vocational, at GCSE, A level or beyond – and family,
teachers and peers as well as economic circumstances inevitably influence the ways
in which young people can imagine and establish themselves on pathways to
employment.
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Our research is particular in the sense that we focus specifically on routes into creative
work and ask how young people establish themselves within the creative and cultural
industries as ‘digital creatives’. The particularities of the creative industries and creative
work suggest two lenses through which general considerations about the career
choices that all young people face might be interpreted.
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The first of these relates to the fact that we are interested in trying to explore young
people’s creative uses of digital technologies in types of business and forms of
employment that may not yet exist. How might young people be able to develop the
confidence and the range of abilities they will need in order to be able to innovate
and create new kinds of employment? Essentially, this is a question about how young
people might make a decision about something which they have no way of knowing
about.
Secondly, and conversely, because competition for employment in the creative
industries is so intense, and often takes place in a global rather than a local or national
marketplace (big games companies, for example, are able to recruit from all over the
world), young people have to know with some certainty where they want to get to and
what they need to do to get there.

www.nominettrust.org.uk

In order to help us work through this tension we consider and reframe two important
concepts. The first of these is the idea of ‘decision-making’ or ‘choice’ and how this
idea relates to the role of identity as the outcome of education – that is, as opposed to
thinking of learning simply as the accumulation of skills. The second relates to the idea
of ‘career’ as a way of managing the future.
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Decision-making, choice and identity
Our research picks up two slightly contradictory stories about the ways that young people
make decisions about what to study in the future. On the one hand, it is very clear that
the actual moments of decision-making are determined by institutional situations – i.e.,
when young people have to choose what subject to study at GCSE or A level. In other
words, it is only when a set of alternatives are put in front of them that choices are made.
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On the other hand, young people draw on an older, more popular narrative about their
intrinsic abilities – they choose what they are good at: “art runs in the family” or: “I was
always good at drawing”. Rather than focusing on how or what they have learned, this
kind of narrative tells a story about the young person who believes themself to
possesses some kind of innate talent. This narrative in a way undermines the idea of
choice, because it suggests that the young person is chosen rather than chooses their
‘vocation’: it is an inherent part of their identity. How might we reconcile these two
ways of thinking about choice?
Hodkinson and Sparkes advance a sociological explanation for career decision-making,
suggesting that we do not make open-ended existential choices about the future at all,
but make decisions within what they call ‘horizons for action’17. They suggest that it is
more helpful to think about how individuals frame the implications of what they do or
do not decide to do in terms of a) how they understand the opportunity structures of
the labour market and b) what skills or forms of accreditation come to seem important
to them. Expectations, upbringing and social class often determine the ways young
people reach these understandings.

www.nominettrust.org.uk

How might these choices relate to the process of identity formation? One obvious
challenge for our project is that it is fundamentally prospective. Conventional research
into the career decision-making process tends to look backwards and/or longitudinally
and rarely takes the tracking or shadowing approach we have adopted to look at how
young people might get drawn to particular fields of endeavour18. We are deliberately
looking at young people who have not yet attained a career because they are still in
the process of getting there. This means that decisions and choices taken by the young

17
Hodkinson, P. and Sparkes, A.C. (1997).
Careership: A sociological theory of career
decision making. British Journal of Sociology of
Education, 18 (1), 29-44.
18
See: www.nominettrust.org.uk/knowledgecentre/articles/mapping-digital-makers
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people in our project are still untested, and the narrative that each is likely to construct
to explain or make sense of their choices is still in flux.
Throughout our research, we have been particularly attentive to the ways young people
narrate or tell stories about the paths they have taken. In the literature examining
‘careership’, scholars talk about concepts like ‘transformations, epiphanies, routines and
turning points’19 as narrative devices people use to account for the flow of life, taking
into account happenstance and serendipity as well as post-hoc rationalisation. Even at
this embryonic stage of their careers, our research suggests that young people draw on
these kinds of explanations to explain or justify decisions.
The message that emerges from the literature on career pathways is that terms such as
‘choosing’ and ‘deciding’ often misrepresent the nature of the navigational process20.
We need, instead, to look more closely at the more irrational and intangible aspects of
identity formation. How do young people develop a sense of what they are good at?
How do they develop a sense of their own agency and autonomy? How does this shape
the ways in which they come to image their future selves and future careers?
In a rare study of young (prospective) creatives, Gilje and Groeng explored young
filmmakers21, looking at how they talked about genre and how they communicated
with each other to establish their identities as professional equals. This attention to the
mechanisms that young people use to identify themselves as prospective creators,
which can include questions about confidence, self-presentation and the capacity to
imagine themselves as actors within the professional field, offers fruitful ways to look
at the young digital creatives in our research.

www.nominettrust.org.uk

What is work? Jobs, careers and vocation
How might young people imagine the shape their working life will take? It is very
difficult to imagine things you have little experience of, however much you might learn
about different professions or crafts. In order to make sense of how they might
conceive of their future selves, we need to understand how young people conceptualise
the nature of work itself.
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Hodkinson, P. (2008). Understanding career
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revisited. Proceedings from John Killen Memorial
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See also: Ball, S.J., Maguire, M., and Macrae, S.
(2000). Choice, Pathways and Transitions Post-16:
New youth, new economics in the global city.
Routledge Falmer.
21
See Gilje, Ø. & Groeng, L. M. (2012): The Making
of a Filmmaker: Figured World and Curatorship in
Early Careers. E-Learning and Digital Media vol
12, no.2 (Special Issue: Curatorship and Learning
Identity). www.wwwords.co.uk/elea/index.html
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On the one hand, a job is understood as the series of finite tasks we complete in order
to derive an income; on the other, it is associated with the idea of a vocation from
which meaning and satisfaction are derived. Conventionally, the term ‘career’ is used
to refer to linear progression through a hierarchy of related jobs within a settled
professional environment. However, now that few people stay with one firm for the
whole of their working lives, this definition no longer necessarily holds22. As individuals
move between organisations and adopt different working practices, it has become
necessary to reframe older notions of ‘experience, position, role, or activity’23 within a
much wider understanding of the relationship between individuals, organisations and
social context. A ‘career’ is increasingly understood to be both objective and subjective:
it is determined by the external circumstances of the work whilst simultaneously forged
and narrated by the individual24. Careers, as one author has put it, ‘are creative
endeavours in themselves’25.
How does this help us understand young people’s progression into creative careers? In
order to build such a career, young people need to understand what working life in the
creative industries is like. Without a basic understanding of how to build a career that is
likely to involve different types of work and span a range of workplaces, it is almost
impossible for an aspiring creative worker to know how to go about finding
employment in these industries.
A key concept emerging from the literature which captures the changing pattern of
working life is the idea of a ‘boundaryless’ or ‘disorderly’ career – a trajectory forged
by the individual rather than a by an institution. As we have touched on above, this is a
key feature of work in the creative industries, and it raises a number of questions about
a young person’s understanding of, and preparedness for:

−− career management;
−− career progression in professions where there is no obvious career ladder (such
as new media organisations);

www.nominettrust.org.uk
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Moore, C., Gunz, H., and Hall, D. (2007). Tracing
the Historical roots of Career Theory in
Management and Organisation Studies. In H. Gunz
and M.A. Peiperl (Eds.), The Handbook of Career
Theory (pp. 13-38). Los Angeles: Sage.
23
See: Gunz, H., Mayrhofer, W., and Tolbert, P.S.
(2011). Introduction to special section: Careers in
context [Electronic version]. Retrieved [Sep 2014],
from Cornell University, ILR School site: http://
digitalcommons.ilr.cornell.edu/articles/503/
24
Mathieu, C. (2012). Careers in Creative Industries:
An analytic overview. In C. Mathieu (Ed.), Careers
in Creative Industries. London: Routledge.
25
Anand, N., Peiperl, M.A. and Arthur, M.B. (2002).
Introducing Career Creativity. In M.A. Peiperl, M.B.
Arthur, and N. Anand (Eds.), Career Creativity:
Explorations in the Remaking of Work. Oxford:
Oxford University Press. p5.
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−− time-intense and/or contract-based employment;
derived from achievements and portfolio
−− forms of recognition and status credentials
26
(as opposed to titles and pay grades) .

Additionally, the changing structure of the job market means that any aspirant creative
worker will also have to contend with issues such as uncertainty, insecurity, freedom,
chance and even an element of randomness as they move through their career. Gender
and decisions about family life will also play a part.
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The general implication that emerges from literature on the notion of the career is the
need for a serious and informed preparatory understanding about the changing nature
of work, without which young people entering the creative industries are likely to face
confusion and unfulfilled expectations. As working life changes, it is becoming
increasingly apparent that in order to be prepared for the future job market, young
people will need be able to understand and imagine what it is to be a worker in very
different ways from the past.

Summary
The literature theorising career and creative work argues that we cannot simply think
about education as the process of learning a set of skills which can then be deployed
in the workplace. Although this literature does not necessarily focus specifically on
schools or on young people in the preliminary stages of decision-making and
orientation, it does suggest that we need to pay attention to how young people
develop a complete sense of themselves and how they understand and imagine what
work means. This is not merely a matter of focusing on the acquisition of a clearly
defined skill set: rather, we need to develop a better understanding of the ways in
which young people imagine and construct their future selves if we are to make sense
of how we might support and help them to enter into creative work in the future.
www.nominettrust.org.uk

26
Mathieu, C. (2012). Careers in Creative Industries:
An analytic overview. In C. Mathieu (Ed.), Careers
in Creative Industries. London: Routledge.
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The aim of the research was to produce a map or representation of young people’s
reflections about their progression into digital creativity. As the previous sections have
described, our understanding of digital creativity was relatively loose but, broadly
speaking, divided into two fields of activity.
The first of these related to what might be termed artistic forms of expression –
whether design, graphics or anything related to possible employment in the broad
spectrum of careers within the games industry. In this field, employment might consist
of setting up or working in small companies but equally could relate to work within
large, well-established and organised industries.
The second field related to the acquisition of coding and application development
capabilities where the specific field of employment could not be determined –
perhaps because it does not exist as yet. In this field, fluency and expertise in
digital-making meant that the young person was in a position to work
entrepreneurially, either generating work for themselves or working in emergent
areas of the digital economy.
In terms of skills and knowledge there is obviously a great deal of crossover between
these two areas. What distinguished these two fields is not what people do in the
workplace, but how the workplace might be organised and thus how careers might
be imagined.

www.nominettrust.org.uk

Only a few of the young people we interviewed had reached the stage of employment
because the key purpose of our research was to look at the kinds of decisions that
young people were making about their training and education in order to fulfil their
ambitions to embark on a career within the digital creativity fields. We were interested
in how they hypothesised and imagined what digital creative work might mean for
them, where it could be found and how they could access it. Whilst we know a certain
amount from the retrospective accounts of successful employees about their routes
into employment, this research wanted to model the kinds of decisions young people
made, the kinds of support they could access, and emotional investments they made
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as they develop their identities in order to become the sort of people they thought
they needed to be to work in these fields.
We were also interested in the kinds of barriers and lack of information that young
people might encounter, obstacles which might limit possible future choices. We were
particularly focused on finding out about the way that young people accessed support
and resources online, how they mediated and capitalised on their out-of-school learning
experiences as well as more formal academic routes, and roles that other people
(teachers, family and mentors) played in opening up or closing down opportunities. It is
always problematic to characterise people’s lives in terms of lineal, regimented pathways
because it implies a natural and universal model of progression that may not always be
the case. In our research, we endeavoured to assess the ways that young people chose
to develop plausible possible futures for themselves within the contexts in which they
grew up, without imposing normative life trajectories on individuals.
As we were interested in young people who are making choices about what kinds of
courses to study, we chose to focus on the times when young people move between
different stages of their education: GCSEs, A levels/BTEC, undergraduate,
postgraduate and employment. What we propose is not a simple linear model of
progression: looking at various stepping-off points and the ways in which young
people’s lives crisscrossed these educational stages was part of the purpose of the
mapping exercise.
We were equally interested in experiences other than formal academic courses,
experiences that are not necessarily determined by age or educational stage. Learning
to mod games or meeting other people in hack events does not always neatly align
with the points at which you are required to make choices about which courses to
study. This meant that we had to find ways to relate formal decision-making moments
to experiences of informal learning.

www.nominettrust.org.uk

This was an extended pilot project. There are no large-scale datasets examining how
people imagine their futures in this way and there is certainly very little understanding
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of the micro level decisions and choices that people make as they develop themselves
and their careers. The research that does exist frequently focuses on what we might
think of as exceptional cases – young people who have gone on to become a ‘success’.
We were as interested in the ordinary, partly because not everybody can be famous
and successful, but partly also because we were interested in the opportunities that
might be considered more mundane or practical rather than simply focusing on the
‘ideal’ careers.
The tentative nature of this investigation meant that we were more focused on trying
to work out the key axes and moments in the trajectories of the young people we met
rather than (at this stage at least) modelling questions around how representative or
typical our examples were. In other words, we are putting forward these maps very
much as a first step in helping policy makers, educators and young people begin to
think through the kinds of issues that young people face when they wish to develop
careers in these fields, rather than being completely confident at this stage that we
have mapped the totality of British youth. We hope that these maps will serve as ways
of thinking about how we might organise and reflect on careers and that such thinking
can then be further developed to make deeper claims about the emerging labour force.

Our process

www.nominettrust.org.uk

At the heart of the research is a series of 40 maps. These were developed from
extensive in-depth interviews with a range of young people. We have chosen to call
them maps because we wanted to find a way of representing biographical trajectories
across different experiences, activities and social worlds, and we wanted to find a
common set of factors that would explain progression into digital creativity. We found
young people through contacts and some snowballing – where one person we
interviewed would introduce us to another and so forth – across England and Scotland.
We visited young people at three universities enrolled in digital creativity courses
(mainly games design). We visited two schools and one further education (FE) college.
In addition we have found some young people from organised after-school projects
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Around a quarter of our interviewees were female, reflecting the significant and socially
problematic challenge of gender bias in these fields (as described in earlier chapters).
Equally, we have only interviewed four young people from ethnic minorities and again
this underscores the bias in the digital labour force. Even more noticeable was the
success of young men from relatively affluent middle-class households. This study does
not claim to be socially representative and in any case, the profound social inequalities
of the digital and creative labour force are well documented. The point of this research
was not just to reinforce the nature of these problems but to begin to unpick the
explanations and causes behind this social injustice and to understand the kinds of
resources that might be needed to overcome it. Larger scale research would help detail
these problems.
Most of the interviews were conducted on a one-to-one basis, although some were
carried out in small friendship groups. Each interview focused on the following set of
questions.

−− Key events where the young person developed a particular interest in or aptitude for
digital/creative activities.

−− A general account of academic progress in school including choices about academic
specialisation and the reasons behind these choices.

−− Particular moments or experiences with games/art/films etc that may or may not
have been inspirational.

−− An account of the habits – making, coding etc – the young person undertook at
home, in organised out-of-school activities or in other places.

www.nominettrust.org.uk
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−− How the young person perceived himself or herself and thought they were perceived
by others (peers/teachers/parents) in terms of being a creative person.

−− The role of other adults or mentors directing or inspiring in their creative/making
work.

−− What they knew about the field or specialism they were interested in, how they

imagined what work would be like and what they knew they needed to do to become
employed or gain work in these areas; their ambitions and goals.

6. Opportunities for intervention

7. Conclusions and recommendations

−− The places and resources visited and used by the young person in pursuit of their
specialism.
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−− Other aspects to developing sides of themselves which they thought were important
and relevant to supporting their creative interests.

Besides the interviews with young people we also spoke with a number of educators
working in this field, from university admissions tutors to entrepreneurs and providers
of informal learning opportunities, as well as people working in education policy.
These were wide-ranging interviews: not only did we use them as a way of gaining
introductions to young people, we also used them to gain insight into the ways that the
providers of courses frame what needs to be learned and how learners learn to behave.
This influenced our understanding of the interviews themselves.
All of the interviews were coded using qualitative research software and from this we
derived the categories of people; place; person/identity; and futures that form the
horizontal axes of the maps. The subcategories in this horizontal axis are the distilled
and common themes that emerged across the interviews and which struck us as the
frames through which we could organise the meaning and nature of progression.
											
www.nominettrust.org.uk
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Fig 2 - Category axis of creative career maps

The maps then capture at a particular moment in time the young person’s account of
themselves and their interests, aspirations and expertise across forms of digital
creativity.

Summary
Our research resulted in the creation of over 40 biographical maps (contained in the
appendix) which offered a pictorial representation of young people’s reflections about
their progression into the field of digital creativity. The maps drew on a series of
interviews we conducted with a range of young people at different stages in their
academic careers. Key questions we asked focused on how young people made
decisions about their careers; the sorts of support mechanisms they could access
(whether family support, teacher or mentoring advice etc); and the identity work they
put into crafting an idea of themself as a digital creative.

www.nominettrust.org.uk

What emerged clearly was a distinction between those who were pursuing a more
traditional arts-based route into established industries and those who were developing
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specialisms in coding or programming but who approached this skill set in a creative
way, often thinking entrepreneurially about the possibility of creating their own forms
of employment. One thing we were particularly interested in was charting the ways in
which young people came to imagine their future careers: often, young people in each
of these categories had overlapping skill sets, and it is not clear that the work they will
eventually undertake is dramatically different. What is clear is that they imagine their
futures and construct their identities in very different ways. Clearly, there is no
normative trajectory that all young people follow as they progress (or indeed, do
not progress) from young adults interested in the digital creative field to people
working in it.
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Whilst the inevitably idiosyncratic routes people take in their lives can often make for
interesting reading, the point of the 40 maps is to see how comparing and contrasting
people’s different learning journeys reveals key aspects about progression. Perhaps
more importantly, we want to see if some comparisons allow us to take from this
scoping work patterns about the nature of learning experiences which might feed into
the development of policy or practice within and across educational institutions.
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Each map can be found in the appendix. The 4 main categories running across the top
of each map charts the young person’s narrative about their emerging selves (using the
frameworks developed in section 2), alongside factual accounts of their experiences in
and out of the formal education system. Each map also charts how they have begun to
use those experiences to make choices and plan for the future – again drawing on the
framework we developed above.
When we met Anton he was completing a two-year degree in programming for games
design and thus at the end of his formal education. He had not had a very enjoyable
time at school: having been diagnosed as dyslexic, he told us that he often felt like
an idiot, which in turn made him feel like an outsider. Now very much on the cusp
of a new positive direction in his life, he had a very clear sense of how early childhood
experiences had made him the person he was now. He talked about the fact that he
had designed games with pen and paper to play with his younger brother as a small
child and had invented all sorts of games – not in digital formats – as part of his
imaginative play when young. At primary and secondary school he had been quite
uninterested in programming, having considered it something mathematical (which
he was not good at), but he recognised that he had been viewed as a geek by his
peers and had been very involved in online communities and playing games on
consoles. He had started but then dropped out of a degree in bio-chemistry but rather
than being pushed into a degree in biomedicine, he took up programming as a result of
designing a calculator to help him with his biology formula. Coupled with a
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Making sense of the progression maps

serendipitous work experience placement (arranged through his family au pair whose
partner needed help setting up database management for a shop), Anton had
discovered the pleasures of programming. Because of his enthusiasm for games he
taught himself a little bit of programming and got onto his current degree course.
Now he feels he has blossomed. Through his university he attends a range of hack
space games jams, and hosts Dungeons and Dragons events, and is fully integrated into
the local digital hipster community in the area of London where his university is
situated. Whilst he misses the lack of a cultural and philosophical discussion of games,
he has really taken up the challenges of programming for games and is currently writing
a dissertation on deferred shading. He has a part-time job programming and through
the course’s connections with various companies, has now mapped out a possible
career for himself. In personal terms, he now recognises that he is clever and feels the
most successful he has ever been in his life: as he put it, he is no longer in education
for the purpose of passing exams.
If we compare Anton’s story with Otis’, we can see that Otis does not have a narrative
about his younger self in the way that Anton did. Unlike Anton, Otis has always been
successful in education and his map reveals a more orderly sequence of self-teaching
and participation in digital learning experiences. He took up Blender and then
participated in a series of competitions and events organised with the school’s help
to encourage him in these pursuits. Similarly, he has pursued an interest in filmmaking
initially based on his windsurfing hobby, which again demonstrated a persistent form
of interest-led organisation, as he developed expertise in his hobbies through
participating in wider learning networks. This has been supplemented and supported
through his choices of formal courses at A level, where he has enjoyed considerable
success. Right up to the point at which we met him (which was just when he was about
to go off to university), he had been split between becoming an engineer or an artist,
simply because he had developed such competence in visualising and understanding
how things worked in 3D. Despite the fact that his precise interests have not been
available to study at school, he has always been surrounded by supportive adults who
have found ways to direct him to work by himself as well as through participation in
these other communities – which at times has involved extensive travel from the North
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West of England to London. He has demonstrated considerable initiative and
entrepreneurial flair – now getting paid for taking fashion shoots – and investigated
routes in higher education with care and attention to questions about employability
and the relative status of the different institutions he was applying to in respect of
their place within wider industry networks. His map shows an almost bewildering
sequence of activities and experiences showing a mixture of strong family-based
support and highly individualistic focus and ambition.
The maps then plot a mixture of activities and experiences along with how such
participation has been processed by the young person as part of a narrative about their
developing self and their potential careers. It is possible to see the interrelationship of
this participation and personal development just as access to events and resources can
be seen in greater or lesser depth as the young person has grown. The perception
of important triggers (such as Otis’ interest in skateboarding) and how that acted
paradigmatically as a way of demonstrating how he became an expert, as well as when
such events preoccupied them (like Anton’s description of his childhood interest in
game making) is also important. Reflecting on both kinds of experiences acted as a
way of making sense of the seemingly random coincidences to tell a story about the
growth of their creative capabilities.

Key patterns

www.nominettrust.org.uk

Many of the people we interviewed might be considered solitary obsessives or geeks,
but what perhaps links all of the young people who have already got one foot on a
work-related ladder is actually how sociable they are and how much they have been
able to learn from participating in production-based communities. In other words, it is
not the isolated acquisition of a discrete skill which defined their creative abilities, but
how they have plucked up the courage to go to events or to find other people and to
participate in collaborative work that has counted. Furthermore, it is how they have
learned to behave in these social contexts, especially how to take advantage of and
understand new possibilities and new opportunities, which has been key.
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Indeed, whilst it is clear that most of these young people have engaged in an enormous
amount of self-teaching, particularly using online resources to construct a curriculum
for themselves and where the ability to pursue their interests at their own pace and at
appropriate depth has been most important (e.g. Otis’ learning how to use Blender),
it is how they have been enabled to mobilise this learning in next steps that has really
counted for them. For example, Otis got involved in animation competitions and
summer courses, while Justin started attending hack events which took his incipient
knowledge of coding and his political interests and gave them form and purpose.
We can see in the cases of Serena or Justin how the young person has modelled this
process of exploiting skills in the community of practice as a way of entering into work
– making games or programming.
Whilst the expertise these people have developed may be more unorthodox in terms
of conventional academic progress – and this is particularly acute in respect of a lack
of understanding in many cases by their schools or by teachers (see section 6) – this
has not stopped the young person themselves seeing what they do in conventional
terms. Thus, Ali, Geeta, Julian and Ainsley, to take just a few examples, have very
much constructed narratives about themselves as ‘artists’, a familiar term which
gives them a hold on older, more established and purposeful careers, even if they
are venturing into forms of employment that seemed to be little understood by those
around them.
We can also see very clearly the young people who have been energised by their
growing expertise and their pleasure in digital culture, but for whom the educational
level at which we met them may well be as far as they will go in this field. Wayne, Wes,
Chris and Tegan, for example, were solely reliant on experiences in formal education
without access to the sorts of communities described on page 24. This particular set of
young people had only the sketchiest sense of what employment might mean and how
actual companies or prospective employers might work. In these cases, we can see how
young people need different kinds of engagement to turn their skills and expertise into
employable opportunities.

www.nominettrust.org.uk
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The maps also have indicated the importance of homes with high social capital,
understanding parents, and families who have been prepared to support their children
even if not knowing much about the digital world. Caden is one of the few examples
of a young person who found school-based opportunities sufficient to continue his
progress; but, as he comes to the end of his degree, he is nowhere near as confident or
as knowledgeable as Ainsley or Julian in terms of imagining next steps to employment
or having the contacts and knowledge to progress.
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What is progression?
Whilst the idea of progression might seem intuitive or a matter of common sense, we
want to tease out some of the complexities of what the concept might mean in respect
of unfolding lives27. We are talking both about the general aspects of an individual’s
capabilities, including their growing confidence, their ability to work with others, and
their knowledge of the way the world works, as well as more discrete notions of skills
and expertise in specific domains like coding or 3D modelling. It isn’t clear that
progression can adequately describe change across all of these dimensions. At the same
time there is a slight contradiction at work in that whilst we are trying to follow young
people progressing, in actual fact we do not know what they will progress to next or
indeed if the journey that they think they are on will continue to follow the same
trajectory as it appears to have done to date. Many of the young people we discuss
may very well end up not working in the digital creativity field at all, even if that is
where it looks as if they are heading at this point in time. That may be a good or a
bad thing, it is not for us to say; what is important is how individuals conceptualise the
journeys they think they are on and the knowledge they use to underpin such
aspirations. It is this knowledge that will affect the nature of practical and policy
support and have clear implications for how these various industries can secure the
creative labour force of the future.
We are used to the idea that a straightforward linear progression makes sense as a way
of describing the growth of expertise. Most curricula and education systems are
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premised on this idea. Yet when we talked to computer science or games design
admissions tutors at university level, although they were clear about what constituted
attainment standards to get onto the course and what constituted achievement at the
end of their courses, how people got to these standards was by no means as obvious.
For example, we met a lot of young people and tutors who were interested in
animation and we discussed achievement in a range of programs such as Blender or
Flash. Yet there were very few agreed pathways about which program students should
learn first, or what they might need to know in order to progress onto the more
complex ones or indeed, given that these programs offer hierarchies of progression
within them, how people progressed through the various elements of the program in
order to become experts. For the young people trying to master skills in this area it is
not obvious how they might measure their increasing prowess.

Appendix – The learner progression maps
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As we described in section 3, we were interested not just in the performance of various
skills which could be isolated (such as efficacy in coding Java) but also in disentangling
progression in competence and expertise from progression across different kinds of
experiences. Most complex of all, we were interested in the development of individuals
in far more difficult to measure domains such as personal confidence or the ability to
work with others.
As we began to compare and contrast individual maps we began to realise that not only
was progression inconsistent and at times irrational within domains but that it was very
difficult to show progression in several domains working consistently and rationally in
concert together. For example, could we see any relationship between the ways that
young people began to decide what they wanted to do next with how they were
beginning to work with other people or develop expertise in a particular field?
This, however, does remain our goal, because finding ways to understand how the
different dimensions of progression interrelate with each other is central to
understanding how and why different young people progress into creative careers.

www.nominettrust.org.uk
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Interrelating the dimensions of progression
When we met Ainsley he was about to complete his degree on a 3D games design
degree course, specialising in matte work. He had developed particular skills in
photorealistic art and wanted to work as an environment artist. He had a highly
developed understanding of possible workplaces and the job market because of the
links between his university and relevant industries. By this stage of his life he had
developed a range of skills, as might be expected from working with a range of design
and animation software, including coding as well as business and academic knowledge
of the games industry. However, reflecting on his progress to date, the striking feature
of his account – of the way he that he had mapped his life – was not an emphasis on
his acquisition of discrete skills but how they all fitted together within his overall
orientation towards work. He was clear that he considered himself an artist and not a
technician, but equally he knew that he would have to adapt his aesthetic vision to
accommodate the needs of his potential employers. From that point of view he had
already identified several studios whose aesthetics appealed to him but who also,
he felt, would develop his style.
It was the way that he integrated his sense of himself with a realistic set of ambitions,
keeping his choices open, yet emphasising how his skills sat within a wide range of
personal and social resources which impressed us. His map reveals a series of important
gaps in this process. He was dispassionately critical about the kind of art teaching and
careers advice (poor) he had received at school, but described a comfortable and
confident middle-class family background which had allowed him to develop without
economic pressures. Where school had not met his interests, summer camps and
courses filled the gaps. He seemed to tell a story about how he found activities to
continue his passion and his interests from a young age, and even though they were
not directly leading to the sorts of outcomes that he was now pursuing, he understood
even at the time how they would broaden and strengthen his general capacity to
develop as an artist. Above all he understood how what he had to offer may or may
not fit with real-world opportunities and seemed patient and willing to learn from the
fact that future employment, like his earlier education, may not offer him exactly what
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he wanted but that he would find the ways to turn experiences into building blocks
for his future.
The way that Ainsley had the confidence to integrate his learning in ways that
strengthened his competitiveness in the workplace stands in contrast to young
people like Liam. Liam had considerable natural talent as a ‘tinkerer’ and got into
trouble several times by hacking into his school’s intranet network. Like Ainsley,
he was substantially self-taught but in this instance had developed expertise in
coding. However, unlike Ainsley, not only had he got stuck when things began to
become difficult as he tried to learn new coding languages, he had also not made
the right decisions about which kinds of languages to teach himself. He did not
have a confident sense of himself as a coder (in the way that Ainsley did of himself
as an artist), and coming from a much less well-off background, did not have the
space or the self-confidence to develop himself in the same way. He had little sense
of what realistic employment opportunities might exist and no vision of the kind
of possible career ladder that might exist, let alone whether or not he would have
been able to progress along it. He had little sense of how his skills might make
him employable.
Certainly, these young men were at very different stages of their careers; nevertheless,
it remains the case that they both seemed to busy themselves in digital activities in
similar ways when young. They both exhibited similar patterns of self-teaching and
enthusiasm. The key point we want to make with this comparison is that whilst both
individuals were able to demonstrate progression within their discrete skill domains,
without the capacity to link developing expertise to a sense of self-confidence and
identity, and without being able to imagine how that identity might operate in
workplaces, the attention to progression as simply the acquisition of a set of skills
becomes meaningless. This insight suggests that it is not simply the acquisition of
digital skills that initiatives and projects aiming to inspire young people in digital fields
should endeavour to foster.

www.nominettrust.org.uk
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Building learning journeys
Frustratingly for the aims of this research, whilst we can describe the elements that
make up the stage the young people are at and whilst we can isolate key moments,
events, experiences and opportunities that have got them to this stage, it is more
difficult to know if we could reverse engineer this analysis so that we could end up with
a template for ensuring that all young people progressed equally. Serious doubts about
the ability to do this come from several perspectives.
First of all, the maps show crucial relationships between cultural and social resources
and progression. Whilst Blake used his incipient design knowledge to find out a way of
printing T-shirts in order to earn some money, other young people at his age were more
concerned with building portfolios in order to get them to university because they had
already identified courses and then possible progressions into employment beyond
that. Blake was seemingly rejecting the university route, preferring self-employment,
which he saw as being the optimal way to ensure economic security, but clearly he was
going to use his knowledge of computers in whatever business he ended up in.
By contrast we have Anton who was already on his second chance at a degree – now in
coding. He was now in a position where he understood that the point of studying (for
him) was to focus on learning how to progress in the games world, rather than simply
achieve extrinsic markers of success. For somebody who previously had had a
somewhat chaotic and confused educational route, he now seemed focused,
organised, and in a good position to exploit opportunities he saw around him.
On one level it might seem as if both of these young men at an earlier age were on
similar paths, given their interest in gaming and game culture. Yet Blake was now
retreating from gaming as an immature obsessive pastime because he could not see
economic potential in it for himself: the reverse was true in Anton’s case.

www.nominettrust.org.uk

It is not immediately obvious what we can take from this sort of comparison, but if we
look carefully at the details of Anton’s journey we can see that he had the opportunity
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to join larger communities of interest from the hack events adjacent to his university.
Additionally, the way he understood his earlier participation in game playing with his
friends, meant that he could understand how his developing skills might be relevant to
work in this area. Like many of the young people we met (such as Jamie), Anton has
had a troubled educational career, especially given his struggles with dyslexia. However,
whereas for Jamie and others we met such challenges seemed insuperable, the mixture
of Anton’s family support systems and his wider interests enabled him to focus on his
emerging expertise to make himself employable.
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Activities and experiences
Thus far, we have paid attention to aspects of the young person’s growing sense of
themselves and to how this supported academic development of expertise and practical
awareness of economic opportunities. But what can the maps tell us about the order
of any of these formative experiences? And what do they tell us about the nature of
the activity or the learning experience, which seemed so important in these young
people’s lives? Many of the maps tell a story of the young person pursuing
independent interests often with great intensity and frequently to a great extent by
him or herself. Whilst there is not necessarily an order or pattern, there do seem to
be important triggers which interact with these interests to make young people think
of them as a form of investment for future growth.
Although the maps tell different stories about teachers who were supportive or who
weren’t (Julian versus Otis for example) and families who were actively supportive or
not (Serena versus Caden), no one had managed to progress without at least one of
these support systems. Caden relied heavily on a schoolteacher who then set up an
animation summer school, whilst Julian pursued his artwork with the support of his
family rather than his school. Serena told a story of finding highly supportive tutors
and teachers at later stages of her educational journey as in fact did Julian, even
though he and Ainsley felt isolated at school.

www.nominettrust.org.uk
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Secondly, it is also difficult to extrapolate from these maps how long the young people
persisted in their interest without finding some reward and without having some sense
of joining a larger community where they could feel at home and where they felt they
belonged. So however isolated Otis felt his work with Blender was, he obviously found
ways to get a form of generalised support from school that enabled him to hold on to
it until he found the animation summer course which led to his success. Anton had not
spent his youth pursuing these kinds of activities but eventually stumbled into his
pathway. Serena had been sufficiently successful at school in conventional academic
terms to give her the leeway to pursue the activities that she was interested in.
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In other words, whilst we know that all of these young people needed to find a wider
community and a wider audience for their work at an appropriate stage in their
development, we do not yet know enough about the balance between persistence,
interest by others and encouragement over smaller periods of time where we can see
the young person trying something out, setting it aside, giving up or just waiting until
they find the right moment. We do not know quite enough from these maps about the
ways that the young people built progressions for themselves within tasks. So we do
not know, for example, the different stages Otis went through building up his expertise
in Blender or the different stages in learning to code followed by Sam or Justin. We do
not know how faithfully all of these three followed the online tutorials they told us they
completed, so we do not know whether the kind of progressions that are out there
are the right ones or provide the right kinds of stepping stones required to encourage
young people to build up capability.
We do know that there comes a point where passive and active support from adults
needs to be translated into the young person seeing him or herself as sufficiently
independent to join a more expert community of practitioners. There is no timetable
for this and it may well be that the joining process is more complicated and anxious
than we have represented here. We met young people who were on the whole
articulate and reflective about themselves but who also talked in general terms about
their experiences of being uncomfortable, awkward, embarrassed and anxious,
so negotiating these joining moments maybe something that needs more attention.
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Coding
Whilst coding and programming might appear to be a straightforward category to
contrast across the different maps, it is quickly apparent that there are vast differences
in this area. It might seem as if in the beginning of some young people’s interest in
coding there are commonalities. For example Justin, Sam and Liam all took off with
computers at a young age and perhaps significantly, all developed reputations within
their families as a child who could fix the computer and do things. This attention to
reputational identity may be important. Similarly, all three young people exhibited
similar patterns in self-teaching and persistent self-organised forms of learning.
They all shared similar habits showing intense concentration, an interest in fiddling
and tinkering and the discipline for repetitive work. They all showed initiative in
finding access to appropriate forms of self-teaching online.
However, Sam and Justin both came from more middle-class households and followed
unconventional schooling pathways, in Sam’s case dropping out of formal qualifications
and being homeschooled. Despite their evident ability neither young man had gone to
university, and both had found interesting and demanding work, Sam independently
and Justin working for the civil service. Most importantly, both of these boys became
involved in wider tech communities, either through introductions online in Sam’s case,
or in Justin’s case meeting like-minded people at tech meet-ups, or ‘Geek-Ups’.
Although initially the youngest people at these sorts of meetings, both Sam and Justin
persisted, eventually finding their way to ‘Young Rewired State’, and thence into
cutting-edge initiatives and work. By contrast, Liam has stayed at school but perhaps
not being quite as successful, has not managed to participate in any wider
communities, and his interest in programming simply led to disciplinary problems at
school when he hacked into the intranet network. He was looking for apprenticeships
and had very little sense of other possible routes to employment.
Whilst the way people learn code and the kind of behaviour young coders exhibit may
also have similarities, Sam and Justin’s stories tell us about families who weren’t overly
interested in formal qualifications and have enabled and supported their children to
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pursue independent careers. Paradoxically, Liam remains trapped as a not terribly
successful student reliant on the education system.
It may well be that Sam and Justin were able to make their way into work and were
welcomed by a community and in business at a very particular moment in time.
Prepared to take the risks of not following conventional routes, and being informed
about prospects and possibilities, they arrived in the labour market offering highly
marketable expertise. It may be that as education systems flex and meet new
challenges, these opportunities will cease to exist for young people who are not
following conventional routes. In 20 years’ time for example, it may well be that there
will be an oversupply of these informally educated autodidacts and that employers will
prefer students with formal qualifications. We also don’t know how employable Justin
and Sam may be in 20 years’ time once their youthful expertise has become more
common in their workplaces28.
However, we can also see that their kind of coding expertise is intense and allabsorbing – perhaps to the exclusion of conventional academic pathways. This then
raises questions about how an education system in general can or should accommodate
this kind of talent. At the same time we should also note that a wide range of other
young people have taken up some aspects of coding and programming. We have
already come across the story of Anton, and many of the young people interested
in gaming had picked up some elements of coding albeit in lesser degrees than
the young men we have just discussed. Otis’s story also involved understanding
complicated forms of programming in his emerging mastery as an animator. The maps
often point to where young people, like Ali for example, have picked up programming
expertise as and when it becomes necessary in their domain or field. This kind of
learning is quite different from Sam or Justin’s journey revealing a more integrated
and activity-focused orientation.

www.nominettrust.org.uk
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Going to work and building a career
Although this project was examining the kind of routes and pathways the young people
were taking through the education system as they attempted to set the foundations for
their future careers and work, a few of the maps do tell stories about early entry into
workplaces and first career steps. As we described in section 2, many creative workplaces
differ structurally from traditional career pathways and our young people were learning
to deal with short-term project-based, insecure work that was often intense, and for
which they often had to take responsibility in terms of organisation and control.
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Serena had already set up one company to release an iPad game, although when we
met her she was currently engaged in a prestigious residency at a national museum.
She had learned the need to set up a company in order to take what had started out as
a student project to market. These skills and this model of production formed part of
the Master’s course she was on at the time and clearly she benefited from the way this
had been formally taught to her. She was also clear how the commercial setting
reframed the academic and more disinterested path to expertise. In particular she
realised that managing her colleagues formed the central challenge to running a
company and this brought a series of gender issues to the forefront (see section 6)
as well as making her realise a whole different set of skills were necessary to succeed.
This was not dissimilar to her observation that whilst she realised that she may not be
the best artistically in class she knew how to communicate her ideas. Indeed, this
understanding of the wider impact of your creativity as being perhaps more important
than simple abstract technical expertise was a key insight from the young people who
had found work, as they realised that the criteria for success in these new environments
was not necessarily the same that had been required to date.
Many young people relished this challenge and actively resisted the idea of wanting
to join a formal workplace where other people would take on these kinds of
responsibilities, instead preferring the freedom (and insecurity) of the creative
workplace. Neil commented that all school did was teach you how to go to university,
suggesting that working as a business developing his own apps was a far more
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stringent discipline. Justin actively rejected the idea of a more secure workplace in
favour of the freedom of freelance work, fully confident that not only did he possess
the skills to make himself marketable but also that he knew how to manage himself in
this kind of environment.
Many of the maps tell stories about key introductions either to people or institutions.
For those young people who were attending hack events and so forth, they had already
met potential employers or colleagues. All the maps of young people in higher
education are very clear about the ways that these institutions now go to great lengths
to ensure that professionals come to final year shows and that where possible the
courses involve placements in professional settings. Very few of our young people
actually talked about internships – which is a feature of the creative labour marketplace
– but as Ainsley or Julian show, they have a clear sense of roles and stratifications
within the labour force. Whilst the maps do not show these young people in the first
few years at work accommodating the new discipline of the workplace, the huge
amount of attention in the perceptions and decision-making categories appears to
show how practical and commonsensical these young people are in appearing to know
what will be required of them to succeed in the future.

Summary

www.nominettrust.org.uk

The purpose of constructing a series of biographical maps was to allow us to compare
and contrast the differing journeys taken by young people as they progressed along
their various learning journeys. Comparison allowed us to determine a number of key
factors underpinning a young person’s ability to progress from someone with a nascent
interest in digital and creative pursuits to someone who possessed sufficient expertise
as well as a more general awareness of the job market and the process of obtaining
employment to find work as a digital creative. We discovered that many young people
constructed narratives about their younger selves in which they were perceived as
being good at art or computers, but also that many felt they had been something of
an outsider at school.
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Making sense of the progression maps

Despite this outsider status – something often reinforced by lack of support from
within the school system – we discovered that almost all of the more successful young
people we spoke to could access at least one support system – parents, teachers,
mentor figures or wider communities of enthusiasts (e.g. through tech and coding
clubs). Notably, young people did not always acknowledge these support systems as
being of great importance – they were more willing to see their choices in terms of
specific triggers or moments of inspiration – but it was these support systems which
allowed them to begin to think about their hobbies as something which might
eventually feed into a career. It was only once they began to think about their interests
within the wider context of work or shared interest communities that they were able to
recognise and develop the sorts of social skills that would make them employable.
Whether they hoped to work in an existing industry or sought to set up their own
business or work as a freelancer, what is clear is that progression in social skills is just
as important as progression in the attainment of a specific skill, such as mastery of a
computer program or technique.
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This section discusses three broader themes that emerged from the maps. The broader
social issue around gender and computing filtered into our interviews in a number of
ways, from the overrepresentation of young men to the rare but explicit statement of
unpleasant and difficult working conditions for young women. Whilst we cannot claim
any silver bullet solutions to this endemic challenge it needs to be addressed head-on
by policy makers and in the curriculum. By the same token, subjects like art, which are
not considered always in the same breath as the digital, stand as a good example of
interdisciplinary creative domains that need to adapt and adjust in curriculum debate
if we are going to make any difference to the routes into digital creativity. Similarly,
popular culture pursuits such as gaming need to find a way to be taken more seriously
by formal education if we want the economic benefits that the gaming industry offers
to be enjoyed by future populations and by the country in general.
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Games and gaming
In many of the interviews, the young people talked about formative experiences
of playing computer games and the role of such ‘expertise’ in their career choices.
On one level it is not a surprise that anybody wanting to work in the games or special
effects (SFX) industries would be a keen gamer. There is also no doubt that in many
cases enthusiasm about playing games had also led to a naive and unrealistic
expectation about work in this medium. However, the persistence of gaming as a
complex, formative and important experience in virtually all of these young people’s
lives is instructive. What is it about gaming that makes it such an important provingground for so many young digital creatives? The reasons why a small number of those
we interviewed had not taken up gaming, and why games are so persistently
marginalised within the education system also interested us.

www.nominettrust.org.uk

Learning to be a gamer was an essential rite of passage for many interviewees and it
was often central to the process of constructing a narrative about their developing self.
Tellingly, when interviewing many young people, they spoke as if they were the first
adults to take these pleasures seriously. It was also noticeable that positive
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Opportunities for intervention

identification as a geek gamer by the young person was also underpinned, by negative
(or ignorant) responses by formal education. In other words, any kind of positive
identification as a gamer requires negative disapproval from others, and this can be
problematic. For example, one young artist, Julian, described how his art teacher had
no idea that you could study Games Design at university. Typically, we heard of art
teachers guiding their students down the art school path, and steering them away from
subjects such as Design or Animation, regardless of which route is more likely to lead to
some form of employment as an artist.
The most obvious fact of being a keen gamer is that it gives young people knowledge
and expertise about both gaming culture and the aesthetics common to this particular
culture. Playing games was not just about in-game expertise but also about
understanding how a single game might fit into the larger institutional process of
game making, games design, game criticism and even the economics of the games
industry. An interest in gaming almost always led young people to participate in a
range of specialised gaming sites and forums as each game is surrounded by a whole
host of supplementary texts, magazines, online forums and so forth. Enthusiastic
players, we found out, often ended up knowing a great deal more about the games
industry motivated by this interest. This kind of knowledge has implications for
understanding possible future career roles. Although there is a tendency to focus on
wider digital capabilities when talking about employability skills as we described in
section 229, without this kind of insider knowledge, it is impossible to begin to imagine
yourself as a creative person working within the digital sphere.
However, if these kinds of experiences are relatively common in that many young people
are enthusiastic gamers and spend considerable time developing expertise in these
domains, how do self-identified experts distinguish themselves from the wider pool of
enthusiasts? And why does developing this sort of expertise mean more for some young
people than others? After all, many young people play games but only a few seem to
want to go on to work in the games industry and turn their hobbies and passions into
careers. How and why do some young people start to think about developing their
hobby into a vocation? And what implications might this have for schools?
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If gaming and game culture was built into the curriculum, what effect would this have?
Would it work to help young people gain an understanding of the kinds of jobs on offer
or would it take things about which they were enthusiastic and motivated and turn
them off? Equally, does the kind of knowledge gained from enthusiasm and passion
really help young people think about careers? Does it introduce them to the full range
of skills that might be needed to work in these industries? If more teachers had a
better grasp of what is involved in developing these kinds of specialisations, would
young people feel that their expertise was validated in some way – and would this allow
and encourage them to develop more complex forms of knowledge in this domain?
There are already many positive examples – such as Quest to Learn30 – a curriculum
underpinned by modes of learning borrowed from games design, which has been
designed by teachers and games designers working together. However, as yet, these
approaches to ‘gamification’ have not been taken into vocational and employability
programmes, rather they have been left for younger students to develop more
authentic or radical learning experiences.
Of course, there will always be those who do not want their own particular area of
expertise to find its way into the mainstream. There are plenty of young gamers who
derive a sense of authority – and identity – from knowing things that other people may
not. In other words, it is precisely the fact that such knowledge is not prized by the
curriculum or by teachers that gives it its appeal. Developing such knowledge and skills
also appeals to entrepreneurial instincts in that if the games industry isn’t valued by
schools, then for the young people in the know, it suggests a whole world of
possibility. If this is the case then we are presented with a paradox, because it might
suggest that were the curriculum or teachers to take the kind of expertise built up
through media consumption more seriously and integrate it more thoroughly into the
curriculum then we would in effect be undermining one of the things young people
value most about possessing this sort of unauthorised expertise. This raises the
possibility of what we might think of as ‘positive marginalisation’ – however odd that
might sound and however contradictory it might be.

www.nominettrust.org.uk
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Gender and computing
In the course of our research, we found that almost all of the adults we spoke to who
were involved in developing digital clubs and education programmes for young people
were acutely aware of the low number of girls who take part, and many were actively
involved in outreach work to try and make their programmes more appealing to girls.
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This awareness of the problem is not surprising: the male gender bias in the digital field
– which can be traced from the classroom to the workplace – is hard to overlook.
During our research, we have met many women who are successfully developing digital
initiatives for young people – Young Rewired State and Apps for Good are two prime
examples – but tellingly, the number of boys overshadowed the number of girls we
were able to interview by a long way. Women who had succeeded in the field also
indicated that they were sometimes uncomfortable with the fact that their gender was
called attention to repeatedly, even through seemingly positive attempts to make them
good examples for other women.
Our research suggests two interlinked ways of looking at the problem of gender as it
relates to the field of digital creativity. Firstly, we need to consider the effect this
gender imbalance has on women’s experiences of digital creative educational pathways.
Do young women experience the male bias as something negative? How do they go
about overcoming the fallacy that computing is an inherently masculine domain?
Secondly, we need to recognise that this is not simply an issue about women – the
gendered construction of ideal and normalised workers has a significant effect on the
working lives and identities of men and women alike.

www.nominettrust.org.uk

Of the young women we spoke to, most acknowledged that being part of a
predominately male cohort caused them problems. For example, two girls on a college
course spoke of other girls they knew who had dropped out of the course, finding the
masculine atmosphere intimidating. One described how entering the classroom on the
first day was “terrifying. The first time I went in it was just all boys”. One of the most
successful young people we’ve met, who has both established her own games company
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and secured a competitive residency in a national museum, cited examples of fellow
(male) students who refused to take her suggestions seriously, but who were receptive
to the very same ideas when voiced by other boys in the team.
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Talking to these girls, it is clear that their interests in games, animation and digital
aesthetics are just as well developed as those of any boy on their course; nor is
there necessarily any great disparity in terms of the types of digital culture each
tends to engage with. The boys we met weren’t necessarily interested in violent
computer games, nor do the girls necessarily have any interest in consciously
designing games for a female market. This is not to say that the girls we spoke to had
not heard or unconsciously absorbed some of these clichés. Nadine described her
course tutor “saying that girls and guys are completely different with what their ideas
are... boys are kind of limited, it’s just guns, men fighting, explosions, whereas we
[girls] think of different things – I was the only one who had a female character.”
Tegan told us: “I think if somebody would look at my game I made, I think they would
probably think a guy made it because it’s just kind of all sci-fi and action... it’s kind of
a bit dark.”
Yet the fact that we are looking at digital arts did seem to make it more appealing to
girls than it otherwise might be. None of the girls we met were programmers or coders
primarily; their pathways tended to have developed out of an interest in artistic
pursuits, and almost all had studied art at school, something which was not necessarily
the case with the boys. Our findings are in keeping with studies that suggest that a far
higher proportion of girls than boys study art subjects at GCSE and A level. Girls spoke
of how they almost felt bad about being so interested in computers whilst at school, an
interest they rarely shared with friends: as Serena said, “I was really into games and
comic books and I liked all, like, the Japanese manga and stuff. I felt like I didn’t really
know what other girls, like, did with their spare time, because I was always reading and
drawing and watching stuff, but I generally felt like I didn’t fit in.” In contrast to such
sentiments, we found that boys often played computer games or even coded or
programmed with their friends.

www.nominettrust.org.uk
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Research from Nesta indicates that many girls lose interest in computing early in
their school careers, in part due to the feeling that this is a male, ‘geeky’ domain31.
Meanwhile, the ways in which art education is gendered as ‘feminine’ have been
explored by a number of scholars32 , who link unambitious art education, as well as
dismissive attitudes towards the subject (often viewed as lightweight or vocationally
irrelevant) to the fact that art and creativity have long been gendered as female
domains. The ways in which school subjects are gendered may explain, in part, why the
traditional art school route might seem less appealing to boys, who are more likely than
girls to consider courses in computer games design, animation or computing. This is
not in any way to imply that programming or coding is an inherently ‘masculine’ or
creative endeavour; rather, it is to imply that the culture that surrounds programming
and computing has become an area not particularly welcoming to women.
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Even today, this seems to encourage a particular kind of machismo and even arrogance
(particularly concerning the possession of a niche form of intelligence or problemsolving ability) that boys feel pressure to act up to as they learn how to become ‘digital
professionals’. Several of the boys we spoke to, for example – particularly those who
were involved in the more programming- or coding-heavy side of digital creativity –
showed particular disdain for the school system, their immediate peers and university
courses, a sentiment rooted by and large in their ability to master certain digital skills
well in advance of their peers and long before the education system was ready to teach
them. It was also interesting to note, on the other hand, that some of the girls we
spoke to felt that ‘geekiness’ was a prized quality among the boys on their course:
“I kind of felt like when I was in high school and college I was too geeky, but then I
went to university and I wasn’t geeky enough.” In both cases, boys do not seem to be
under the same obligation to develop the social and communication skills – relating to
teamwork, making compromises – that girls are. For example, Serena, now a games
designer, noted that when she set up a games company with fellow (male) students,
she had to take responsibility for organising the rest of the team.
What does this mean for the young people we’ve interviewed? What seems to emerge
from both our own research and the literature on gender and digital/creative work is

31
Stouffs, L.D. (2014). Female Fuel for the Digital
Economy. Nesta. www.nesta.org.uk/blog/
female-fuel-digital-economy?utm_source=Nesta+
Weekly+Newsletter&utm_campaign=7dd9710658Newsletter_weekly_09_04_14_4_8_2014&utm_
medium=email&utm_term=0_d17364114d7dd9710658-180634889
32
Dalton, P. (2001). The Gendering of Art Education:
Modernism, art education and critical feminism.
Milton Keynes: Open University Press: and see
also Margaret Etherington at: www.leeds.ac.uk/
educol/documents/213088.pdf
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the idea that technology and creativity (and indeed, different art forms) are gendered
in different ways, with the result that the paths young men and women take into what
are ostensibly the same careers or workplaces might differ in significant ways. Nor are
these differing experiences – so integral to the formation of professional identity –
eclipsed once young people reach the workplace. And although women who make it
into the job market may be able to carve a niche for themselves as a ‘woman in tech’
(a mantle few actively seem to have sought out), these are only the success stories –
there are many girls along the way who drop out as they come up against barrier after
barrier. When we met with Serena, she was clearly tired of carrying the burden of being
seen as a singular woman in games design as at the same time she was pleased with her
different approach to making games and reaching new audiences – qualities she
attributed to her femininity. It was her experiences of working in a mainly male
environment that she had found wearing. Meanwhile, it will be interesting to see
whether increasing emphases on creativity in digital work change or influence the ways
in which the typical technology worker is gendered over the coming years, making it
easier for women to enter the sector, and placing less pressure on boys to conform to
unhelpful stereotypes about ‘normal’ digital workers.

What do art teachers know about digital arts?
One common theme emerging from all of the interviews is how schools and
teachers did not figure in our young people’s emerging understandings of possible
work in digital creative fields. So far, we have particularly focused on young people
who are following what we think of as ‘industrial’ routes – that is, they are studying
VFX or computer games design or allied fields with a view to working in film and
game industries (or in companies that use such fields in their work, i.e. graphic or
web design).

www.nominettrust.org.uk

We feel a little bit of a tension here as it is not our purpose to join any chorus that
puts down teachers or maintains that schools aren’t fit for purpose. Indeed, before
describing in more detail the kinds of issues interviewees raised, we want to state firmly
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that many of the young people we interviewed had very positive experiences at school
and in particular their experiences of art and art teaching. Often the art teacher and art
courses were in fact the only memorable and positive experiences we heard about.
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Young people on these courses at FE and HE levels were all keen artists and really
motivated. In several cases they talked about themselves and their work in very serious
ways, clearly identifying themselves and their work as Art with a capital ‘A’. In many
cases they also knew a lot about jobs in these industries. They were aware of the
hierarchies within large companies so that they were prepared to get a first job doing
environments or matte work in order to develop experience and build up to taking on
more creative and respected roles as concept or art directors.
We were impressed by the quality of vocational knowledge and indeed the selfreflective and eminently sensible approaches these young people had about what it
took to get employment in these competitive industries, and how they were working
on their own skills to make themselves employable.
Yet curiously enough not one of the young people we interviewed had found their
school art teachers or art or design courses at all informed in this way. They talked
positively about good and strong relationships with art teachers who in many cases
exerted a strong influence in supporting our interviewees to apply for and work towards
these careers. Yet none of the art teachers seemed to know that these were actually
fields where artists could earn a good living as artists. In fact, some of the interviewees
spoke pejoratively about what it might mean to go to art school with a sneery and
humorous description of hipsters doing impossible and ridiculously pretentious things.

www.nominettrust.org.uk

The art in these industries is highly commercial and highly vocational with quite
ordered career pathways. So whilst their teachers had encouraged them to develop
their skills, the teachers did not necessarily support the development of the kind of
aesthetic work which would make these young people employable. From the teacher’s
point of view the work was too graphically orientated, often too realistic or drawing on
fantasy genres that had little cachet with examiners at GCSE or A level.
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Furthermore, it was obvious that very few of these teachers seemed to understand
that the media enjoyed by young people was made by and required an enormous
quality and quantity of artistic skill. The teachers weren’t interested in popular films
and apparently knew nothing about computer games and game playing, and had no
sense that such a domain might be considered from an aesthetic perspective.
However, these students also talked about the fact that they were left to their own
devices to find out about the courses they were now studying in SFX, games
design and games graphics. Not only did they not receive any support and help from
their schools and their teachers, but also several of them had got the impression that
their teachers rather looked down on them when the students revealed their ambitions
to apply to these courses. This work then raises questions about how art teachers and
the traditions they come from define the value of their subject in the contemporary
world and how this may need to be re-calibrated to support more future-facing
curriculum reform.
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Throughout our research, we were interested not only in the factors which help support
and sustain progression in digital creativity, but also those factors which might have a
negative impact. Often these factors work in subtle ways. For example, it is clear from
our research that whilst teachers rarely deterred their pupils in a direct way, their lack
of knowledge about the job market and the wide range of digital creative courses
available ensured that although they might encourage pupils to go down an artistic
route, this was usually a generic art school route, which favours a particular set of
(rarely digital arts-informed) aesthetics. Similarly, women are not discouraged in any
active way from starting games design or VFX courses, but the persistence of the idea
that computing is a male domain clearly impacts on the routes young women who do
end up pursuing their interests through to the job market take, with many favouring an
arts route over one which is more specifically technical. In each of these instances, we
met young people who had overcome the challenges these problems pose for them,
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but this is by no means a guarantee that there are not plenty of others who have been
discouraged long before they leave school. It is clear that there is significant scope for
the introduction of curriculum reforms that allow young people to engage with gaming
and computers in school, and which equip the teachers with a better understanding of
the value of young people’s interests in these domains.
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Our aims
This research was motivated by the need to gain a detailed understanding of the
relationship between the ways in which young people learn to use digital technology in
the context of their unfolding lives and the work they pursue when they eventually join
the workforce. It was commissioned because we have little evidence about how
capabilities, skills, interest and knowledge of possible vocational goals intersect to
determine pathways for further study. We do not know why decisions to progress in
certain directions are made or rejected, nor do we know whether external
circumstances or key demographics have any particular influence on pathway decisions
in the digital creativity field.
A previous report Mapping Digital Makers suggested that the process of becoming
a digital maker is frequently episodic and intense, rather than linear and ordered.
It showed that young people often engage in digital creativity in haphazard ways, and
expertise in these fields often bears little relationship to the academic stage the young
person has reached within the education system. Our research here aimed to offer a
more systematic analysis of how this ‘haphazard’ learning might take place across
formal and informal domains, in concert with school and in the context of the young
person’s emerging ambitions.
This research thus aimed to examine:

−− how, where and with whom young people learn digital and creative expertise;
−− the kinds of ambition and knowledge of the job market and possible digital ‘work’
available to young people;

−− the wider relationship between digital creativity and other kinds of decision-making
about possible futures.

www.nominettrust.org.uk
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This research has implications for the recruitment and development of the creative
labour force, as well as for curriculum debate. We also hope that in offering a more
nuanced understanding of progression routes, our research will help open up
opportunities to those young people who might otherwise drop out of the learning
continuum long before they reach the job market.
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What the progression maps can tell us
The research developed a methodology and the protocol to devise and represent a
series of 40 ‘progression maps’. We recognise the limitations of scale and sampling in
our approach: however, this kind of qualitative research allowed us both to represent
young people’s progression and to compare individuals from different social
backgrounds.
After constructing our maps, we compared why some young people had been or
seemed set to be more successful than others. It is clear that an interest in digital/
creative pursuits is very rarely enough in and of itself. We found that:
a. Self-teaching is incredibly important, not just to get to university level but as a
discipline required to get on in a changeable job market. Most successful young
people were creating a curriculum for themselves – for example, picking up coding
when it became necessary for them to progress. For this, they used a range of
YouTube and commercially available websites.

www.nominettrust.org.uk

b. Successful young people were able to relate their own learning or expertise to the
wider employment market or forge links with outside communities – tech clubs etc
– giving their interests a clear form and purpose. Possessing expertise in a chosen
area is not necessarily enough. Progressing through the stages of gaining expertise
must be allied with other forms of progression (i.e. developing of sense of identity
as a digital creative, and developing a clear understanding of job market/
employability skills).
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c. Access to mentors – many felt schoolteachers were not always helpful but the most
successful sought out mentors elsewhere, whether online or through tech clubs/
initiatives like Young Rewired State. Often these initiatives allowed young people to
see that their interest might actually become a route to employability.
d. Most of those who did not attend such initiatives or who never had the chance to
learn that such jobs existed could not begin to see their interest as part of their
potential career identity.
e. The importance of these initiatives may paradoxically be due to the lack of
recognition/support in school.
f. All children/young people needed at least one ‘support system’ – family, school,
extra-curricular – in order to progress. Those without the support of middle-class
families, for example, were highly reliant on engaged teachers, a resource which of
course is not available to everyone (particularly, as we discussed in section 6, as
digital art is not highly regarded in schools).
g. It is also clear that the traditional school route is not necessarily a requirement for
success. There were a few young people who had taken unconventional routes
through the school system and were able to forge careers for themselves without
going through further training. Again, however, these young people received
support from a more dispersed network of experts, and usually had access to
teachers/mentors of some kind, as well as supportive parents and access to
equipment.

Implications

www.nominettrust.org.uk

Policy reviews repeatedly suggest that the education system is not geared up to serve
the needs of the economy, nor does it ensure good employability outcomes for young
people. However, the very wide range of interests and interpersonal growth and
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understand how education
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Conclusions and recommendations

learning which we observed, clearly draws on a wider range of educational contexts
than schools alone, and it may be that policy makers should consider the full ecology
of educational provision to better understand how education relates to employment.
There continues to be a disjunction between what is taught in schools and universities,
and the skills and capabilities which policy makers concerned with economic growth
consider important. Education in schools is seemingly always outmoded; although
reforms to ICT are underway, there has been no such reform of arts subjects and little
attempt to encourage cross-curricular learning between arts and digital subjects
(sometimes called ‘fusion skills’). Whilst many young people frequently show
fundamental lack of understanding about the quality and value of the courses they
choose, and the likelihood of gaining employment in their chosen field, we have also
noted a small but encouraging minority of young people who seem to make better
calculations about their future and show greater understanding of what is required to
succeed.
The changing nature of the economy has clear implications for young people. Many
of the tensions we came across (such as the fact that young people do not have a
terminology they can access to describe the work they do or aspire to) relate to the fact
that digital creativity is a new and emergent area of the economy. This underpins the
distinction we drew between more traditional artistic industrial roles and emerging
forms of (often freelance) entrepreneurial work, where coding and programming skills
were used in creative ways.
We found that being able to imagine the future was an important precursor to
achieving employment goals and manoeuvring towards them. Young people often
identified themselves as artists or crafts people but this perhaps does not capture the
complexities of the work they will do. These older tropes stem in part from a belief in
innate artistic talent; in part from a pride in artistic excellence and expertise; but also in
part perhaps from a lack of understanding (not held by all the young people we talked
to) about what work in the digital/creative industries might actually entail in practice
(i.e. unlikely to provide creative autonomy).

www.nominettrust.org.uk
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Our research was conducted at a time where entrepreneurial approaches seemed to be
proving lucrative, perhaps because new businesses are not yet fully established. It is
lucrative for those who are in a position to see that it exists and manoeuvre themselves
into it, but this requires certain capabilities that not all young people (even those who
are successful at school) necessarily possess. Additionally, market saturation may mean
that over time, these skills become devalued.
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This research suggests that:
1. School is not enough. Mechanisms to create stronger and more integrated links
between school and non-school digital-making activities need to be devised, trialled
and made available. School alone will not prepare young people to be successful
digital makers, and we need to privilege and support non-formal and informal
digital-making experiences if we are to ensure young people benefit from the social,
personal and economic values of digital-making.
2. The link between learning to code and employability is unproven and unclear.
We need to create stronger examples (for young people and policy makers) that
demonstrate the nature of the links between digital-making and employability. We need
more detailed information about the types of jobs expected to be available and the
sorts of skills required. This shifts from an unhelpful and simplistic equation between
coding and jobs (a view that is not supported by evidence) and helps to highlight:
a. the variety of skills (both technical and ‘soft’) that are required for future
employability (e.g. that team work or management are as important as the purely
technical skills of coding etc), and

www.nominettrust.org.uk

b. the variety of jobs available, including those which are more mundane as well as
those that are highly autonomous and ‘creative’.
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activities etc. This includes providing access to ‘production-based communities’ –
that is real networks of people making, and creating.
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4. Digital-making needs to take place across the curriculum. Digital learning
takes place across the curriculum and is not confined to a single curriculum
subject. This means helping specialist teachers explore the role of digital-making
within their domain; facilitating in-school collaboration between teachers and a
shared understanding of ‘digital’ pursuits as valid creative and economic acts to
be encouraged. A wider theorisation and understanding of digital creativity
(pages 29-32) would help enable this process.
5. Understanding learning lives. Educators, parents and young people themselves
would benefit from understanding the range of factors that can come into play in
constructing progressions in the digital creative field. Having access to diagnostic
and comparative ways of ‘mapping’ learning progressions and experiences would be
a useful and practical way to be able to work out possible futures and contextualise
individual learning against common patterns and norms.

www.nominettrust.org.uk
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You can use the Appendix to follow and compare the digital pathways taken by
each of the young people interviewed in this study. The ‘maps’ represent each
of the young person’s achievements, barriers, aspirations and expertise related
to their progression into digital creativity. Follow each of their journeys by age,
education and career stage. The maps also plot their interests, catalysts and
perceptions of themselves that have influenced them along the way. Use the
navigation to the left of the maps to return to the main study for detailed
analysis and commentary.
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Appendix – The learner progression maps

Aaron

Male | 17 at time of interview | A levels

PEOPLE

PLACES

AGE

IDENTITY

FUTURES

Contents

1. Executive
Summary

0-5

2. Introduction

6

– Reading the maps
– Key patterns

– What is
progression?

10

– Interrelating the
dimensions of
progression

CAREERS

About Nominet
Trust

FUTURE
ASPIRATIONS

Appendix – The
learner progression
maps

PERCEPTIONS

7. Conclusions and
recommendations

Inspired to learn how to code
because it would help him to ‘mod’
(modify) games

Found himself always thinking
about how he could make
computers do useful things

CAREERS

15 - 17

6. Opportunities for
intervention

INSPIRATION/
CATALYSTS

14

INSPIRATION/
CATALYSTS

SCHOOL

Had no access to peer support or
wider networks of people
interested in computing

IT was not available in school, he
was advised by teachers to study
maths instead

SECONDARY SCHOOL

– Summary

FAMILY

– Going to work and
building a career

Received no guidance from family
or teachers on how to develop his
computer skills

TEACHERS

– Coding

Developed an interest in
role-playing games (RPGs)

11 - 13

– Building learning
journeys
– Activities and
experiences

7-9

INTERESTS

PRIMARY SCHOOL

5. Making sense
of the progression
maps

Always had access to computers at
home, but none of his family had
the expertise to teach him how to
use one

SELF-DIRECTED
LEARNING

4. The research

FAMILY

3. Digital creativity
and creative work

Began to become interested in
the idea of a career in software
engineering or similar

Always found practical challenges
more satisfying (and useful) than
academic ones
Started using online tutorials so
he could create calculators to help
him with academic study
Has come to think of himself as a
persistent person who enjoys the
challenge and problem solving
element of working with computers
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Adriana

Female | 22 at time of interview | HND animation and visual effects

PEOPLE

PLACES

AGE

IDENTITY

Contents

1. Executive
Summary

0 - 13

2. Introduction

COLLEGE OR SIXTH FORM

– What is
progression?

– Interrelating the
dimensions of
progression

18

INTERESTS

– Building learning
journeys
– Activities and
experiences

– Coding

19

– Summary

PERCEPTIONS

UNIVERSITY

– Going to work and
building a career

Appendix – The
learner progression
maps
About Nominet
Trust

FE
UNIVERSITY

6. Opportunities for
intervention
7. Conclusions and
recommendations

After leaving school spent three
years studying animal care but it
wasn’t for her. Was unaware of
animation courses.

Didn’t draw the same sorts of
subject matter as other girls in her
class
Began carrying a sketchbook around
with her and discovered drawing as
a way of expressing herself

16 - 17
SELF-DIRECTED
LEARNING

– Key patterns

15

SELF-DIRECTED
LEARNING

– Reading the maps

Studied GCSE art but in a separate
class as she has autism. Did not
enjoy the course and this dented
her confidence.

SECONDARY SCHOOL

5. Making sense
of the progression
maps

SCHOOL

4. The research

PERCEPTIONS

14

GENDER

3. Digital creativity
and creative work

20

Continued to practise art while
studying animal care

Developed an interest in gaming

Only got her first computer a few
years ago and depends on the
college for access to software such
as Photoshop
Felt she wasn’t good enough to
study art

FUTURES
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Adriana

Female | 22 at time of interview | HND animation and visual effects

PEOPLE

PLACES

AGE

IDENTITY

FUTURES

– Reading the maps
– Key patterns

– What is
progression?

– Interrelating the
dimensions of
progression
– Building learning
journeys
– Activities and
experiences

– Coding

– Going to work and
building a career

– Summary
6. Opportunities for
intervention
7. Conclusions and
recommendations

Appendix – The
learner progression
maps
About Nominet
Trust

FE
UNIVERSITY

4. The research

5. Making sense
of the progression
maps

21

Feels more at home at college than
she did at school – she has more
freedom to pursue her own
interests

22

CAREERS

3. Digital creativity
and creative work

Previously studied for a BTEC in
media before starting a course in
animation at Amersham College.
Hopes to progress to university.
UNIVERSITY

2. Introduction

FE
UNIVERSITY

1. Executive
Summary

DECISION MAKING

Contents

Was studying another course at
the college when she found out
about the animation course; didn’t
realise it was something you could
study but felt the course was a
perfect match
Would like eventually to design
toys
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Ainsley

Male | 20 at time of interview | Games design

PEOPLE

PLACES

AGE

IDENTITY

FUTURES

Contents

1. Executive
Summary

7

– Reading the maps
– Key patterns
PRIMARY SCHOOL

– What is
progression?

– Interrelating the
dimensions of
progression

8

9

– Building learning
journeys

10

– Activities and
experiences

INSPIRATION/
CATALYSTS

5. Making sense
of the progression
maps

PERCEPTIONS

4. The research

INSPIRATION/
CATALYSTS

6

INSPIRATION/
CATALYSTS

3. Digital creativity
and creative work

INTERESTS

0-5

2. Introduction

Became interested in drawing and
particularly liked accurately
reproducing something
Jurassic Park was his favourite
film as a child and this encouraged
him to become interested in
special effects
Was aware of the perception that
he was good at art from a very
young age
Saw Walking With Dinosaurs and
this got him interested in the idea
of bringing things to life or making
the unreal real
Traditional art inspired him to keep
practising his drawing skills

– Coding

About Nominet
Trust

Went to digital arts summer school
courses (Flash, web design, 3D
games etc.) in order to improve
his digital arts skills

EXTRACURRICULAR

Appendix – The
learner progression
maps

TEACHERS

7. Conclusions and
recommendations

Went to digital arts classes from
year 8 (Flash, web design, 3D
games art) - these were free
summer courses

12

13

Began to develop an interest in
gaming, particularly sandbox
games, where you are put in
impossible situations but can
modify the game
CAREERS

His parents are both lawyers
and his siblings study law and
medicine, so an artistic career
was not an obvious choice

SECONDARY SCHOOL

6. Opportunities for
intervention

FAMILY

– Summary

INTERESTS

11

– Going to work and
building a career

Wanted to make games
and aspired to work
at Double Negative studios
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Ainsley

Male | 20 at time of interview | Games design

PEOPLE

PLACES

AGE

IDENTITY

FUTURES

Began to develop a photo-realistic
aesthetic in his artistic work

Saw there were opportunities
for games designers in London
which he found out about online.
Received no useful careers advice.

14

Dropped GCSE IT because he felt
it was neither technical nor
challenging enough for him, and
not relevant to his interests

15

6. Opportunities for
intervention

Took A levels in IT, art, and
business studies

Appendix – The
learner progression
maps
About Nominet
Trust

SCHOOL

7. Conclusions and
recommendations

Didn’t get the grades for a course
in animation and special effects at
Bournemouth, but was happy to
go to Hatfield

Became more interested in
animation/film/special effects
than games design - this is where
he wanted to pursue a career

During work experience for an IT
company, he learned some basic
coding

Received no helpful careers advice
at school: there was no recognition
that games design was a viable
career route

16

COLLEGE OR SIXTH FORM

– Summary

Deciding on which universities to
go to – including Bournemouth
University and Hatfield College

UNIVERSITY

– Going to work and
building a career

FE
UNIVERSITY

– Coding

SCHOOL

– Activities and
experiences

CAREERS

– Building learning
journeys

17

DECISION
MAKING

– Interrelating the
dimensions of
progression

Art teachers didn’t appreciate or
understand digital art and
encouraged him to do an art
foundation course in preparation
for studying fine art

More interested in films than
gaming: favourites included
Japanese animation, Avatar and
Christopher Nolan/Steven
Spielberg films

There was no specific digital arts
course at school, so he tried to
cover each base by studying IT
and art

18

19

DECISION
MAKING

– What is
progression?

TEACHERS

– Key patterns

INTERESTS

Parents ambitious but he felt no
pressure to take the academic
route

SECONDARY SCHOOL

– Reading the maps

FAMILY

5. Making sense
of the progression
maps

SCHOOL

4. The research

His parents bought him a graphics
tablet and a PC - this allowed him
to start experimenting with Flash,
Photoshop and Dreamweaver

DECISION
MAKING

3. Digital creativity
and creative work

CAREERS

2. Introduction

SELF-DIRECTED
LEARNING

INTERESTS

1. Executive
Summary

CAREERS

Contents

Believes he would have studied law
if he had not chosen to pursue art
at university level
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Ainsley

Male | 20 at time of interview | Games design

PEOPLE

PLACES

AGE

IDENTITY

FUTURES

Has begun to feel that he is really
developing his own particular style
or aesthetic

Undertook work experience with
one of his lecturers over the
summer holidays, working for a
digital arts company based in St
Albans

20

– Key patterns

– What is
progression?

– Interrelating the
dimensions of
progression
– Building learning
journeys
– Activities and
experiences

6. Opportunities for
intervention
7. Conclusions and
recommendations

Appendix – The
learner progression
maps
About Nominet
Trust

PERCEPTIONS

– Summary

Feels as though pursuing his
interests at university has allowed
him to turn his hobby into his
day job

FUTURE ASPIRATIONS

– Going to work and
building a career

FE
UNIVERSITY

– Coding

Believes he has an organised and
self-motivated approach and has
developed a strong sense that he
is an artist, not a technician

CAREERS
CAREERS

– Reading the maps

Is aware that there are links
between his university and
industry which could be exploited
Is aware of what working in small
studios is like from talking to peers
and graduates. Would be willing to
move abroad for work.

CAREERS

UNIVERSITY

5. Making sense
of the progression
maps

Self-directed learning continued
at university, particularly around
keeping up with developments in
the industry

Wants to become an art director
but realises this is a dream job. Is
focused on realistic next steps he
might take.

CAREERS

SELF-DIRECTED
LEARNING

4. The research

Knows he will have to adapt to
industry needs. Wants to work for
a studio with its own clearly
developed stylistic approach.

CAREERS

3. Digital creativity
and creative work

Feels like university is very
different to school - is now
surrounded by peers who know
about digital arts industries

INTERESTS

2. Introduction

PEERS

1. Executive
Summary

CAREERS

Contents

Would like to be a matte painter
but is aware there is not huge
demand for this. Is prepared to be
more of a generalist.
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Ali

Male | 23 at time of interview | Undergraduate digital arts
PEOPLE

PLACES

AGE

IDENTITY

FUTURES

Contents

1. Executive
Summary

SCHOOL

5. Making sense
of the progression
maps
– Reading the maps

Art was always his favourite
subject at school and he intended
to pursue it

10

PERCEPTIONS

4. The research

PRIMARY SCHOOL

3. Digital creativity
and creative work

Has considered himself an artistic
person since primary school, and
has always been considered so by
others

INTERESTS

0-9

2. Introduction

Discovered coding when editing
his Myspace page. Became
interested in how it can be used
to make useful things for humans

11

– Key patterns

– What is
progression?

About Nominet
Trust

His grandmother went to Glasgow
School of Art (GSA) and his
parents are into art: he always felt
like art was part of his identity
Recognises that parental
encouragement has been a big
influence on his decision to study
a creative subject at university

Studied maths, English, modern
studies, physics and art at Higher

14

Stopped coding because it seemed
irrelevant to art

15

Took Advanced Highers in
psychology, art and graphic
communication

16

17

Has taken up coding again, as it is
a big part of the university course

CAREERS

Appendix – The
learner progression
maps

FAMILY

7. Conclusions and
recommendations

FAMILY

6. Opportunities for
intervention

SCHOOL

SCHOOL

– Summary

Found that art was valued less
than science or maths at school

Received no guidance from
teachers and had no awareness
that studying digital arts might
provide viable career options

DECISION
MAKING

– Going to work and
building a career

SELF-DIRECTED
LEARNING

SCHOOL

– Coding

Learned Photoshop and basic
coding through social media sites

FE
UNIVERSITY

– Activities and
experiences

13

Attended drawing classes
SECONDARY SCHOOL

EXTRACURRICULAR

– Building learning
journeys

Physics captured his imagination
more than IT in terms of technical
subjects

COLLEGE OR
SIXTH FORM

SCHOOL

– Interrelating the
dimensions of
progression

SELF-DIRECTED
LEARNING

12

Chose not to study the obvious
choice of fine art because he
didn’t believe it would be
challenging or innovative
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Ali

Male | 23 at time of interview | Undergraduate digital arts
PEOPLE

PLACES

His sister also studies art at
university

Started a course in creative
computing at the Glasgow School
of Art (GSA)

AGE

IDENTITY

FUTURES

Sees himself as someone who
would take risks – for example,
by joining a course at university
that was brand new

Teachers did not inform him of
alternative courses: he discovered
the Glasgow School of Art’s
creative computing course online

5. Making sense
of the progression
maps

20

– Key patterns

– What is
progression?

Studying digital culture at GSA:
this is a brand new course

– Coding

– Going to work and
building a career

– Summary
6. Opportunities for
intervention
7. Conclusions and
recommendations

Appendix – The
learner progression
maps
About Nominet
Trust

POST GRADUATE

– Activities and
experiences

DECISION
MAKING
DECISION
MAKING

PERCEPTIONS

22
Open to change and risk-taking:
believes this will impact his career
and is willing to work for a start-up
or start one himself

PERCEPTIONS

PEERS

His friends now understand what
digital creativity means by seeing
his work develop - initially this
wasn’t the case

FE
UNIVERSITY

21

– Interrelating the
dimensions of
progression
– Building learning
journeys

CAREERS

UNIVERSITY

– Reading the maps

Now describes himself as working
in “the digital and design
infrastructure”

CAREERS

4. The research

PERCEPTIONS

19

Believes that other students at art
school who are not on his course
do not really understand what
‘digital culture’ means

23

Read about other courses but
preferred the art/coding interface
at GSA
Has been working as a designer
for a start-up company for the
past 18 months
Is learning about differences
between university and the
workplace: university offers more
room for experimentation and
autonomy

CAREERS

3. Digital creativity
and creative work

Is aware that any career he
pursues will entail change, flux
and risk-taking

CAREERS

18

PERCEPTIONS

COLLEGE OR
SIXTH FORM

2. Introduction

FAMILY

1. Executive
Summary

FE
UNIVERSITY

Contents

Wants to try working for a bigger
company or establish a start-up
(like his boss)
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Anton

Male | 20 at time of interview | Undergraduate games programming

PEOPLE

PLACES

AGE

IDENTITY

Contents

1. Executive
Summary

0-4

2. Introduction

– What is
progression?

SCHOOL

– Interrelating the
dimensions of
progression

– Activities and
experiences

PEERS

– Building learning
journeys

Was never recognised as clever at
school and struggled academically
due to dyslexia
Didn’t enjoy primary school and
spent his time playing games
rather than interacting with his
peers

First began to get involved in
online communities with people
interested in games and games
design

9

10

INSPIRATION/
CATALYSTS

SCHOOL

– Key patterns

PERCEPTIONS

5-8

Began designing games for his
younger brother to play

INSPIRATION/
CATALYSTS

– Reading the maps

His parents bought him a
computer

PRIMARY SCHOOL

5. Making sense
of the progression
maps

FAMILY

4. The research

FAMILY

3. Digital creativity
and creative work

11
PERCEPTIONS

– Coding

– Going to work and
building a career

Due to his dyslexia he often felt
like ‘an idiot’ while at school

Began to develop a keen interest
in gaming

Became interested in programming.
It made more sense: unlike writing/
spelling he didn’t feel it was
governed by ‘arbitrary rules’.
Continued to struggle with reading
and writing due to dyslexia and
perceived himself to be inarticulate

– Summary

SECONDARY SCHOOL

7. Conclusions and
recommendations

About Nominet
Trust

PEERS

Appendix – The
learner progression
maps

Became interested in programming
through a friend at school who was
also a keen programmer

13

14

SELF-DIRECTED
LEARNING

12

6. Opportunities for
intervention

Continued to practise ‘modding’
(modifying) games throughout
secondary school, mainly working
on his own

FUTURES
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Anton

Male | 20 at time of interview | Undergraduate games programming

PEOPLE

PLACES

AGE

IDENTITY

FUTURES

Contents

Peers on his bio-med course were
interested in programming which
helped spark his interest

7. Conclusions and
recommendations

Appendix – The
learner progression
maps
About Nominet
Trust

FE
UNIVERSITY

6. Opportunities for
intervention

FE
UNIVERSITY

– Summary

Started a bio-med course at
university. He eventually dropped
out of the course, but it inspired
his new-found interest in
programming.
Is now on a games design course
which he enjoys. No longer feels
he is in education ‘for the purpose
of passing exams’.
Enjoys programming for games
because it’s one of the most
challenging forms of programming

PERCEPTIONS

18

19

20

After using programming to make
calculators to help with his
bio-med course, he read books on
programming and learnt
QuickBasic 64
Can be specific and focused when
solving programming problems

Didn’t know he was ‘clever’ until
university

CAREERS

– Going to work and
building a career

PEERS

– Coding

Was put off applying for computing
courses because he believed they
would focus on maths – he thought
he was bad at maths

Perceived as a ‘geek’ by his peers

17

PERCEPTIONS

– Activities and
experiences

FE
UNIVERSITY

FE
UNIVERSITY

– Building learning
journeys

COLLEGE OR SIXTH FORM

– Interrelating the
dimensions of
progression

16

Thought he wasn’t good at maths
and therefore wouldn’t be good at
programming

CAREERS

Studied biology, film studies,
philosophy and history at A level

UNIVERSITY

Began attending game jams and
met new people through events
like Hack Space. Continued in
online gaming communities.

SCHOOL

– What is
progression?

PEERS

– Key patterns

PERCEPTIONS

15

– Reading the maps

SELF-DIRECTED
LEARNING

5. Making sense
of the progression
maps

14

Had family friends who worked in
programming, making him realise
that his interests could develop
into a career path

PERCEPTIONS

4. The research

FAMILY

3. Digital creativity
and creative work

Got involved in Dungeons and
Dragons and associated online
communities

SECONDARY SCHOOL

2. Introduction

PEERS

1. Executive
Summary

Realised it was possible for gaming
to be a career

His university course works closely
with employers and this has made
him more aware of companies such
as Aardvark Swift

Mapping learner
progression into
digital creativity
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Appendix – The learner progression maps

Anton

Male | 20 at time of interview | Undergraduate games programming

PEOPLE

PLACES

AGE

IDENTITY

FUTURES

UNIVERSITY

1. Executive
Summary

– Reading the maps
– Key patterns

– What is
progression?

– Interrelating the
dimensions of
progression
– Building learning
journeys
– Activities and
experiences

– Coding

– Going to work and
building a career

– Summary
6. Opportunities for
intervention
7. Conclusions and
recommendations

Appendix – The
learner progression
maps
About Nominet
Trust

CAREERS

5. Making sense
of the progression
maps

CAREERS

4. The research

Has developed a specialism in a
technique called deferred shading
and is now writing his dissertation
on this

Continues to feel there is a lack
of cultural and philosophical
discussion amongst peers around
gaming and programming
FUTURE ASPIRATIONS

3. Digital creativity
and creative work

FE
UNIVERSITY

2. Introduction

20

FE
UNIVERSITY

Contents

He wants to become a teaching
assistant on his course, do a
post-grad in games design, or work
in a games design company
Has a part-time job as a freelance
programmer and is trying to build
up freelance experience

Mapping learner
progression into
digital creativity
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Ash

Male | 15 at time of interview | GCSE

PEOPLE

PLACES

AGE

IDENTITY

FUTURES

Contents

1. Executive
Summary

Became interested in gaming
through his cousin
PRIMARY SCHOOL

4. The research

TEACHERS

3. Digital creativity
and creative work

5. Making sense
of the progression
maps

10

INTERESTS

0-9

2. Introduction

Enjoyed playing Open World
games where users can make
modifications to games

11

– Key patterns

– What is
progression?

EXPERTISE

13

SELF-DIRECTED
LEARNING

– Activities and
experiences

Chose IT as a GCSE due to his
interest in computers and gaming

SECONDARY SCHOOL

– Building learning
journeys

SCHOOL

– Interrelating the
dimensions of
progression

12

SELF-DIRECTED
LEARNING

– Reading the maps

Tried to learn coding (HTML/CSS)
via Google/YouTube - made a
random website
Persistent in self taught web work
but never showed anybody

Started using w3schools.com, a
site offering online coding tutorials

– Coding

15

7. Conclusions and
recommendations

Appendix – The
learner progression
maps
About Nominet
Trust

FUTURE
ASPIRATIONS

6. Opportunities for
intervention

Continues to practise coding but
had to teach himself - has no
access to relevant peer groups or
extra-curricular activities
CAREERS

– Summary

PERCEPTIONS

14

– Going to work and
building a career

Hopes to work as a games
developer for a small ‘indie’
company or even to set up on
his own

Mapping learner
progression into
digital creativity

-
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Appendix – The learner progression maps

Becky

Female | 16 at time of interview | GCSE

PEOPLE

PLACES

AGE

IDENTITY

FUTURES

Uses computers for revision and
self-teaching

Wants to work in advertising after
uni. Will choose A levels that
support this. Has little idea about
advertising/types of jobs.

Contents

1. Executive
Summary

0-9

2. Introduction

Dad works in IT and has an
encouraging attitude towards
computing

PRIMARY SCHOOL

4. The research

FAMILY

3. Digital creativity
and creative work

5. Making sense
of the progression
maps

10

11 - 14

– Reading the maps

– Coding

– Going to work and
building a career

– Summary
6. Opportunities for
intervention
7. Conclusions and
recommendations

Appendix – The
learner progression
maps
About Nominet
Trust

Doing IT marks her as different
from her friends - it’s not hard just
a question of doing things in steps

DECISION
MAKING
CAREERS

– Activities and
experiences

16

SELF-DIRECTED
LEARNING

– Building learning
journeys

15

PERCEPTIONS

– Interrelating the
dimensions of
progression

Is taking IT at GCSE level – a
course she finds boring – yet is still
motivated to work with computers

SECONDARY SCHOOL

– What is
progression?

SCHOOL

– Key patterns

Has taken IT in part because she
thinks computing skills will be
useful to have in the future

Mapping learner
progression into
digital creativity

-
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Ben

Male | 18 at time of interview | BTEC e-media

PEOPLE

PLACES

AGE

IDENTITY

FUTURES

Started practising video editing
using programs like After Effects
and Sony Vegas

People contacted him with
freelance video editing work after
he set up a YouTube channel

Contents

1. Executive
Summary

0 - 15

– Building learning
journeys
– Activities and
experiences

– Coding

– Going to work and
building a career

– Summary
6. Opportunities for
intervention
7. Conclusions and
recommendations

Appendix – The
learner progression
maps
About Nominet
Trust

CAREERS

18

CAREERS

Wants to move on to university
and study animation and film; has
identified relevant courses

17

CAREERS

– Interrelating the
dimensions of
progression

FE
UNIVERSITY

– What is
progression?

16
SELF-DIRECTED
LEARNING

Started course at Amersham
College. This appealed to him as it
offered access to new technologies
and film-making equipment

– Key patterns

COLLEGE OR SIXTH FORM

Dropped English, law, drama and
photography A levels as wasn’t
enjoying the academic environment.
No computer related studies.

FUTURE ASPIRATIONS

– Reading the maps

SCHOOL

5. Making sense
of the progression
maps

Did his GCSEs and progressed to
6th form because it was expected
of him

FE
UNIVERSITY

4. The research

SCHOOL

3. Digital creativity
and creative work

SECONDARY
SCHOOL

2. Introduction

Doesn’t know anyone already
working in the industry

Would like to work in the film/
games industry after uni, ideally
for Pixar or DreamWorks but
knows this might be unrealistic
- main interest is environment
modelling - unsure of roles

Mapping learner
progression into
digital creativity

-
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Appendix – The learner progression maps

Blake

Male | 16 at time of interview | GCSE

PEOPLE

PLACES

AGE

IDENTITY

FUTURES

Contents

1. Executive
Summary

PRIMARY
SCHOOL

3. Digital creativity
and creative work
4. The research

5. Making sense
of the progression
maps

6

INSPIRATION/
CATALYSTS

0-5

2. Introduction

Got interested in computer games
and soon became a keen gamer

7 - 13

– Reading the maps

7. Conclusions and
recommendations

Appendix – The
learner progression
maps
About Nominet
Trust

16

Tried to learn HTML so he could
make his own website, but has
given up because he found it too
difficult
Sees his mates as not the brainiest
and recognises he can/will follow
tech challenges through

CAREERS
DECISION
MAKING
CAREERS

– Summary

Has started to lose interest in
gaming and has become more
interested in design and graphics

CAREERS

– Going to work and
building a career

6. Opportunities for
intervention

Started downloading software for
coding and programming

INSPIRATION/
CATALYSTS

15

Taught himself how to model
JTAGs using YouTube tutorials

SELF-DIRECTED
LEARNING

– Coding

Had no advice around GCSEs that
matched his design interests. Finds
IT dull but enjoys learning about,
and working with, computers

SECONDARY SCHOOL

– Activities and
experiences

SCHOOL

– Building learning
journeys

SELF-DIRECTED
LEARNING

14

– Interrelating the
dimensions of
progression

Moved from playing games to
learning about technology via
building his own PC

SELF-DIRECTED
LEARNING

EXPERTISE

No-one in his family works in
computers, but one of his parent’s
friends is a manager in an IT firm

PERCEPTIONS

– What is
progression?

TEACHERS

– Key patterns

Has pursued an interest in
computing in part because he
thinks computing skills will be
useful in the future
Wants to be self-employed as a
way of escaping the fear of
unemployment, but is also
considering undertaking an
apprenticeship
May study computing or graphics
but is finding decision making
difficult and has not received
advice. Knows little about careers.
Has set up his own business in
t-shirt design and posters

Mapping learner
progression into
digital creativity
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Appendix – The learner progression maps

Caden

Male | 18 at time of interview | Undergraduate

PEOPLE

PLACES

AGE

IDENTITY

FUTURES

Contents

1. Executive
Summary

PRIMARY SCHOOL

3. Digital creativity
and creative work
4. The research

5. Making sense
of the progression
maps

8

INTERESTS

0-7

2. Introduction

Was interested in animation from
a young age, starting with an
interest in cartoons

9 - 12

– Key patterns

– What is
progression?

13

– Interrelating the
dimensions of
progression

About Nominet
Trust

EXPERTISE

SCHOOL

Went to after school animation
club for several months but didn’t
take GCSE art and was not
encouraged to by teachers

16
PERCEPTIONS

Appendix – The
learner progression
maps

TEACHERS

7. Conclusions and
recommendations

Not interested in art taught in
school as doesn’t see it as relevant
to himself or his work: “I like to
make things that are relevant now”

His IT teacher saw his animations
and entered him and four others
into the Animation 2012
competition. They came second
out of 900.

CAREERS

Animating using Blender and Flash
for up to three hours a day: was part
of an online animation community
he could share animations with

15

– Summary

His IT teacher was the founder of
extra-curricular animation club
3Dami, and offered
encouragement and careers advice

EXPERTISE

– Going to work and
building a career

Began with animations of stick
men and putting these on
YouTube. Making characters move
has now become his expertise.

SELF-DIRECTED
LEARNING

SECONDARY SCHOOL

PEERS

Tried to get friends interested in
animation but they weren’t
passionate about it so turned to an
online community of animators

– Coding

6. Opportunities for
intervention

Enjoyed the film Hercules and his
favourite artist is Terkoiz but can’t
name that many artists that have
inspired him

14

– Building learning
journeys
– Activities and
experiences

INSPIRATION/
CATALYSTS

– Reading the maps

Has known for a long time he
wanted to be an animator; did
some research about animation as a
career – he figured someone had to
be paid to make cartoons

Mapping learner
progression into
digital creativity
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Caden

Male | 18 at time of interview | Undergraduate

PEOPLE

PLACES

AGE

IDENTITY

FUTURES

Received recognition for being a
good animator through 3Dami and
the competition

Attending 3Dami gave him the
chance to visit studios (e.g. Double
Negative) giving him a sense of
what working life was like

– Coding

– Summary
6. Opportunities for
intervention
7. Conclusions and
recommendations

Appendix – The
learner progression
maps
About Nominet
Trust

CAREERS

PERCEPTIONS

– Going to work and
building a career

18

Has developed a detailed knowledge
of animation techniques/process:
picked up this knowledge himself
and through 3Dami
Perceives that what he does isn’t
‘art’ - even his freehand drawing is
just ‘for fun’ as he has never
studied art formally
Has found the first year of
university unchallenging; he is not
doing as much animation as he
would like

DECISION
MAKING

Always knew he wanted to study
animation

CAREERS

– Activities and
experiences

Being an animator has been part of
his self-identity for a long time;
never doubted that he would end
up studying it and has always been
‘stubborn’ about his ambition

3Dami has helped him develop work
skills, business skills, social skills
- all necessary for developing a
career

CAREERS

– Building learning
journeys

Before 3Dami, would have skipped
straight to animation but now has
a greater awareness of process e.g.
storyboarding, working out camera
movements etc.

Recognises that he can’t always do
the sort of animation he’d like to in
a work situation: hobbies and
careers have to be separate

CAREERS

– Interrelating the
dimensions of
progression

17

Joined his IT teacher’s animation
summer school 3Dami. Enjoyed
meeting people interested in the
same things as him; worked well
together because their interests/
skills were different but
complementary.

PERCEPTIONS

– What is
progression?

EXTRA-CURRICULAR

– Key patterns

EXTRA-CURRICULAR

– Reading the maps

Studied A levels in graphics,
communications, computer science
and media

EXPERTISE

Found working with others for the
competition strange at first, but
learned to compromise and
recognise that some people’s ideas
might be better than his

PERCEPTIONS

5. Making sense
of the progression
maps

PEERS

4. The research

16

PERCEPTIONS

3. Digital creativity
and creative work

SCHOOL

SCHOOL

2. Introduction

Decided not to do GCSE art as he
wasn’t interested in traditional
artists and sees no correlation
between his style and theirs

COLLEGE OR SIXTH FORM

1. Executive
Summary

SECONDARY SCHOOL

Contents

Would like to be an animator and
knows it is competitive but
believes there is a healthy job
market because the industry is
well developed and growing would like to start as a freelancer
and then move to a big company or
set up his own

Mapping learner
progression into
digital creativity
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Caden

Male | 18 at time of interview | Undergraduate

PEOPLE

PLACES

His mum helped him select a
course and supported his decision
to study animation

Keen to study animation at
University of Herts but didn’t get
in. His IT teacher helped and he
now studies animation at Coventry.

AGE

4. The research

5. Making sense
of the progression
maps
– Reading the maps
– Key patterns

– What is
progression?

– Interrelating the
dimensions of
progression
– Building learning
journeys
– Activities and
experiences

– Coding

– Going to work and
building a career

– Summary
6. Opportunities for
intervention
7. Conclusions and
recommendations

Appendix – The
learner progression
maps
About Nominet
Trust

Still talks to his IT teacher from
time to time; he has taken an
interest in helping Caden which
has been hugely beneficial

FUTURE ASPIRATIONS

3. Digital creativity
and creative work

TEACHERS

2. Introduction

FAMILY

1. Executive
Summary

FE
UNIVERSITY

Contents

IDENTITY

FUTURES

Mapping learner
progression into
digital creativity

-
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Chris
PEOPLE

Male | 18 at time of interview | A levels
PLACES

AGE

IDENTITY

FUTURES

Contents

1. Executive
Summary

0-9

4. The research

5. Making sense
of the progression
maps

FAMILY

3. Digital creativity
and creative work

His mum was interested in
computers when he was younger
and this encouraged his interest

PRIMARY SCHOOL

2. Introduction

10

11 - 15

– Reading the maps

– Activities and
experiences

– Coding

– Going to work and
building a career

– Summary
6. Opportunities for
intervention
7. Conclusions and
recommendations

Appendix – The
learner progression
maps
About Nominet
Trust

17

Bought Raspberry Pi and watched
YouTube tutorials to learn how to
use it. Became fascinated with
coding/computer language.
Taught himself in a haphazard way
- he characterises it as ‘messing
around’ to see what he could do
Is fascinated by coding and wants
to develop this interest further

CAREERS

– Building learning
journeys

16

PERCEPTIONS

– Interrelating the
dimensions of
progression

COLLEGE OR SIXTH FORM

– What is
progression?

SELF-DIRECTED
LEARNING

INTERESTS

– Key patterns

Keen to pursue his interest at
university, possibly studying
computer science/games design.
Knows local companies to work for.

Mapping learner
progression into
digital creativity

-
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Elisa

Female | 18 at time of interview | HND animation and visual effects

PEOPLE

PLACES

AGE

IDENTITY

FUTURES

Contents

1. Executive
Summary

3. Digital creativity
and creative work

13

4. The research

5. Making sense
of the progression
maps

INTERESTS

0 - 12

2. Introduction

Developed an interest in gaming

14

7. Conclusions and
recommendations

Appendix – The
learner progression
maps
About Nominet
Trust

18

INSPIRATION/
CATALYSTS

17

Her desire to make animated films
inspired her to apply for a college
course in animation and special
effects
Doesn’t find the male bias of the
course problematic as they all
share interests in animation/games

DECISION
MAKING

6. Opportunities for
intervention

SCHOOL

Became interested in anime style
and started to incorporate this into
her work

16

GENDER

– Summary

Teachers encouraged her to take
the animation course

No access to animation programs
at school so never used them
before starting the college course

COLLEGE OR SIXTH FORM

– Going to work and
building a career

Teachers encouraged her to make
her art more ‘realistic’

FUTURE
ASPIRATIONS

– Coding

TEACHERS

– Activities and
experiences

TEACHERS

– Building learning
journeys

15
INSPIRATION/
CATALYSTS

– Interrelating the
dimensions of
progression

Mainly focused on drawing rather
than animation while at school
because she had no access to
equipment

Came to an open evening at
Amersham College and discovered
this course was available

CAREERS

Took GCSEs in textiles, art and
design, and studied A level
graphics

No work placements available and
doesn’t know anyone who works in
the industry

CAREERS

– What is
progression?

INTERESTS

SCHOOL

– Key patterns

SECONDARY SCHOOL

– Reading the maps

Would like to work as a concept
artist or illustrator

Mapping learner
progression into
digital creativity
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Fran

Female | 20 at time of interview | HND animation and visual effects

PEOPLE

PLACES

AGE

IDENTITY

FUTURES

Contents

1. Executive
Summary

Used Photoshop, Premiere Pro and
After Effects at school

– Going to work and
building a career

– Summary
6. Opportunities for
intervention
7. Conclusions and
recommendations

Appendix – The
learner progression
maps
About Nominet
Trust

Started an HND course in animation
and visual effects at Amersham
College
3D animation is new to her as she
has always worked in 2D

17 - 18

19
UNIVERSITY

– Coding

Her parents supported her choice
to study animation at college

FE
UNIVERSITY

– Activities and
experiences

FAMILY

– Building learning
journeys

FE
UNIVERSITY

COLLEGE OR
SIXTH FORM

– Interrelating the
dimensions of
progression

16

20

Found out about the course online

CAREERS

– What is
progression?

Has never done any work
placements and doesn’t know
anyone who works in the industry

CAREERS

SCHOOL

– Key patterns

Always preferred films to games
when growing up

15

PERCEPTIONS

– Reading the maps

Studied animation at school in
Hungary before she moved to
England

SECONDARY SCHOOL

14

SCHOOL

5. Making sense
of the progression
maps

Had Photoshop and other programs
on her computer at home but felt
like it wasn’t advanced enough for
what she wanted to do

FUTURE
ASPIRATIONS

4. The research

FAMILY

3. Digital creativity
and creative work

INTERESTS

0 - 13

2. Introduction

Would like to continue on to
university and also has some
interest in learning photography

Mapping learner
progression into
digital creativity
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Finlay

Male | 24 at time of interview | Mprof professional games development

PEOPLE

PLACES

AGE

IDENTITY

FUTURES

Contents

1. Executive
Summary

0 - 10

2. Introduction

His father works in IT so there
were always computers around the
house

PRIMARY
SCHOOL

4. The research

FAMILY

3. Digital creativity
and creative work

5. Making sense
of the progression
maps

11

12 - 14

Parents didn’t understand gaming
was an industry - he did all the
research and travelling for
interviews on his own
Other friends were interested in
the course at Abertay and so they
ended up doing the course
together

– Summary
6. Opportunities for
intervention

Started his undergraduate degree
in games design at Abertay
University

EXTRACURRICULAR

About Nominet
Trust

Started to take part in games
competitions/events with friends

18

CAREERS

17

Practised ‘modding’ (game
modification), programming and
level design in his spare time
Originally had ambitions to work in
finance and had never considered
games design as a career
Worked in accounts for a year. A
nearby games design studio told
him about Abertay’s course and
advised him to get a degree.

Found summer jobs by calling
companies and developing
contacts, some through work
experience, others from LinkedIn

19

UNIVERSITY

7. Conclusions and
recommendations

Appendix – The
learner progression
maps

16

COLLEGE OR SIXTH FORM

FAMILY

– Going to work and
building a career

PEERS

– Coding

Some of his friends studied games
design at college but he was more
interested in a university course

FE
UNIVERSITY

– Activities and
experiences

PEERS

– Building learning
journeys

Took A level maths, further maths,
English and economics but didn’t
enjoy the way subjects were
taught in school

CAREERS

SCHOOL

– Interrelating the
dimensions of
progression

15

CAREERS

Practised level design with friends
PEERS

– What is
progression?

SELF-DIRECTED
LEARNING

– Key patterns

SECONDARY SCHOOL

– Reading the maps

20

21

Mapping learner
progression into
digital creativity

-
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Finlay

Male | 24 at time of interview | Mprof professional games development

PEOPLE

PLACES

AGE

IDENTITY

FUTURES

Has developed a detailed
knowledge of design theory

Contents

1. Executive
Summary

– Activities and
experiences

– Coding

– Going to work and
building a career

– Summary
6. Opportunities for
intervention
7. Conclusions and
recommendations

Appendix – The
learner progression
maps
About Nominet
Trust

Continues to take part in games
jams and other competitions

24

PERCEPTIONS

– Building learning
journeys

The university sends out info about
networking/careers events - he
uses these to make contacts and
find out about roles

FUTURE
ASPIRATIONS

– Interrelating the
dimensions of
progression

EXTRACURRICULAR

– What is
progression?

FE
UNIVERSITY

– Key patterns

POST GRADUATE

– Reading the maps

CAREERS

23

Has worked for 4 companies believes you have to enjoy meeting
a challenging brief - you can’t
always design games for yourself

CAREERS

5. Making sense
of the progression
maps

INSPIRATION/
CATALYSTS

4. The research

SELF-DIRECTED
LEARNING

EXPERTISE

UNIVERSITY

3. Digital creativity
and creative work

Knows he needs experience/
contacts and will work in other
roles (games metrics/data analysis)
to one day become a level designer

CAREERS

22

2. Introduction

Is interested in games design as a
career because he enjoys it, not
because it pays well - believes this
is key to success

His university doesn’t teach level
design so he taught himself and
entered competitions - is aware it’s
a niche skill
Now specialises in design and level
design

Has never considered himself an
artistic person

Mapping learner
progression into
digital creativity
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Geeta
PEOPLE

Female | 23 at time of interview | Mprof games design
PLACES

AGE

IDENTITY

FUTURES

Contents

1. Executive
Summary

7

– Interrelating the
dimensions of
progression

Dad helped when she tinkered
with computers to see how they
worked: he was studying IT at
college and passed on what he
learned

9

– Coding

– Going to work and
building a career
SECONDARY SCHOOL

13

– Summary
6. Opportunities for
intervention

About Nominet
Trust

FAMILY

7. Conclusions and
recommendations

Parents knew what she wanted to
do and supported her, sometimes
by helping her to buy equipment

14

15

DECISION
MAKING

12

Decided early at school that she
wanted to work with computers
and art in some form: she was ‘set
on it from the start’

Has been doodling in sketchbooks
since she was 13

Enjoyed drawing manga and
anime-inspired art as well as
modding (modifying) games; things
she wasn’t encouraged to do in
school
Taught herself how to use
Photoshop: this made her think
there might be a way to combine
art and computers

CAREERS

– Activities and
experiences

SELF-DIRECTED
LEARNING

10 - 11

– Building learning
journeys

Appendix – The
learner progression
maps

Was always considered artistic
more than technical: from early on
she could build a computer but
didn’t know how to code it

8

SELF-DIRECTED
LEARNING

– What is
progression?

FAMILY

– Key patterns

Has had a computer from when she
was young, when having a
computer was ‘a big deal’ and
therefore exciting for her

SELF-DIRECTED
LEARNING

– Reading the maps

Picked up computing so quickly
that her parents realised she would
be good at it - they encouraged
her interest

PRIMARY SCHOOL

5. Making sense
of the progression
maps

FAMILY

4. The research

INSPIRATION/
CATALYSTS

3. Digital creativity
and creative work

PERCEPTIONS

0-6

2. Introduction

Knew she wanted to do something
creative but didn’t know what was
available or possible

Mapping learner
progression into
digital creativity
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Geeta

IDENTITY

FUTURES

Started researching creative
careers and relevant university
courses

CAREERS

Wasn’t aware you could combine
art and computing so believed she
would be ‘stuck’ in IT/something
computer based but non-creative

Taught herself basic coding in her
spare time

DECISION
MAKING

PLACES

SELF-DIRECTED
LEARNING

PEOPLE

SELF-DIRECTED
LEARNING

Female | 23 at time of interview | Mprof games design
AGE

Made the decision in the fourth
year to continue on at Abertay and
start a postgrad: wanted to make
sure she was ‘industry ready’

Contents

– Activities and
experiences

18

Could have chosen to learn coding/
technical aspects on her course but
chose to focus on the artistic side

19

Her university encouraged her to
develop an online presence and a
portfolio

20

EXTRACURRICULAR

– Coding

21

Appendix – The
learner progression
maps
About Nominet
Trust

Takes part in games jams but is
less interested in competitive
programmes like Dare to be Digital

22

Started an Mprof in games design
at Abertay

Continues to draw and attends
anime conventions but tries not to
put too much emphasis on anime
aesthetics in her portfolio work

POST GRADUATE

7. Conclusions and
recommendations

FE
UNIVERSITY

6. Opportunities for
intervention

EXTRACURRICULAR

– Summary

EXTRACURRICULAR

– Going to work and
building a career

23

Developed strengths in 2D
concept art and digital painting

Believes she has the skills she
needs but now needs to polish up
on specialist skills developed in
3rd/4th years of university

CAREERS

– Building learning
journeys

Started her undergraduate degree
in computer art at Abertay

17

EXPERTISE

– Interrelating the
dimensions of
progression

Parents were delighted when she
got into Abertay to study
computer art

Took Highers in computing, art
and English

PERCEPTIONS

– What is
progression?

FAMILY

– Key patterns

Encouraged to work with Creative
Scotland on a one year programme:
young people promote digital arts/
creativity in schools

16

UNIVERSITY

– Reading the maps

FE
UNIVERSITY

SCHOOL

5. Making sense
of the progression
maps

FE
UNIVERSITY

4. The research

Art teacher made fun of her
portfolio for uni: discouraged her,
implied her art wasn’t good, didn’t
believe digital art was ‘real’

FE
UNIVERSITY

3. Digital creativity
and creative work

TEACHERS

2. Introduction

COLLEGE OR SIXTH FORM

SECONDARY
SCHOOL

1. Executive
Summary

Must be a generalist to work in
‘indie’: has the skills yet keen to
work for a big company in
conceptual art, a popular job

Mapping learner
progression into
digital creativity

-
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Geeta
PEOPLE

Female | 23 at time of interview | Mprof games design
PLACES

AGE

IDENTITY

FUTURES

3. Digital creativity
and creative work
4. The research

5. Making sense
of the progression
maps
– Reading the maps
– Key patterns

– What is
progression?

– Interrelating the
dimensions of
progression
– Building learning
journeys
– Activities and
experiences

– Coding

– Going to work and
building a career

– Summary
6. Opportunities for
intervention
7. Conclusions and
recommendations

Appendix – The
learner progression
maps
About Nominet
Trust

CAREERS

2. Introduction

FUTURE ASPIRATIONS

1. Executive
Summary

CAREERS

Contents

Knows that industry requires a
particular aesthetic which she has
become aware of through playing
games/researching on the internet
Is willing to start in a lesser role
and work her way up to her dream
job

Mapping learner
progression into
digital creativity

-
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Helen

Female | 18 at time of interview | A levels

PEOPLE

PLACES

AGE

IDENTITY

FUTURES

Developed an interest in graphics/
art/photography

Decided she was going to pursue a
career in graphic design

Contents

1. Executive
Summary

0 - 12

13

– Reading the maps
– Key patterns
SCHOOL

Took graphics as a GCSE subject

– What is
progression?

SECONDARY SCHOOL

5. Making sense
of the progression
maps

14 - 15

16
EXPERTISE

– Interrelating the
dimensions of
progression

DECISION
MAKING

4. The research

Her sister’s friend was interested
in art and this motivated her

INTERESTS

3. Digital creativity
and creative work

TEACHERS

2. Introduction

Started practising image
manipulation using Photoshop

6. Opportunities for
intervention
7. Conclusions and
recommendations

Appendix – The
learner progression
maps
About Nominet
Trust

Decided to focus on graphics more
than games design as this was her
real interest

CAREERS

18

CAREERS

– Summary

Has always received positive
feedback and direction from
school for her art

17
PERCEPTIONS

– Going to work and
building a career

FUTURE
ASPIRATIONS

– Coding

TEACHERS

– Activities and
experiences

COLLEGE OR SIXTH FORM

– Building learning
journeys

Is clear that she wants to go on to
study graphic design at university

Has some sense of employment/
job opportunities and notions of
what it means to be self-employed

Mapping learner
progression into
digital creativity

-
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Isobel

Female | 19 at time of interview | HND animation and visual effects

PEOPLE

PLACES

AGE

IDENTITY

FUTURES

Contents

1. Executive
Summary

PERCEPTIONS

18
CAREERS

– Coding

Bought a tablet she used for her
graphic design course, prior to this
she had only worked in 2D

DECISION
MAKING

Started an animation and visual
effects HND at Amersham College

17

Appendix – The
learner progression
maps
About Nominet
Trust

INTERESTS

19

PERCEPTIONS

7. Conclusions and
recommendations

Feels like her aesthetic style is
much more accepted at college
than at school and feels ‘at home’

UNIVERSITY

6. Opportunities for
intervention

FUTURE
ASPIRATIONS

– Summary

FE
UNIVERSITY

– Going to work and
building a career

Likes drawing characters and
wants to improve the detail/
realism of her drawing

CAREERS

Her graphic design tutor knew she
liked animation and encouraged
her to move to an animation
course

Started a graphics design BTEC but
realised it was the wrong subject
choice for her

Felt different to others in her art
class due to the style of her art

Came to the college for an open
evening and discovered the
animation course was available
Chose the course because she
believed it would allow her to
create cartoons and animations as
a career
Hasn’t undertaken work
placements and doesn’t know
anyone who works in the industry

Feels like she is doing something
totally different to those she went
to school with

CAREERS

PEERS

– Building learning
journeys
– Activities and
experiences

16

FE
UNIVERSITY

– Interrelating the
dimensions of
progression

Became interested in anime and
began to incorporate it into her
drawing style

15

SELF-DIRECTED
LEARNING

– What is
progression?

Took GCSE art, ICT and graphic
design

14
SECONDARY SCHOOL

Teachers were not inspiring and
offered little help with choosing a
course

– Key patterns

Was never able to develop an
interest in the technical side of
animation as there was no access
to equipment in school

COLLEGE OR SIXTH FORM

Told off by art teachers for
producing art that was too
‘cartoony’ and unrealistic

FE
UNIVERSITY

– Reading the maps

TEACHERS

5. Making sense
of the progression
maps

TEACHERS

4. The research

SCHOOL

SCHOOL

3. Digital creativity
and creative work

INSPIRATION/
CATALYSTS

0 - 13

2. Introduction

Would like to start the related BA
after the course finishes, or get a
job at Aardman Animations/Pixar/
Disney as a concept artist

Mapping learner
progression into
digital creativity

-
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Jacob

Male | 19 at time of interview | BTEC e-media

PEOPLE

PLACES

AGE

IDENTITY

FUTURES

Art was seen as a ‘hippy like’
subject at school

Was never encouraged to think
about games design as a feasible
career path at school

Contents

1. Executive
Summary

– Coding

– Going to work and
building a career

– Summary
6. Opportunities for
intervention
7. Conclusions and
recommendations

Appendix – The
learner progression
maps
About Nominet
Trust

Wants to progress to university to
study modelling/animation and has
identified relevant courses

CAREERS

SECONDARY SCHOOL

19

Didn’t teach himself at home until
he started the college course

DECISION
MAKING

18

SELF-DIRECTED
LEARNING

COLLEGE OR SIXTH FORM

SCHOOL

Started a BTEC in e-media at
Amersham College, allowing him the
freedom to practise the art/style he
likes - not the case at school

17

CAREERS

– Activities and
experiences

Did a year of electrical engineering
after school

UNIVERSITY

– Building learning
journeys

Dropped out of 6th form as wasn’t
enjoying it (was taking A levels in
PE, art, graphics)

15

16

FUTURE
ASPIRATIONS

– Interrelating the
dimensions of
progression

SCHOOL

– What is
progression?

FE
UNIVERSITY

TEACHERS

His mum suggested the e-media
BTEC course and helped him to
look at a range of college courses

– Key patterns

Enjoyed the social side of school
but didn’t like the way things were
taught

FE
UNIVERSITY

– Reading the maps

Has a family friend who works at
Pinewood Studios so is aware of
some job roles in the industry

FE
UNIVERSITY

5. Making sense
of the progression
maps

FAMILY

4. The research

Took GCSE art but his teachers
didn’t encourage digital art, so he
‘gave up’ on what he was really
interested in

FAMILY

3. Digital creativity
and creative work

PERCEPTIONS

0 - 14

2. Introduction

Was drawn to the course due to his
interest in gaming, but the course
has now made him more interested
in films
Hasn’t thought much about future
employment and hasn’t received
helpful careers advice

Mapping learner
progression into
digital creativity

-
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Jaden

Male | 18 at time of interview | BTEC interactive media

PEOPLE

PLACES

AGE

IDENTITY

FUTURES

Contents

1. Executive
Summary

3. Digital creativity
and creative work

13

INTERESTS
SCHOOL

– Building learning
journeys

– Coding

– Going to work and
building a career

TEACHERS

– Activities and
experiences

Took GCSEs in science and product
design

15

His teachers were not interested in
games/digital arts and gave no
careers advice about the industry

TEACHERS

About Nominet
Trust

One of the tutors on the
interactive media course runs a
foundation course which he would
like to continue on to

Continued to ‘mod’ all the games
he played

‘Mods’ games with others on the
course

17

PERCEPTIONS

COLLEGE OR SIXTH FORM

6. Opportunities for
intervention

Appendix – The
learner progression
maps

There was the perception at school
that gaming was ‘nerdy’

16

– Summary

7. Conclusions and
recommendations

Took up animation as a hobby: one
of his animations went viral on
YouTube

18

Doesn’t consider himself a
particularly future focused person
at the moment

CAREERS

– Interrelating the
dimensions of
progression

14

PERCEPTIONS

SECONDARY SCHOOL

– What is
progression?

SELF-DIRECTED
LEARNING

– Key patterns

Developed an interest in strategy
games such as Civilization and
Total War

SELF-DIRECTED
LEARNING

– Reading the maps

His friendship group at school was
based on an interest in games and
it was not considered unusual to
be interested in gaming

Spent most of his time at home
playing/’modding’ (modifying)
games and creating animations
with friends

SELF-DIRECTED
LEARNING

5. Making sense
of the progression
maps

PEERS

4. The research

SELF-DIRECTED
LEARNING

0 - 12

2. Introduction

Hasn’t thought a great deal about
the future but would like to work
as a freelancer - not sure in which
role/area/industry

Mapping learner
progression into
digital creativity

-
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Jake

Male | 12 at time of interview | School

PEOPLE

PLACES

AGE

IDENTITY

FUTURES

Contents

1. Executive
Summary

0-9

2. Introduction

– Activities and
experiences

– Coding

– Going to work and
building a career

– Summary
6. Opportunities for
intervention
7. Conclusions and
recommendations

Appendix – The
learner progression
maps
About Nominet
Trust

12

Regularly practised using
Minecraft and is considered an
expert at school
Enjoys using the Raspberry Pi in
school

Continues to ‘mod’ (modify) using
Minecraft

Is inspired by computer-related
activities in contrast to IT lessons

CAREERS

EXPERTISE

PRIMARY SCHOOL

Attends a lunchtime coding club
and takes part in the Apps for
Good project

INSPIRATION/
CATALYSTS

His IT teacher has encouraged him
to attend the school’s lunchtime
coding club

11

EXPERTISE

– Building learning
journeys

Has access to a few computer
programs in the house

10

SELF-DIRECTED
LEARNING

– Interrelating the
dimensions of
progression

TEACHERS

– What is
progression?

FAMILY

– Key patterns

Mother does not encourage him to
take part in online communities as
she is concerned about the risk of
unknown peers

SECONDARY SCHOOL

– Reading the maps

Started running a Minecraft server
on his home computer

SCHOOL

5. Making sense
of the progression
maps

PEERS

4. The research

FAMILY

3. Digital creativity
and creative work

Would like to pursue a career in
something to do with science,
robots and computing

Mapping learner
progression into
digital creativity

-
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Jamie

Male | 17 at time of interview | BTEC interactive media

PEOPLE

PLACES

AGE

IDENTITY

FUTURES

Contents

1. Executive
Summary

3. Digital creativity
and creative work

13

4. The research

5. Making sense
of the progression
maps

INTERESTS

0 - 12

2. Introduction

Became interested in strategy/role
playing games

14

15

Appendix – The
learner progression
maps
About Nominet
Trust

His mum is helping him to look for
university courses

Never enjoyed his school work but
because he enjoys what he is doing
now he wants to works hard at it
Hopes to have a gap year then go
to university to study 3D games art

COLLEGE OR SIXTH FORM

7. Conclusions and
recommendations

FAMILY

6. Opportunities for
intervention

FE /
UNIVERSITY

SCHOOL

– Summary

Started a course in interactive
media at Amersham College

17

FUTURE
ASPIRATIONS

Was encouraged to go to uni and
parents were disappointed when
he left sixth form - now they’ve
seen his work they’re supportive

SCHOOL

FAMILY

– Coding

PERCEPTIONS

16

– Activities and
experiences

– Going to work and
building a career

DECISION
MAKING

– Building learning
journeys

18

Struggled at school because of
Asperger’s and felt ‘bottom of the
food chain’ - this course has
helped him come out of his shell

Was accidently directed to an
e-media course at college - wanted
to design games but thought it
would be difficult to get into

CAREERS

Attended extra-curricular
animation classes held once a
week at school

Interested in Double Negative and
other studios affiliated with the
course

CAREERS

His English teacher encouraged
him to work on his animations

Took GCSEs in media, art, science,
history, geography

SECONDARY SCHOOL

Suffers from dyslexia but his
parents have always helped and
supported him with his written
work

EXTRACURRICULAR

– Interrelating the
dimensions of
progression

TEACHERS

– What is
progression?

FAMILY

– Key patterns

SCHOOL

– Reading the maps

Would like to work in architecture
using his modelling skills: wants to
do creative work, not paperwork

Mapping learner
progression into
digital creativity

-
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Julian
PEOPLE

Male | 20 at time of interview | 3D games art
PLACES

AGE

IDENTITY

Contents

1. Executive
Summary

0-5

2. Introduction

INTERESTS

3. Digital creativity
and creative work
4. The research

5. Making sense
of the progression
maps

PERCEPTIONS

6

– Reading the maps

Started drawing self-portraits at
primary school and was
encouraged to develop this skill
Was always considered artistic at
school

– Activities and
experiences

FAMILY

– Building learning
journeys

Was interested in attending art
galleries and his parents
encouraged this

7-8

9

His uncle and several family friends
were interested in art which may
have encouraged his own
interest in the subject

10

INSPIRATION/
CATALYSTS

– Interrelating the
dimensions of
progression

FAMILY

– What is
progression?

PRIMARY SCHOOL

– Key patterns

Played games like Final Fantasy/
Zelda at primary school - enjoyed
the artwork

– Coding

Appendix – The
learner progression
maps
About Nominet
Trust

13

14

INTERESTS

7. Conclusions and
recommendations

His parents bought him a
computer, computer programs and
a tablet to use at home

SECONDARY SCHOOL

6. Opportunities for
intervention

FAMILY

– Summary

INSPIRATION /
CATALYSTS

11 - 12

– Going to work and
building a career

Interested in Turner, Van Gogh,
Monet - realistic/naturalistic
qualities are something he tries to
capture

Not interested in conceptual art,
just wanted to make something
‘aesthetically pleasing’

FUTURES

Mapping learner
progression into
digital creativity

-
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Julian

Male | 20 at time of interview | 3D games art

PEOPLE

PLACES

AGE

IDENTITY

FUTURES

1. Executive
Summary

5. Making sense
of the progression
maps

15
PERCEPTIONS

4. The research

No help from teachers with regards
to pursuing art as a career

SECONDARY SCHOOL

3. Digital creativity
and creative work

TEACHERS

2. Introduction

INTERESTS

14

EXPERTISE

Contents

– Reading the maps

Focused on becoming an expert
draughtsman

Has an interest in science/physics
- something he discussed with
peers
Enjoyed receiving compliments for
his artwork - made him start to
contemplate the possibility of
pursuing it as a career

– Key patterns

– What is
progression?

6. Opportunities for
intervention
7. Conclusions and
recommendations

Appendix – The
learner progression
maps
About Nominet
Trust

DECISION
MAKING

18

Sees himself as an artistic person:
his work is his ‘craft’ and he has
always been an artistic type, ever
since he was a child

DECISION
MAKING

COLLEGE OR SIXTH FORM

Started studying 3D games art at
Hatfield College, University of
Hertfordshire

CAREERS

– Summary

Found out about the 3D games art
course at Hatfield College through
a friend who put him in touch with
someone on the course

FE /
UNIVERSITY

– Going to work and
building a career

FAMILY

– Coding

CAREERS

17

Has friends also interested in
working in the games industry
PEERS

– Activities and
experiences

Took AS levels in art, maths,
physics and English – the science
subjects were a backup in case the
art route didn’t work out

PERCEPTIONS

– Building learning
journeys

Parents happy for him to choose
between fine art and a more
specific course

SCHOOL

FAMILY

– Interrelating the
dimensions of
progression

16
Decided he wanted to become
a concept artist at A level but
assumed he would need to do
fine art
No careers advice about games
design, but knew people had to
get into it somehow: aspired to
become a concept artist and began
researching job descriptions online
Didn’t know games design courses
existed until the year he applied

No prior awareness about links
between the course an industry
before he applied

Mapping learner
progression into
digital creativity

-
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Julian

Male | 20 at time of interview | 3D games art

PEOPLE

PLACES

AGE

IDENTITY

FUTURES

Did most of his research about
college/uni choices on his own
without support

When he applied for uni he knew
which course he wanted to take,
especially after seeing the work the
students produced (looked as if
done by professionals). Sensed that
Hereford was the highest standard
of the courses available.

3. Digital creativity
and creative work

– Reading the maps

On a university open day a lecturer
advised him he couldn’t become a
concept artist via a fine arts
background

FE /
UNIVERSITY

5. Making sense
of the progression
maps

TEACHERS

4. The research

Applied for a fine arts foundation
course, but was rejected because
he didn’t have a portfolio

18

19

SELF-DIRECTED LEARNING

2. Introduction

EXPERTISE

COLLEGE OR SIXTH FORM

1. Executive
Summary

CAREERS

Contents

Saw other students’ work and
wanted to become a ‘professional’

CAREERS

Has never tried to learn
programming - is very focused on
the artistic side of games

CAREERS

20

EXPERTISE

– Building learning
journeys

Has developed stylised aesthetic:
the course helped him recognise
his strengths and pushed him to
develop these

EXPERTISE

– Interrelating the
dimensions of
progression

Course encourages both artistic
and technical expertise (such as
3D modelling skills, use of Maya)
but believes no one can give you
the ‘creative spark’

UNIVERSITY

– What is
progression?

FE /
UNIVERSITY

– Key patterns

CAREERS

– Activities and
experiences

– Summary
6. Opportunities for
intervention
7. Conclusions and
recommendations

Appendix – The
learner progression
maps
About Nominet
Trust

PERCEPTIONS

– Going to work and
building a career

FUTURE
ASPIRATIONS

– Coding

Sees himself as an artist first and
foremost

Wishes eventually to become a
concept artist but knows it could
take a long time; would like,
alternatively, to be an artist

Would like to become an
environmental artist for a
company that specialises in
stylised games art
Knows he may have to spend some
time polishing his portfolio if he
wants to find the job he aspires to

Mapping learner
progression into
digital creativity

-
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Justin

Male | 20 at time of interview | Left school before finishing A levels - employed

PEOPLE

PLACES

AGE

IDENTITY

Contents

1. Executive
Summary

0-4

2. Introduction

5. Making sense
of the progression
maps
– Reading the maps

FAMILY

4. The research

FAMILY

3. Digital creativity
and creative work

Got his first computer when he was
five

5

Started programming/
experimenting with code when he
got his own computer

– Key patterns

– What is
progression?

– Building learning
journeys

Had access to computers and a
tech club in primary school

7

8

– Activities and
experiences

PERCEPTIONS

SCHOOL

– Interrelating the
dimensions of
progression

PRIMARY SCHOOL

6

Always the person in the family
responsible for fixing technological
things

– Coding

9 - 10

– Going to work and
building a career

11

Appendix – The
learner progression
maps
About Nominet
Trust

Met people at secondary school
who were interested in coding: set
up an intranet club together and
used computer labs at lunchtime

SECONDARY SCHOOL

7. Conclusions and
recommendations

PEERS

6. Opportunities for
intervention

12

13

INTERESTS

– Summary

Not interested in games or
animation

FUTURES

Mapping learner
progression into
digital creativity

-
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Justin

Male | 20 at time of interview | Left school before finishing A levels - employed

PEOPLE

PLACES

AGE

IDENTITY

FUTURES

Contents

Started attending Young Rewired
State - this changed his perception
about what he could do for a
career

16

EXTRACURRICULAR

Appendix – The
learner progression
maps
About Nominet
Trust

Could freelance and take risks
because he was not paying rent
when living at home

Interested in both the technical
and political aspects of hacking

Developed an app based on the
News International scandal and it
came to the attention of someone
working for GovUK
Sees himself as more mature than
his peers with regards to work
ethic

DECISION
MAKING

17

18
CAREERS

Teachers pushed him to go to
university

Got work experience in a web
development studio through
people he met at tech events but
didn’t enjoy it

Things learned on hack days would
spark interest - he would follow
these up and self teach to improve
the hack after the event

DECISION
MAKING

7. Conclusions and
recommendations

FAMILY

6. Opportunities for
intervention

TEACHERS

– Summary

Parents doubtful about him not
wanting to go to university, but
supported his choice

Attended National Hack the
Government days with people met
via Young Rewired State (using
government data)

COLLEGE OR SIXTH FORM

– Going to work and
building a career

FAMILY

– Coding

Knowing people with real tech jobs
was helpful for finding out what
types of roles exist

UNIVERSITY

PEERS

– Building learning
journeys

EXTRACURRICULAR

PERCEPTIONS

– Interrelating the
dimensions of
progression

– Activities and
experiences

INTERESTS

SECONDARY SCHOOL

Computing/IT had a bad
reputation in tech meet-ups, so
instead studied English, politics,
business studies and economics

15

19
CAREERS

Met a group of friends through
Young Rewired State

SCHOOL

Parents were happy with the
subject choices he made

Found out about Young Rewired
State through a friend he met at a
tech meet-up in Manchester

SELF-DIRECTED
LEARNING

– What is
progression?

PEERS

– Key patterns

Started attending tech meet ups
and was often the youngest there,
met lots of people working in the
tech community in Manchester

EXTRACURRICULAR

– Reading the maps

FAMILY

5. Making sense
of the progression
maps

PEERS

3. Digital creativity
and creative work

SELF-DIRECTED
LEARNING

14

2. Introduction

4. The research

CAREERS

1. Executive
Summary

Was put off university by the
prospect of fees and poor
employability prospects for
graduates
Got freelance work through people
he met at hack days

Had so much freelance work that
he was forced to make a choice
between college and work
A contact at GovUK offered him
work - he felt he had to turn down
opportunities such as this due to
his studies, so he left college

-
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Justin
PLACES

IDENTITY

FUTURES

INTERESTS

PEOPLE

Male | 20 at time of interview | Left school before finishing A levels - employed

Is interested in fixing things and
finding solutions - for example,
making apps to make booking
meetings easier

Would like to go to university
eventually

SELF-DIRECTED
LEARNING

Mapping learner
progression into
digital creativity

AGE

Is still teaching himself new
information but doesn’t feel less
knowledgeable than those who
went to university

– Reading the maps

CAREERS

PERCEPTIONS

5. Making sense
of the progression
maps

Emailed contacts and began
building a calendar app for GovUK,
applied for a developer role and
has been there for two years

CAREERS

4. The research

20

Feels confident he could run a
start-up because Young Rewired
State and other activities have
given him a support network

CAREERS

3. Digital creativity
and creative work

Parents are now convinced he
made the right choice and are
proud of his achievements

UNIVERSITY

2. Introduction

FAMILY

1. Executive
Summary

DECISION
MAKING

Contents

Feels like he is part of a ‘family’ is interested in the potential of
freelance work but would miss the
community feel

Has been interviewed and
appeared in The Times - this has
validated many of his choices

– What is
progression?

– Interrelating the
dimensions of
progression
– Building learning
journeys
– Activities and
experiences

– Coding

– Going to work and
building a career

– Summary
6. Opportunities for
intervention
7. Conclusions and
recommendations

Appendix – The
learner progression
maps
About Nominet
Trust

FUTURE ASPIRATIONS

– Key patterns

Mapping learner
progression into
digital creativity

-
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Keith
PEOPLE

Male | 17 at time of interview | A levels
PLACES

AGE

IDENTITY

FUTURES

Understands that his interest
in gaming doesn’t necessarily
translate into capabilities in
that area

Has been interested in biology at
uni but is now rethinking this and
has become more focused on
making films

Contents

1. Executive
Summary

0-2

4. The research

5. Making sense
of the progression
maps

FAMILY

3. Digital creativity
and creative work

Had consoles at home and
remembers playing them as young
as three years old

PRE SCHOOL

2. Introduction

3

4 - 17

– Interrelating the
dimensions of
progression
– Building learning
journeys
– Activities and
experiences

– Coding

– Going to work and
building a career

– Summary
6. Opportunities for
intervention
7. Conclusions and
recommendations

Appendix – The
learner progression
maps
About Nominet
Trust

DECISION
MAKING
CAREERS

– What is
progression?

FUTURE ASPIRATIONS

– Key patterns

PERCEPTIONS

– Reading the maps

Focused on IT as thought it could
be useful. Now interested in media
education and filming - wants
experience not formal study

Mapping learner
progression into
digital creativity

-
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Kian

Male | 12 at time of interview | School

PEOPLE

PLACES

AGE

IDENTITY

FUTURES

‘Mods’ (modifies) Minecraft with
his friend in his spare time

In the future would like to do
something related to programming

Contents

1. Executive
Summary

– Reading the maps

– What is
progression?

– Interrelating the
dimensions of
progression
– Building learning
journeys
– Activities and
experiences

– Coding

– Going to work and
building a career

– Summary
6. Opportunities for
intervention
7. Conclusions and
recommendations

Appendix – The
learner progression
maps
About Nominet
Trust

TEACHERS

– Key patterns

Is concerned about the risk of
unknown peers when using online
games forums
Has been encouraged by his
teacher to attend a lunchtime
coding club

EXPERTISE

Attends a lunchtime coding club
SCHOOL

Runs a server from his own
computer

SECONDARY SCHOOL

5. Making sense
of the progression
maps

PEERS

4. The research

FAMILY

3. Digital creativity
and creative work

12

CAREERS

0 - 11

2. Introduction

Mapping learner
progression into
digital creativity

-
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Liam

Male | 17 at time of interview | A levels

PEOPLE

PLACES

AGE

IDENTITY

Contents

1. Executive
Summary

0-4

2. Introduction

5. Making sense
of the progression
maps

5

PRIMARY SCHOOL

– Reading the maps
– Key patterns

Used grandfather’s computer but
had no family support

EXTRACURRICULAR

– Interrelating the
dimensions of
progression

FAMILY

– What is
progression?

Was a gamer but had a greater
interest in computing

SELF-DIRECTED
LEARNING

4. The research

From age six was fascinated by the
idea of programming

Used magazines from Asda for
help

SELF-DIRECTED
LEARNING

INSPIRATION/
CATALYSTS

3. Digital creativity
and creative work

Taught himself Visual Basic

6-9

10

– Building learning
journeys

11 - 12

– Activities and
experiences
TEACHERS

– Coding

– Going to work and
building a career

School had a gaming club for the
younger students

13

About Nominet
Trust

EXPERTISE

Learnt some Java via Apps for
Good who helped him with HTML/
CSS

14

15

SELF-DIRECTED
LEARNING

Appendix – The
learner progression
maps

Perception that he was viewed as a
‘geek’

SCHOOL

7. Conclusions and
recommendations

FAMILY

6. Opportunities for
intervention

SECONDARY SCHOOL

– Summary

Learnt how to write code from
online tutorials but didn’t find this
self-taught form of learning useful
Learnt C# from the internet

FUTURES

Mapping learner
progression into
digital creativity

-
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Liam
PEOPLE

Male | 17 at time of interview | A levels
PLACES

AGE

IDENTITY

FUTURES

Contents

4. The research

PERCEPTIONS

5. Making sense
of the progression
maps

16

– Reading the maps

EXPERTISE
SELF-DIRECTED
LEARNING

– Building learning
journeys

17

PERCEPTIONS

– Interrelating the
dimensions of
progression

There was an absence of wider
networks and peer support

COLLEGE OR SIXTH FORM

– What is
progression?

TEACHERS

– Key patterns

– Activities and
experiences

– Summary
6. Opportunities for
intervention
7. Conclusions and
recommendations

Appendix – The
learner progression
maps
About Nominet
Trust

PERCEPTIONS

– Going to work and
building a career

FUTURE ASPIRATIONS

– Coding

Learnt C++ and uses
stackoverflow.com for support and
advice
Thinks of himself as a logical and
persistent person who enjoys a
challenge
He was the ‘go-to guy’ around
school and with friends for
anything to do with computers
Played around with ‘modding’
(modification) but found it
difficult. The challenge of Blender
was hard - ‘I want it right now’
Is a tinkerer - likes fiddling
around/hacking on networks when
he gets bored. Is concerned about
the risk. Thinks he is the best at
school.
Proficient at coding but feels
incompetent in computing
academically, despite his longstanding interest and expertise

DECISION
MAKING

SECONDARY SCHOOL

3. Digital creativity
and creative work

Hacked into the school network
and was nearly expelled

CAREERS

2. Introduction

SELF-DIRECTED
LEARNING

EXPERTISE

1. Executive
Summary

Interested in computer science but
achieves poor grades

Looking for an apprenticeship and
has lost interest in games design

Mapping learner
progression into
digital creativity

-
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Luke

Male | 17 at time of interview | BTEC interactive media

PEOPLE

PLACES

AGE

IDENTITY

FUTURES

Contents

1. Executive
Summary

PRIMARY SCHOOL

3. Digital creativity
and creative work
4. The research

5. Making sense
of the progression
maps

10

INTERESTS

0-9

2. Introduction

Has always been a gamer, ever
since primary school

11 - 13

– Reading the maps

Appendix – The
learner progression
maps
About Nominet
Trust

PEERS

His mum and sister are helping him
navigate the university application
process
Found it easy to make friends on
the course because of shared
interests; feels far more at home
than at school

SCHOOL

Practised digital art at home but
didn’t know anything about 3D
modelling before he started his
college course
Perception that it’s considered
‘nerdy’ to feel emotionally
invested in games

16

Started a course in interactive
media at Amersham College

DECISION
MAKING

7. Conclusions and
recommendations

FAMILY

6. Opportunities for
intervention

15

Enjoyed drawing in his spare time

Had the perception that IT at
school wasn’t interesting

COLLEGE OR SIXTH FORM

– Summary

His dad is interested in films and
encouraged his interest in
animation. His mum wanted him to
do A levels but now she knows
more she is supportive.

Took GCSEs in design, graphic
design, French, history

SCHOOL

– Going to work and
building a career

FAMILY

– Coding

Art teacher sometimes showed the
class concept art and
acknowledged that it was an
industry artists might work in

FE/
UNIVERSITY

– Activities and
experiences

TEACHERS

– Building learning
journeys

SECONDARY SCHOOL

14

– Interrelating the
dimensions of
progression

PERCEPTIONS

– What is
progression?

SELF-DIRECTED
LEARNING

INTERESTS

– Key patterns

17

Came to college to find out about
the art/design BTEC but was more
interested in using a tablet etc. for
drawing so looked at media

Mapping learner
progression into
digital creativity

-
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Appendix – The learner progression maps

Luke

Male | 17 at time of interview | BTEC interactive media

PEOPLE

PLACES

AGE

IDENTITY

FUTURES

3. Digital creativity
and creative work
4. The research

5. Making sense
of the progression
maps
– Reading the maps
– Key patterns

– What is
progression?

– Interrelating the
dimensions of
progression
– Building learning
journeys
– Activities and
experiences

– Coding

– Going to work and
building a career

– Summary
6. Opportunities for
intervention
7. Conclusions and
recommendations

Appendix – The
learner progression
maps
About Nominet
Trust

FE
/UNIVERSITY

2. Introduction

Is currently choosing between
university and the foundation
course in interactive media

FUTURE ASPIRATIONS

1. Executive
Summary

CAREERS

Contents

Wants to specialise in modelling so
he can work in games or the film
industry but not sure which type
of job

Mapping learner
progression into
digital creativity

-
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Nadine

Female | 17 at time of interview | BTEC e-media (second year)

PEOPLE

PLACES

AGE

IDENTITY

FUTURES

Contents

1. Executive
Summary

0 - 11

2. Introduction

Never had games at home, or a
computer

– Reading the maps

Always drew in class during lessons

13

INTERESTS

– Key patterns

– What is
progression?

FE /
UNIVERSITY

6. Opportunities for
intervention

About Nominet
Trust

FAMILY

7. Conclusions and
recommendations

Mum, brother and sister have all
studied at the college doing arts
subjects (music, pottery, art and
design)

PERCEPTIONS
PERCEPTIONS

15

Has always considered herself a
creative person but wanted to do
something a little bit different to
the rest of her family
Friends asked why she hadn’t
chosen GCSE art which many
believed she should have studied,
including the art teacher

Originally wanted to be an English
teacher or a film, media and TV
teacher

Started 6th form but dropped out
after a few days as she didn’t enjoy
it

16

Came to college on an open day
and spoke to teachers for several
hours - it appealed as it was
different to what she was used to
Was excited about leaving school
so she could start the e-media
BTEC course at Amersham College

17

INTERESTS

– Summary

Appendix – The
learner progression
maps

SCHOOL
SCHOOL

– Going to work and
building a career

GCSE media was her favourite
subject at school; also studied
drama, film studies and English

COLLEGE OR
SIXTH FORM

– Coding

Planned to take GCSE art but
decided not to because she
thought teachers would tell her
what to draw and believed they
wouldn’t like her work

SCHOOL

– Activities and
experiences

TEACHERS

– Building learning
journeys

SECONDARY SCHOOL

14

– Interrelating the
dimensions of
progression

Liked drawing fantasy art

CAREERS

SCHOOL

5. Making sense
of the progression
maps

12

Not interested in gaming and
doesn’t know what classmates are
talking about when they talk about
games - more into music and films

CAREERS

4. The research

FAMILY

3. Digital creativity
and creative work

Was offered some freelance work
at the end of her first year but
turned it down as she didn’t think
she was good enough

Mapping learner
progression into
digital creativity

-
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Nadine

Female | 17 at time of interview | BTEC e-media (second year)

PEOPLE

PLACES

Was told by a teacher on the
course that girls and boys tend to
have very different ideas - boys
tend to prefer more violent games

The college has access to
equipment that others don’t - such
as motion capture - which made
this course appealing

AGE

IDENTITY

FUTURES

– What is
progression?

– Interrelating the
dimensions of
progression

EXPERTISE
GENDER

Wants to progress to the HND in
e-media

GENDER

– Building learning
journeys

17

EXPERTISE

– Activities and
experiences

– Coding

GENDER

– Going to work and
building a career

– Summary

7. Conclusions and
recommendations

Appendix – The
learner progression
maps
About Nominet
Trust

FUTURE
ASPIRATIONS

6. Opportunities for
intervention

Knew nothing about digital work
when she started - was ‘diving in
the deep end’ and felt
overwhelmed at first - now she
loves it
Two girls on the e-media course
have left - believes the only girl in
year below may leave ‘intimidated’ by the male
atmosphere
Was always too quiet in school and
feels much more relaxed in the
college environment
Feels her concept art is not as
good as those who studied art at
school
Was ‘terrified’ when she first
started: when she saw a room full
of boys she thought she was in the
wrong classroom
Wants to leave with a distinction
- never excelled in school and feels
that now is her chance
Was the only one in her class using
female characters in her games
and animations, prompting
remarks from the boys
CAREERS

– Key patterns

FE /
UNIVERSITY

– Reading the maps

Found the work level hard at first
- in fact she almost dropped out of
the course

PERCEPTIONS

5. Making sense
of the progression
maps

FE /
UNIVERSITY

4. The research

EXPERTISE

3. Digital creativity
and creative work

COLLEGE OR SIXTH FORM

2. Introduction

TEACHERS

1. Executive
Summary

FE /
UNIVERSITY

Contents

Would like, eventually, to work as a
3D modeller but doesn’t know how
you go about getting this job

Mapping learner
progression into
digital creativity

-
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Neil

Male | 24 at time of interview | Employed

PEOPLE

PLACES

AGE

IDENTITY

FUTURES

Contents

1. Executive
Summary

0-8

2. Introduction
3. Digital creativity
and creative work
FAMILY

4. The research

Always had computers at home

9

5. Making sense
of the progression
maps

10 - 13

– Key patterns

SCHOOL

– Interrelating the
dimensions of
progression

Had no interest in IT at school but
had access to a computing club
after lessons

15

Believes school ‘teaches you how
to go to university’ and that never
interested him

16

– Building learning
journeys
– Activities and
experiences

14

SCHOOL

– What is
progression?

SELF-DIRECTED
LEARNING

SECONDARY SCHOOL

– Reading the maps

Started to teach himself how to
code and programme

– Coding

CAREERS

19

Couldn’t afford or wasn’t
interested in the programming
courses so continued to teach
himself

CAREERS

About Nominet
Trust

18

SELF-DIRECTED
LEARNING

Appendix – The
learner progression
maps

COLLEGE OR SIXTH FORM

7. Conclusions and
recommendations

Got a job working in IT through a
friend of his brother

UNIVERSITY

6. Opportunities for
intervention

FAMILY

– Summary

DECISION
MAKING

17

– Going to work and
building a career

Didn’t want to take on debt by
going to university

Has been working in IT since he
left school - he started in web
posting and this job was like an
apprenticeship for him
Set up his own IT company a year
and a half after he started his
first job

Mapping learner
progression into
digital creativity

-
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Neil

Male | 24 at time of interview | Employed

PEOPLE

PLACES

AGE

IDENTITY

FUTURES

Contents

1. Executive
Summary

– Key patterns

– What is
progression?

– Interrelating the
dimensions of
progression
– Building learning
journeys
– Activities and
experiences

– Coding

– Going to work and
building a career

– Summary
6. Opportunities for
intervention
7. Conclusions and
recommendations

Appendix – The
learner progression
maps
About Nominet
Trust

UNIVERSITY

23

24

CAREERS

– Reading the maps

22

CAREERS

5. Making sense
of the progression
maps

Joined Free:Formers and sees it as a
way to learn about app development
and business development: is both
learning and teaching

POST GRADUATE

4. The research

EXTRACURRICULAR

3. Digital creativity
and creative work

CAREERS

20 - 21

2. Introduction

Sold company after three years to
focus on mobile app development
- learned business skills from
employers and the tech community
Has released an app he developed

Knows some coding but realises
that as an entrepreneur in app
development you have to outsource
to others with specialist knowledge

Mapping learner
progression into
digital creativity

-
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Noah

Male | 17 at time of interview | A levels

PEOPLE

PLACES

AGE

IDENTITY

FUTURES

Contents

1. Executive
Summary

3. Digital creativity
and creative work

13

5. Making sense
of the progression
maps

SCHOOL

Took ICT GCSE

– Reading the maps
– Key patterns

SECONDARY SCHOOL

4. The research

– What is
progression?

– Summary
6. Opportunities for
intervention
7. Conclusions and
recommendations

Appendix – The
learner progression
maps
About Nominet
Trust

Enjoys driving games - rates his
ability amongst peers he races as
in the top 1%

CAREERS
DECISION
MAKING

Uses YouTube tutorials to learn
Lightroom

CAREERS

SCHOOL

INTERESTS
SELF-DIRECTED
LEARNING

– Going to work and
building a career

17

Got into digital photography and
image manipulation software

SELF-DIRECTED
LEARNING

– Coding

14

Took ICT A level
COLLEGE OR SIXTH FORM

– Activities and
experiences

Absence of wider networks and
peer support

FUTURE
ASPIRATIONS

– Building learning
journeys

Enjoyed racing games and also
photography

15 - 16

TEACHERS

– Interrelating the
dimensions of
progression

INTERESTS

0 - 12

2. Introduction

Has his own Facebook page
advertising his services

He focused on photography to
support his college course

Wants to use his photography for
gaming magazines or weddings

Mapping learner
progression into
digital creativity

-
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Otis

Male | 17 at time of interview | Undergraduate course

PEOPLE

PLACES

AGE

IDENTITY

Contents

1. Executive
Summary

0-7

2. Introduction
3. Digital creativity
and creative work
FAMILY

– Key patterns
SCHOOL

Hating drawing at primary school

Parents first bought him a
computer when he was 11

Started using Blender on school
computers

INTERESTS

SCHOOL

– Activities and
experiences

INSPIRATION/
CATALYSTS

– Coding

SECONDARY SCHOOL

– Going to work and
building a career

– Summary
6. Opportunities for
intervention

12

FAMILY

Appendix – The
learner progression
maps

Friends of his parents had a
program called SolidWorks - this
taught him some design techniques
- they lent him books about it

EXTRACURRICULAR

PERCEPTIONS

7. Conclusions and
recommendations

About Nominet
Trust

Never had a TV at home and had
little interest in films until he
was older, now some interest in
anime films

10

11

– Building learning
journeys

Big hobby when young was
windsurfing: has taken part in
world championships and still goes
most weekends

SELF-DIRECTED
LEARNING

– Interrelating the
dimensions of
progression

FAMILY

– What is
progression?

9

INTERESTS

– Reading the maps

PRIMARY SCHOOL

5. Making sense
of the progression
maps

INTERESTS

8

Took part in Animation11 - entered
on his own and won the Blender
section

13

SELF-DIRECTED
LEARNING

4. The research

His parents were not ‘arty’ types

Has never been interested in
gaming

Interested in Pixar films - wanted
to see how 3D was made

Did first Flash animation at 12
years of age

Has always been happy to take up
an interest and learn as much as he
could about it (e.g. skateboarding
or biking)
Started to become interested in 2D
drawing and taught himself how to
use Blender

FUTURES

Mapping learner
progression into
digital creativity

-
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Otis

Male | 17 at time of interview | Undergraduate course

PEOPLE

PLACES

Started to attend 3Dami - this was
the first time he’d met other
people who used Blender

Started an animation club at
school

AGE

IDENTITY

FUTURES

Appendix – The
learner progression
maps
About Nominet
Trust

Considering fine art at Lancaster,
or animation at Bournemouth (has
places at both)

Has made a short film that has won
prizes at film festivals

Thinks his art will develop to
become quite technical

DECISION
MAKING
CAREERS
DECISION
MAKING
CAREERS
DECISION
MAKING

EXTRA-CURRICULAR

INSPIRATION/
CATALYSTS
INSPIRATION/
CATALYSTS
EXPERTISE

SELF-DIRECTED
LEARNING

EXPERTISE

17

Characterises his interests as
‘making/creating stuff via
whatever medium’

CAREERS

Art teacher encouraged him to
study fine art rather than
animation, although supportive of
animation as an art form

Took A levels in maths, physics, art

CAREERS

7. Conclusions and
recommendations

TEACHERS

6. Opportunities for
intervention

Parents would still like him to
be an engineer, his original career
ambition

Borrowed a camera and made a
film about windsurfing (will be
shown on BBC3)

Distinguishes between those who
want to work in film/media and
those who have actually developed
some expertise

16

Never took part in coding/tech
jam clubs

Did not consider himself good at
art until GCSE, but once interested
he stayed behind every day after
school to practise

Being worse than others at
drawing spurred him on to improve
- has always been competitive and
is used to succeeding

INTERESTS

FAMILY

– Going to work and
building a career

Took AS level maths, further
maths, physics, art, computing

SELF-DIRECTED
LEARNING

– Coding

– Summary

SCHOOL
EXTRACURRICULAR

– Activities and
experiences

15

PERCEPTIONS

Art teachers used Photoshop and
other software in school so were
receptive to digital arts

Took part in BFI Film Academy
after seeing their course
advertised at the cinema

SECONDARY SCHOOL

Sensed that others at the BFI Film
Academy had parents and family
already in the industry - 3Dami
was less like this

Took part in an engineering
project, realised you could use
engineering software for design/
animation

Interested in Tim Burton films

14

Joined 3Dami as the founder had
seen him in the previous year’s
competition - was animating for
years but not meeting anyone
interested

COLLEGE OR SIXTH FORM

– Building learning
journeys

TEACHERS

– Interrelating the
dimensions of
progression

PEERS

– What is
progression?

EXTRA-CURRICULAR

– Key patterns

Computing teacher encouraged
him towards engineering/
computing programs/coding believes teachers helped him a lot

SCHOOL

– Reading the maps

Teacher pushed him to take part in
Animation11 (along with others in
his class)

SCHOOL

5. Making sense
of the progression
maps

TEACHERS

4. The research

TEACHERS

3. Digital creativity
and creative work

FE /
UNIVERSITY

2. Introduction

PEERS

1. Executive
Summary

SCHOOL

Contents

Chose art at GCSE but almost
chose PE

At the BFI Film Academy it was not
clear that you could aspire to work
in film and there was no attempt to
instruct people on how to go
about it
By the end of GCSEs he decided
he preferred art and didn’t want to
be an engineer
Taking part in 3Dami made him
realise he might be able to pursue
animation as a career - he didn’t
know it was a job before this
Animation seems ‘more
commercially viable’ than film

Gets paid for fashion photography
- he has a commercial portfolio
and gets work via word of mouth
Very focused on wanting to be an
engineer up until AS level

Mapping learner
progression into
digital creativity
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Otis
PEOPLE

Male | 17 at time of interview | Undergraduate course
PLACES

AGE

IDENTITY

FUTURES

Being self-taught has allowed him
to develop his own style

Can’t decide between fine art/
animation - sees himself as a
generalist (photography/film/
drawing) - sees animation as a
limiting desk job

4. The research

5. Making sense
of the progression
maps
– Reading the maps
– Key patterns

– What is
progression?

– Interrelating the
dimensions of
progression
– Building learning
journeys
– Activities and
experiences

– Coding

– Going to work and
building a career

– Summary
6. Opportunities for
intervention
7. Conclusions and
recommendations

Appendix – The
learner progression
maps
About Nominet
Trust

Perception that he is selfmotivated, no matter which
medium he is working in

DECISION
MAKING

3. Digital creativity
and creative work

FUTURE ASPIRATIONS

2. Introduction

PERCEPTIONS

SELF-DIRECTED
LEARNING

1. Executive
Summary

DECISION
MAKING

Contents

Animation spurred his interest in
art, but now seems too limiting,
which is why he is considering a
broader arts course

Mapping learner
progression into
digital creativity
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Owen

Male | 15 at time of interview | GCSE

PEOPLE

PLACES

AGE

IDENTITY

FUTURES

Contents

1. Executive
Summary

0-5

2. Introduction

Dad showed him an original Game
Boy - this sparked an interest in
the history of gaming

PRIMARY SCHOOL

4. The research

FAMILY

3. Digital creativity
and creative work

5. Making sense
of the progression
maps

6

7 - 11

– Going to work and
building a career

– Summary
6. Opportunities for
intervention
7. Conclusions and
recommendations

Appendix – The
learner progression
maps
About Nominet
Trust

SCHOOL

– Coding

His interest in computers
determined his GCSE choices

14

Has access to a Raspberry Pi and
has taken it home to teach himself
to code

Built his own computer at home (a
gaming PC) - learnt how to do this
from YouTube tutorials
Learnt basic Java through
Minecraft

INTERESTS

– Activities and
experiences

SCHOOL

– Building learning
journeys

SECONDARY SCHOOL

13

Likes tinkering with hardware

15

Is a keen gamer and has been since
he was very young

Is teaching himself to code

CAREERS

– Interrelating the
dimensions of
progression

SELF-DIRECTED
LEARNING

12

SELF-DIRECTED
LEARNING

Had no support from teachers
when it came to his interest in
games and computers

SELF-DIRECTED
LEARNING

– What is
progression?

TEACHERS

– Key patterns

SELF-DIRECTED
LEARNING

– Reading the maps

His big ambition is to work for
Intel but realises this may not be
possible

Mapping learner
progression into
digital creativity

-
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Rachel

Female | 15 at time of interview | GCSE

PEOPLE

PLACES

AGE

IDENTITY

FUTURES

Contents

1. Executive
Summary

0-9

2. Introduction

– Reading the maps

INTERESTS

Her dad works with computers
through data handling in banking
PRIMARY SCHOOL

5. Making sense
of the progression
maps

FAMILY

4. The research

FAMILY

3. Digital creativity
and creative work

Her father taught her how to use
image based software to support
artwork

10

She is a keen gamer and
particularly enjoys Minecraft this has driven her interest in
computers

– Key patterns

– What is
progression?

– Coding

– Going to work and
building a career

– Summary
6. Opportunities for
intervention
7. Conclusions and
recommendations

Appendix – The
learner progression
maps
About Nominet
Trust

PERCEPTIONS

SECONDARY SCHOOL

Computer arts are not encouraged
in her GCSE class

14

Her interest in computer arts has
been self-motivated

15

CAREERS

– Activities and
experiences

SCHOOL

– Building learning
journeys

Her interest in computing
determined her GCSE choices

FUTURE
ASPIRATIONS

SCHOOL

– Interrelating the
dimensions of
progression

11 - 13

Would like to be a graphic
designer, possibly running her own
company, and has a good sense of
what qualifications she will need

Mapping learner
progression into
digital creativity
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Sam

Male | 21 at time of interview | Employed

PEOPLE

PLACES

AGE

IDENTITY

FUTURES

Contents

1. Executive
Summary

7

His dad would bring back old
machines from the office that were
broken and he would take them
apart to see how they worked

8
PRIMARY SCHOOL

– Key patterns

– What is
progression?

– Interrelating the
dimensions of
progression

Spent all his spare time fixing
computers

His interest in gaming led him to
get involved in games websites/
communities and web design

10

FAMILY

– Building learning
journeys
– Activities and
experiences

9

Was taught at home as well as at
school, learning advanced A level
maths at primary school age

11

– Coding

12

– Going to work and
building a career

CAREERS

– Reading the maps

His dad’s job allowed him access to
the latest computer technology/
programs

SELF-DIRECTED
LEARNING

5. Making sense
of the progression
maps

FAMILY

4. The research

FAMILY

3. Digital creativity
and creative work

SELF-DIRECTED
LEARNING

0-6

2. Introduction

From age 11, people were paying
him to fix computers

About Nominet
Trust

Started attending monthly
‘GeekUps’ in Manchester - learned
about other events this way

13 - 14

CAREERS

Left school before sitting GCSEs
SCHOOL

Appendix – The
learner progression
maps

His mother didn’t mind him not
doing GCSEs as she had done hers
later on at night school

EXTRACURRICULAR

7. Conclusions and
recommendations

FAMILY

6. Opportunities for
intervention

SECONDARY SCHOOL

– Summary

15

Was working on small web design
freelance projects
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digital creativity
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Sam

Male | 21 at time of interview | Employed

PEOPLE

PLACES

Met Tim Dobson at a Drupal camp
event. Organised a tech
community in Manchester (aged
19) and Tim introduced him to
people there.

Found out about Young Rewired
State. Was also part of a tech
community called DFEY who
helped with the trip to Young
Rewired State in London.

AGE

IDENTITY

FUTURES

17

– Reading the maps

Enjoyed Young Rewired State but
disappointed by limited focus on
business skills/business people
involved - believes misleading

7. Conclusions and
recommendations

Appendix – The
learner progression
maps
About Nominet
Trust

FE /
UNIVERSITY

Has never felt the need to go to
university

UNIVERSITY

20

– Coding

6. Opportunities for
intervention

CAREERS

18

21

CAREERS

– Activities and
experiences

– Summary

Has always engineered his own
learning to suit industry needs,
and had mentors who made it
easier for him

19

– Building learning
journeys

– Going to work and
building a career

Had GitHub profile and Twitter
account. At 16 a recruiter saw
these and offered him work as a
senior PHP developer for a
government project.

Young Rewired State has inspired
him to continue working on
projects started there - and has
sparked his interest to learn more

CAREERS

– Interrelating the
dimensions of
progression

EXTRACURRICULAR

– Key patterns

– What is
progression?

SECONDARY SCHOOL

Felt comfortable with older people
at events - knew he had expertise
- few events available for
youngsters outside of London

INTERESTS

5. Making sense
of the progression
maps

16

SELF-DIRECTED
LEARNING

4. The research

COLLEGE OR SIXTH FORM

3. Digital creativity
and creative work

EXTRACURRICULAR

2. Introduction

PEERS

1. Executive
Summary

EXTRA-CURRICULAR

Contents

Set up his own business: looks to
mentors for support and being
part of a community has been
beneficial
Has no interest in ever working for
a company other than his own
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Sean

Male | 23 at time of interview | Mprof games development

PEOPLE

PLACES

AGE

IDENTITY

FUTURES

Contents

1. Executive
Summary

0 - 14

INTERESTS

– What is
progression?

– Interrelating the
dimensions of
progression

6. Opportunities for
intervention
7. Conclusions and
recommendations

Appendix – The
learner progression
maps
About Nominet
Trust

Had never used any of the
graphics programs from the course
before starting university

INSPIRATION/
CATALYSTS

Teachers were ‘old fashioned’ and
knew very little about digital arts
- they had never even seen a
graphics tablet before

– Summary

COLLEGE OR SIXTH FORM

TEACHERS

– Going to work and
building a career

Started an undergraduate course
in computer arts at Abertay

Was seen as an artistic type at
school and enjoyed art more than
other subjects
Played games as a teenager but
wasn’t committed. Chose games
design for pragmatic reasons
rather than a love of gaming.
Practised painting and bought
equipment such as oil paints

Bought himself a graphics tablet
and enjoyed it enough to apply for
a graphics-focused course

Wanted to do something creative
that would also make him money
so decided on a digital arts path

Realises he took a risk by starting
a course in another country, but
was happy with his decision

18

19
UNIVERSITY

PEERS

Grew up in Germany but found out
about the course at Abertay
through a friend who was already
studying there

– Coding

FE /
UNIVERSITY

FAMILY

His family know very little about
computer games but they are
supportive of his decision to study
them

FE /
UNIVERSITY

17

– Building learning
journeys
– Activities and
experiences

PERCEPTIONS

16

Enjoyed drawing and traditional
arts but didn’t practise digital
artwork until later on

DECISION
MAKING

– Key patterns

INTERESTS

– Reading the maps

15

INTERESTS

SECONDARY SCHOOL

5. Making sense
of the progression
maps

20

EXPERTISE

4. The research

Chose an arts stream at school as
he knew he wanted to work in a
creative field eventually

INTERESTS

SCHOOL

3. Digital creativity
and creative work

DECISION
MAKING

2. Introduction

The course gave him a basic
understanding of all aspects of
games design (technical and
artistic)
Enjoyed painting in 2D more than
working in 3D
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Sean

Male | 23 at time of interview | Mprof games development

PEOPLE

PLACES

AGE

IDENTITY

FUTURES

Contents

1. Executive
Summary

21

– Activities and
experiences

– Coding

– Going to work and
building a career

– Summary
6. Opportunities for
intervention
7. Conclusions and
recommendations

Appendix – The
learner progression
maps
About Nominet
Trust

CAREERS
CAREERS

SELF-DIRECTED
LEARNING

Hasn’t thought about internships

Isn’t confident about going into
the job market, feels like he isn’t
ready or his skills aren’t
professional enough
CAREERS

– Building learning
journeys

23

Continues to draw and paint in his
own time, thinks it’s important to
do this as it supports his university
coursework

Course has connections with
industry but doesn’t feel this is
effective: very little direct industry
feedback on students’ work

Ambition is to become a concept
artist but knows this is
competitive: is willing to take
other 2D jobs and work his way up

CAREERS

– Interrelating the
dimensions of
progression

Hasn’t taken part in any
competitions, feels it would be
more useful for him to spend his
time finessing his painting skills

PERCEPTIONS

– What is
progression?

His aim for the postgrad is to
polish his portfolio - he didn’t feel
he was work-ready before this year

22

POST GRADUATE

– Key patterns

Started an Mprof in games design
at Abertay

FUTURE ASPIRATIONS

– Reading the maps

Has an online portfolio and has
worked to build up an online
presence in order to make getting
a job easier

EXTRACURRICULAR

5. Making sense
of the progression
maps

PEERS

4. The research

FE /
UNIVERSITY

FE /
UNIVERSITY

3. Digital creativity
and creative work

UNIVERSITY

2. Introduction

The instability of freelance doesn’t
appeal to him: would prefer to
work for small companies where he
could make an impact

Mapping learner
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digital creativity
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Serena
PEOPLE

Female | 23 at time of interview | Postgrad course
PLACES

AGE

IDENTITY

Contents

1. Executive
Summary

3. Digital creativity
and creative work

5

4. The research

5. Making sense
of the progression
maps

SELF-DIRECTED
LEARNING

0-4

2. Introduction

Used basic paint/animation
programs

6-7

– Reading the maps

Father interested in computers and
purchased an Amiga 500 for her
and her siblings to learn on when
she was five

10

– Activities and
experiences

– Coding

Father bought her a tablet to use
FAMILY

11

PERCEPTIONS

– Summary

Appendix – The
learner progression
maps
About Nominet
Trust

Father bought PaintShop Pro to
use at home

SECONDARY SCHOOL

7. Conclusions and
recommendations

FAMILY

6. Opportunities for
intervention

12

SELF-DIRECTED
LEARNING

– Going to work and
building a career

INSPIRATION/
CATALYSTS

– Building learning
journeys

9

SELF-DIRECTED
LEARNING

PRIMARY SCHOOL

– Interrelating the
dimensions of
progression

8

GENDER

– What is
progression?

FAMILY

– Key patterns

Inspired by Pokémon (Gameboy)
and wanted to see her own ideas
brought to life in a similar way
Was always drawing, creating
characters and stories

Always considered herself to be a
shy child

Started using Photoshop

Not interested in the same hobbies
as other girls but not accepted by
boys either

FUTURES

Mapping learner
progression into
digital creativity

-
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Serena

Female | 23 at time of interview | Postgrad course

PEOPLE

PLACES

AGE

IDENTITY

FUTURES

1. Executive
Summary

12

2. Introduction

GENDER

3. Digital creativity
and creative work
4. The research

5. Making sense
of the progression
maps

PERCEPTIONS

13

– Reading the maps

SECONDARY SCHOOL

– What is
progression?

– Interrelating the
dimensions of
progression

– Activities and
experiences

– Coding

15

Didn’t enjoy art A level due to the
very traditional approach

Thought herself ‘nerdy’ and felt
out of place because of her
interest in comics and games
Some criticism from boys because
she was better at computers than
them: it was seen as ‘their’ domain
Was always good at art and
languages

Inspired by The Legend of Zelda,
Nintendo Games and Lord of the
Rings
Inspired to learn Japanese through
her interest in Japanese digital
culture
Was considered the most
knowledgeable about tech/
computers in the whole school
Spent teenage years collecting,
importing games/DVDs, and
developing her knowledge of
digital culture and its history
CAREERS

COLLEGE OR
SIXTH FORM

Teachers encouraged her to study
graphic design at college

Took A level graphic design,
textiles, media, photography achieved average marks

16

SCHOOL

About Nominet
Trust

FAMILY

Appendix – The
learner progression
maps

Little support from teachers; they
encouraged her to focus less on
arts subjects but she ignored them

TEACHERS

7. Conclusions and
recommendations

Parents supportive of her choices
but knew nothing about the games
industry

TEACHERS

– Summary

SCHOOL

– Going to work and
building a career

SELF-DIRECTED
LEARNING

PERCEPTIONS

– Building learning
journeys

14

SELF-DIRECTED
LEARNING

INSPIRATION/
CATALYSTS

– Key patterns

6. Opportunities for
intervention

PERCEPTIONS

Contents

17

Wasn’t really aware of games
design as a career option

Mapping learner
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Serena

Female | 23 at time of interview | Postgrad course

PEOPLE

PLACES

AGE

IDENTITY

FUTURES

5. Making sense
of the progression
maps

20

EXTRACURRICULAR

– Building learning
journeys
– Activities and
experiences

– Summary
6. Opportunities for
intervention

Father is self-employed so helps
with business advice

About Nominet
Trust

FUTURE ASPIRATIONS

7. Conclusions and
recommendations

Appendix – The
learner progression
maps

Felt too ‘geeky’ at school but not
‘geeky enough’ at university

PERCEPTIONS
GENDER

22

Took part in games competition
Dare to be Digital - her team won a
BAFTA

POST GRADUATE

– Going to work and
building a career

FAMILY

– Coding

Achieving a distinction in her
masters course was mainly down
to her written work/presentation
skills

21

Only seven girls were on the
course of 40

23

Taught herself to programme by
googling online tutorials

CAREERS

FE /
UNIVERSITY

– Interrelating the
dimensions of
progression

Female tutor suggested she do a
masters at Abertay

Didn’t consider gender an issue at
all until university

Applied for a few jobs before
deciding to do a masters

Feels pigeonholed as a ‘woman in
technology’ but sees herself as
being in the arts/design industry
Finds the industry very male
dominated; would like to make
alternative games (less violent)
with female protagonists

CAREERS

– What is
progression?

She had the perception that she
was not the best artistically, but
knew how to communicate her
ideas, unlike others in the class

CAREERS

FE /
UNIVERSITY

– Key patterns

UNIVERSITY

– Reading the maps

GENDER

19

PERCEPTIONS

4. The research

Course heavily weighted towards
traditional art (rather than
programs/software)

SELF-DIRECTED
LEARNING

FE /
UNIVERSITY

3. Digital creativity
and creative work

18

GENDER

2. Introduction

Found out about computer arts at
Abertay through online research
she carried out herself

GENDER

FE /
UNIVERSITY

1. Executive
Summary

COLLEGE OR
SIXTH FORM

Contents

Learnt business skills out of
necessity/practical experience

Set up her own company and
developed and released a game. Is
thinking of using its success as a
leverage for freelance/client work
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Serena
PEOPLE

Female | 23 at time of interview | Postgrad course
PLACES

AGE

IDENTITY

FUTURES

Contents

4. The research

5. Making sense
of the progression
maps
– Reading the maps
– Key patterns

– What is
progression?

– Interrelating the
dimensions of
progression
– Building learning
journeys
– Activities and
experiences

– Coding

– Going to work and
building a career

– Summary
6. Opportunities for
intervention
7. Conclusions and
recommendations

Appendix – The
learner progression
maps
About Nominet
Trust

CAREERS

3. Digital creativity
and creative work

FUTURE ASPIRATIONS

2. Introduction

CAREERS

CAREERS

1. Executive
Summary

Won a high-profile residency
making a computer game

Would like to try working for
someone else’s company and
wants to be a games designer
Would like to work (for financial
stability) and make games in her
spare time - could take more risks
that way

Mapping learner
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digital creativity
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Simon

Male | 18 at time of interview | BTEC interactive media

PEOPLE

PLACES

AGE

IDENTITY

FUTURES

Contents

1. Executive
Summary

0 - 12

2. Introduction

16

6. Opportunities for
intervention
7. Conclusions and
recommendations

Appendix – The
learner progression
maps
About Nominet
Trust

TEACHERS

– Summary

Already knows the tutor who runs
the foundation course so feels like
he has a connection

FE /
UNIVERSITY

– Going to work and
building a career

FE /
UNIVERSITY

FE /
UNIVERSITY

– Coding

Took A level business, physics,
maths, psychology but left after
the first year as he wasn’t
particularly enjoying school
Started the interactive media
course at Amersham

Has moved a lot in the past and
has made friends here so would
like to stay to do the foundation
degree, then go on to university

17
COLLEGE OR SIXTH FORM

– Activities and
experiences

18

Has looked at university courses

FUTURE
ASPIRATIONS

SCHOOL

– Building learning
journeys

Interested in deviant art

PERCEPTIONS

Spent a year learning 3D modelling

‘Mods’ (modifies) games with
others on the course

CAREERS

– Interrelating the
dimensions of
progression

15

CAREERS

Had a psychology teacher who was
interested in the psychology of
gaming, and encouraged
discussion of theory

Perception at school that it’s ok to
be excited about sport but not
about games

CAREERS

– What is
progression?

TEACHERS

– Key patterns

14

INSPIRATION/
CATALYSTS

– Reading the maps

Felt that teachers ‘don’t like
gaming’

SELF-DIRECTED
LEARNING

SCHOOL

5. Making sense
of the progression
maps

13

SELF-DIRECTED
LEARNING

4. The research

Moved schools regularly due to his
parents’ jobs

SECONDARY SCHOOL

SCHOOL

3. Digital creativity
and creative work

Took a gap year and worked in a
shop

Would like to be the creative
director of a games company;
wants to start in modelling and
work his way up

Is considering moving to Canada/
America as he knows there is
potentially work there

Mapping learner
progression into
digital creativity
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Tegan

Female | 17 at time of interview | BTEC e-media (second year)

PEOPLE

PLACES

AGE

IDENTITY

Contents

1. Executive
Summary

Parents and grandparents have
always been creative types

11

Was interested in Disney films and
wanted to make her own: started
coming up with ideas for her own
animations

SELF-DIRECTED
LEARNING

– Reading the maps

PRIMARY SCHOOL

5. Making sense
of the progression
maps

FAMILY

4. The research

10

Always drew and sketched in her
spare time

SELF-DIRECTED
LEARNING

3. Digital creativity
and creative work

INSPIRATION/
CATALYSTS

0-9

2. Introduction

Didn’t have any 3D equipment but
sketched characters at home and
made her own Paint animations

– Key patterns

– What is
progression?

Appendix – The
learner progression
maps
About Nominet
Trust

SECONDARY SCHOOL

16

INSPIRATION/
CATALYSTS

Left school after GCSEs but wishes
she’d studied art

Can choose to make a game or
animation this year

Has always been interested in
animation and knew she wanted to
do a course around this subject
area

15

INTERESTS

7. Conclusions and
recommendations

FE /
UNIVERSITY

6. Opportunities for
intervention

SCHOOL

– Summary

Took GCSEs in drama, graphics and
media but didn’t have the option
to do art: media was her best
subject

14

17

SELF-DIRECTED
LEARNING

– Going to work and
building a career

SCHOOL

– Coding

Didn’t like being told what to draw
in art classes

COLLEGE OR SIXTH FORM

– Activities and
experiences

SCHOOL

– Building learning
journeys

13

INTERESTS

Always drew in class during lessons
SCHOOL

– Interrelating the
dimensions of
progression

12

Chose the course because she was
interested in Pixar animation and
wanted to make animations herself
Likes animation and games - is
concentrating on games this year
and finds them ‘a bit addictive’
Watches lots of video tutorials to
help improve her animation skills

FUTURES

Mapping learner
progression into
digital creativity
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Tegan

Female | 17 at time of interview | BTEC e-media (second year)

PEOPLE

PLACES

AGE

IDENTITY

COLLEGE OR
SIXTH FORM

4. The research

FUTURE ASPIRATIONS

5. Making sense
of the progression
maps

Has the freedom on the course to
pursue her own interests/develop
her own style although has been
told she needs to branch out

– Reading the maps

– Interrelating the
dimensions of
progression
– Building learning
journeys
– Activities and
experiences

– Coding

– Going to work and
building a career

– Summary
6. Opportunities for
intervention
7. Conclusions and
recommendations

Appendix – The
learner progression
maps
About Nominet
Trust

FE /
UNIVERSITY

– Key patterns

– What is
progression?

SELF-DIRECTED
LEARNING

3. Digital creativity
and creative work

FE /
UNIVERSITY

2. Introduction

Wants to study animation at
university and then possibly a post
graduate course

17

GENDER

1. Executive
Summary

GENDER

Contents

Used to classes with mostly boys
so found the male dominated
atmosphere less intimidating than
others: sees the boys as friends
Is working on modelling her own
game in her spare time

Thinks a typical viewer would
assume her work was done by a
boy because it is heavily
influenced by sci-fi

FUTURES

Mapping learner
progression into
digital creativity
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Wayne

Male | 19 at time of interview | BTEC e-media

PEOPLE

PLACES

AGE

IDENTITY

FUTURES

Contents

1. Executive
Summary

3. Digital creativity
and creative work

16

Finds his course allows him to do
the sort of work he wasn’t able to
do in school and that he is learning
more than he did there

– Coding

6. Opportunities for
intervention
7. Conclusions and
recommendations

Appendix – The
learner progression
maps
About Nominet
Trust

FAMILY

– Summary

His uncle knows someone who
works at a creative visual effects
company, so he would like to try to
get work with them

FE /
UNIVERSITY

– Going to work and
building a career

Doesn’t want to go to uni unless
necessary; would prefer to go
straight into work, plans to take a
year off to improve his portfolio

UNIVERSITY

– Activities and
experiences

FUTURE
ASPIRATIONS

FE /
UNIVERSITY

– Building learning
journeys

COLLEGE OR SIXTH FORM

– Interrelating the
dimensions of
progression

17

Was interested in photography so
taught himself how to use
Photoshop
Practised game ‘modding’
(modifications) in his spare time
but hasn’t learned much
programming
Always drew a lot at home and
since starting the college course
has begun using Photoshop to
practise 3D art

18

19

CAREERS

– What is
progression?

INSPIRATION/
CATALYSTS

– Key patterns

3D was always a hobby, not
something he pursued in school

SELF-DIRECTED
LEARNING

– Reading the maps

Left school after GCSEs - studied
mostly sciences

Used Endorphin and other games
programs, also got interested in
Photoshop and making animations

SELF-DIRECTED
LEARNING

SCHOOL

5. Making sense
of the progression
maps

SECONDARY SCHOOL

4. The research

INTERESTS

15

SELF-DIRECTED
LEARNING

0 - 14

2. Introduction

Would like to do animation or
modelling and is less interested in
concept art
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Wes

Male | 18 at time of interview | BTEC e-media

PEOPLE

PLACES

AGE

IDENTITY

FUTURES

Contents

1. Executive
Summary

3. Digital creativity
and creative work

12

4. The research

– Reading the maps
SCHOOL

– Key patterns

– What is
progression?

Games and digital arts weren’t
considered ‘art’ at school

SECONDARY SCHOOL

5. Making sense
of the progression
maps

– Interrelating the
dimensions of
progression

15

7. Conclusions and
recommendations

Appendix – The
learner progression
maps
About Nominet
Trust

Came to college looking for video
editing/film courses, but opted for
e-media which was a more
creative/less technical course

18

CAREERS

Would like to progress to
university: has identified relevant
courses that focus on 2D art

COLLEGE OR SIXTH FORM

Started a BTEC in e-media at
Amersham College

FUTURE
ASPIRATIONS

FE /
UNIVERSITY

Has a family friend who works at
Pinewood studios

FE /
UNIVERSITY

6. Opportunities for
intervention

FAMILY

– Coding

17

DECISION
MAKING

16

– Activities and
experiences

– Summary

Has been a keen gamer from an
early age

13 - 14

– Building learning
journeys

– Going to work and
building a career

INTERESTS

0 - 11

2. Introduction

Wants to work in the film industry
because more people watch films
than play games - has looked up
available jobs
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Digital technology enables us all to think radically differently, to stimulate new forms
of collaboration and to mobilise new communities of interest to take action for social
good. It offers us phenomenal opportunities to inspire the creativity and compassion
of millions of users in addressing social needs.
At Nominet Trust we bring together, thoughtfully invest in and support people who
use digital technology in creative ways to make society better.
All of our social investments are informed by research into current thinking and
best practice. These investments are, in turn, evaluated to identify good practice.
This good practice also feeds into further research on how to advance technology
as a tool to mobilise positive social change, which subsequently informs new
investments.
To find out more about our work or how you can apply for funding, please visit:
www.nominettrust.org.uk

www.nominettrust.org.uk
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About Nominet Trust

There are many ways in which digital technology can bring about change. To make
sure we achieve the greatest impact, our focus is on supporting projects and
organisations that are using it in imaginative ways to improve lives of the
disadvantaged and vulnerable and to strengthen communities.
It is important to remain open to new ideas that offer a fresh perspective. Our aim
is to seek out, galvanise and support innovative, early-stage projects that use digital
technology to address big social challenges.
We also invest in a number of programmes that address a specific social group
or issue, such as young people, local communities or health and well-being. By
clustering our investment in this way we hope to increase our social impact. We
regularly review the groups of people and issues we support so please check our
website to find out our current focus.
Do you need support for your idea?
If you have an idea for a new initiative or would like support for an existing project
then please get in touch.
We are particularly interested in projects that develop tools or models that can be
replicated or scaled-up to benefit others.
To find out more about how you can apply for funding, visit us at:
www.nominettrust.org.uk

www.nominettrust.org.uk
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